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Synopsis 
The Boolean ultrapower construction is a generalisation of the ordinary ultra-
power construction in that an arbitrary complete Boolean algebra replaces the 
customary powerset Boolean algebra. B. Koppelberg and S. Koppelberg [1976] 
show that the class of ordinary ultrapowers is properly contained in the class of 
Boolean ultrapowers thereby justifying the development of a theory for Boolean 
ultrapowers. This thesis is an exploration into the strategies whereby and the 
conditions under which aspects of the theory of ordinary ultrapowers can be 
extended to the theory of Boolean ultrapowers. Mansfield [1971] shows that a 
finitely iterated Boolean ultrapower is isomorphic to a single Boolean ultrapower 
under certain conditions. Using a different approach and under somewhat dif-
ferent conditions, Ouwehand and Rose [1998] show that the result also holds for 
K-bounded Boolean ultrapowers. Mansfield [1971] also proves a Boolean version 
of the Keisler-Shelah theorem. By redefining the notion of a K-good ultrafilter 
on a Boolean algebra, Benda [1974] obtains a complete generalisation of a the-
orem of Keisler which states that an ultrapower is K-saturated iff the ultrafilter 
is K-good. Potthoff [1974] defines the notion of a limit Boolean ultrapower and 
shows that, as is the case for ordinary ultrapowers, the complete extensions of a 
model are characterised by its limit Boolean ultrapowers. Upon the discovery by 
Frayne, Morel and Scott [1962] of an ultrapower of a simple group which is not 
simple, Burris and Jeffers [1978] investigate necessary and sufficient conditions 
for a Boolean ultrapower to be simple, or subdirectly irreducible, provided that 
the language is countable. Finally, Jipsen, Pinus and Rose [2000] extend the no-
tion of the Rudin-Keisler ordering to ultrafilters on complete Boolean algebras , 
and prove that by using this definition, Blass' Characterisation Theorem can be 
generalised for Boolean ultrapowers. 
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Introduction 
From a model M of the language L and a Boolean algebra B can be obtained a 
new model M(B] called the Boolean power of M by B which is of the same type 
as M. Hodges (1993] remarks that "Boolean powers pass the first test of a good 
construction: they are used to prove interesting theorems which don't mention 
them" . Boolean powers are important tools for proving theorems about decid-
ability, ~o-categoricity and the existence of many non-isomorphic models. In 
his survey of Boolean constructions , Burris (1982] commented that the Boolean 
power construction resulted in extensive undecidability theorems. 
According to Burris' (1982] account , Boolean powers were first introduced by 
R.F. Arens and I. Kaplansky in 1948. They incorporated the ideas of M.H. 
Stone and I. Gelfand. Stone had shown that a Boolean ring with unit is the 
algebra of clopen subsets of a compact zero-dimensional space. Put differently, 
Stone's result asserts that a Boolean ring with unit is the algebra of continuous 
functions from a compact zero-dimensional space to the 2-element field. Gelfand 
had shown that certain Banach algebras are isomorphic to the algebra of con-
tinuous functions from a compact Hausdorff space to the set of real or complex 
numbers. Arens and Kaplansky investigated representations of the algebra of 
continuous functions from a compact zero-dimensional space to a simple ring 
which had been given the discrete topology, and generalisations of such repre-
sentations. Thus they introduced the definitions of the bounded Boolean power 
M[B]w in the case that M is a ring. Hodges (1993] mentions that in 1959, Philip 
Hall defined the bounded Boolean power M[B ]w in the case that M is a group. 
A.L. Foster (1953], who was working completely independently of Arens and Ka-
plansky, presented an alternative definition of the Boolean power M(B] which 
had its roots in algebra as opposed to topology. Foster defined the Boolean 
power M[B] in the case that M is an algebra. (The generalised definition of the 
Boolean power M[ B] that is used extensively requires only that M is a model of 
a first-order language L.) This definition, however, had one drawback, namely 
that if M is infinite, then B is required to be a complete Boolean algebra. To get 
around this requirement, Foster introduced the notion of the bounded Boolean 
power M[B]w in 1961 by adding to the definition of M[B] the condition that only 
finitely many elements of M have non-zero images in B. In his review of Foster's 
paper of 1961, B. Jonsson observed and commented on the natural isomorphism 
which existed between the bounded Boolean power M[B]w and the algebra of 
continuous functions from the Stone space of B to the algebra M which had 
been given the discrete topology. By restricting their attention to those func-
tions that are continuous on dense open subsets of the Stone space of B (and in 
the process complicating the above situation somewhat) , B. Banaschewski and 
E . Nelson [1980] gave an analogous definition of the Boolean power M[B]. With 
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reference to the topological description of M[B]w and M[B], Banaschewski and 
Nelson [1980]lament the fact that "these natural and convenient descriptions 
of Boolean powers have never actually been used as a basis for their study", 
and the objective of their paper was the presentation of a systematic study of 
Boolean powers using a topological framework. Whether this approach actually 
resulted in the simplification of the proofs of those results that were already 
known or "placed the subject into a much more conceptual framework" as they 
claimed, is questionable. However, they did show that M[B] preserves elemen-
tary equivalence and elementary embeddings in both arguments , that M[B]w is 
elementarily equivalent to M[B], and that the canonical embedding of M[B]w 
into M[ B] is elementary. 
C.J. Ash [1975] defined a more general version of the Boolean power M[B] as 
originally introduced by Foster by weakening the condition that B be a com-
plete Boolean algebra. For an infinite cardinal J<i, 1 he defined the /'l,-restricted 
Boolean extension M[B]~t of M by stipulating that B be a /'l,-complete Boolean 
algebra and that , in a similar way as for bounded Boolean powers, fewer than 
/'l, elements of M have non-zero images in B . P. Ouwehand and H. Rose [1998] 
adopted a novel approach to investigating the model M[B]~t which they sub-
sequently termed the /'l,-bounded Boolean power. They observed that any /'l,-
complete Boolean algebra B is the direct limit of an updirected set of powerset 
Boolean algebras and proceeded to construct M[B]~t as the direct limit of an 
updirected set of direct powers MP where P is a partition of B consisting of 
fewer than /'l, elements. Using this approach, it is easily noted that M is ele-
mentarily embeddable into M[ B]~t and that if B is isomorphic to some powerset 
Boolean algebra, then M[B]~t reduces to an ordinary direct power. By applying 
Feferman-Vaught techniques, Ouwehand and Rose showed that if /'l, ~ >., then 
M[B]~t is an elementary submodel of M[B].x , and by applying a result of Tarski 
referred to in Monk and Bonnet [1989], also showed that all infinite direct powers 
of a model are elementarily equivalent. 
When the Boolean power M[B] is factored by a filter F on B, then the resulting 
model M[B]/ F is referred to as a filtral power. M[B]/ F is a B j F-valued model 
and is of the same type as M. In the case that F is an ultrafilter, M[B]/ F is 
called a Boolean ultrapower. Boolean ultrapowers are at the heart of this thesis. 
In the same way that the notion of a Boolean power is a generalisation of the 
notion of a direct power, the notion of a Boolean ul trapower is a generalisation of 
the notion of an ordinary ultrapower. R. Mansfield [1971] confidently remarks 
that he does "not know of a single proof about ultrapowers which cannot be 
translated directly to a corresponding proof about Boolean ultrapowers". In 
fact, the greater flexibility of the more general notion allowed for the construc-
tion of isomorphic Boolean ultrapowers, good ultrafilters and saturated Boolean 
ultrapowers independently of the Generalised Continuum Hypothesis. 
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Although Boolean ultrapowers are acknowledged as extremely useful tools in 
Model Theory, the objective of this thesis is not to explore the extent to which 
Boolean ultrapowers can be used, but to give a comprehensive account of Boolean 
ultrapowers in their own right. In this regard, the work of authors such as Mans-
field [1971], Burris [1975], Koppelberg and Koppelberg [1976], Benda [1974], 
Potthoff [1974] and Ouwehand and Rose [1998] will be given extensive coverage. 
From Chapter 0 it will become abundantly clear that there are different, equally 
valid ways of constructing a Boolean ultrapower which have implications for the 
notation and the method of proof used. Although the treatment of Boolean 
ultrapowers is entirely algebraic in this thesis, it has unfortunately not been 
possible to devise a uniform system of notation, nor has it been possible to use 
the same construction in all the proofs. In each section it will be made clear 
from the outset which construction will be used. Note however, that in certain 
chapters the use of more than one construction has been inevitable, and the 
reader is requested to bear this in mind throughout the thesis. 
The basic notions from the theory of Boolean algebras referred to in this thesis 
can be found in the Handbook of Boolean Algebras ( ed. Monk and Bonnet 
[1989]), those from Model Theory in Bell and Slomson [1971], Chang and Keisler 
[1973] and Hodges [1993], those from Set Theory in Jech [1978], and those from 
Universal Algebra in Burris and Sankappanavar [1981]. 
Vlll 
Summary 
In Chapter 0 the basic notions which are relevant to models and Boolean al-
gebras are discussed. The construction of M[B] and M[B]w as proposed by 
Foster [1953], Banaschewski and Nelson [1980], Benda [1974] and Ouwehand 
and Rose [1998], as well as the two constructions given in Hodges [1993], are 
discussed in great detail, and the models resulting from these constructions are 
shown to be isomorphic. The basic algebraic properties and the model-theoretic 
aspects of Boolean powers are presented as a basis for the results in later chap-
ters. The Boolean ultrapower M[B]/ F is constructed by defining a suitable 
equivalence relation w.r.t . F on M[B]. The construction of the more general 
(B, P)-ultraproduct of models is included. Los's Theorem as formulated for the 
(B, P)-ultraproducts of models, is shown to coincide with the version for ordi-
nary ultraproducts when each Boolean algebra is isomorphic to the 2-element 
Boolean algebra, and with the version for Boolean ultrapowers when the models 
are identical. 
In Chapter 1 the construction of B. Koppelberg and S. Koppelberg [1976] of a 
Boolean ultrapower that is not isomorphic to any ordinary ultrapower is dis-
cussed in detail. This construction finally put an end to speculation by Mans-
field (1970] amongst others, about the existence of such a Boolean ultrapower. 
However, the cardinalities of both the language and the model were large. B. 
Koppel berg [1980], upon noting the construction of W. Lange of such a Boolean 
ultrapower of which the language has cardinality ~ 1 , and the model has cardi-
nality 2N1 , constructs Boolean ultrapowers of (w, <) and (w1 , <) which are not 
isomorphic to any ordinary ultrapower. His constructions, however, require very 
strong set-theoretical assumptions. The essence of Koppelberg's constructions 
is the investigation into Boolean ultrapowers of (w , <) and (w1 , <) which have 
cardinalities and cofinalities which are not the cardinalities and cofinalities of 
any ultrapower. 
In Chapter 2 the approaches of Ouwehand and Rose (1998] and Mansfield [1971] 
to the problem of the finite iteration of Boolean ultrapowers is discussed. Mans-
field shows that if two complete Boolean algebras A and B are such that B 
is (K, oo )-distributive and A satisfies the K-chain condition w.r.t. B, then the 
iterated Boolean ultrapower (M[A]/ F)[B]/G is isomorphic to a single Boolean 
ultrapower. Ouwehand and Rose show that the same result holds forK-bounded 
Boolean ultrapowers on condition that A is K-partition complete. If both A and 
B are K-partition complete, then by a result of Jipsen and Rose (1999], A and 
B are K-complete and hence the result of Ouwehand and Rose holds. Also, if A 
is the completion of a (K, K)-tree and K is strongly inaccessible, then since lP A is 
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a K:-complete lattice and IPA = IP A, by another result of Jipsen and Rose [1999], 
A is K:-partition complete and the result of Ouwehand and Rose holds. 
In Chapter 3 Mansfield's Boolean version of the Keisler-Shelah Theorem is pre-
sented. Mansfield shows that if any two ~ 1 -saturated models are elementarily 
equivalent, then they have isomorphic Boolean ultrapowers. He constructs an 
inner product into an appropriate Boolean algebra and shows that the mod-
els have isomorphic Boolean powers, and hence they have isomorphic Boolean 
ultrapowers. By applying the Finite Iteration Theorem and the result which 
states that a Boolean ultrapower is ~rsaturated if the ultrafilter is descend-
ingly countably incomplete, Mansfield is able to drop the condition that the 
models be ~rsaturated and hence obtains the required generalisation. 
In Chapter 4 Mansfield's one-directional generalisation of Keisler's theorem 
which states that an ultrapo.wer is K:-saturated iff the ultrafilter is K:-good is 
discussed. Benda [1974] notes that Mansfield's definition of a K:-good ultrafilter 
is not appropriate for obtaining the converse of Mansfield's result. He thus pro-
poses another notion of a K:-good ultrafilter to obtain the complete generalisation 
of Keisler's theorem. This notion coincides with the usual notion if the Boolean 
algebra is atomic, and is weaker if it is atomless. 
In Chapter 5 Potthoff's (1974] investigation into the full submodels of a Boolean 
power is given. This investigation culminates in his definition of the notion 
of a limit Boolean ultrapower. Potthoff defines a limit Boolean ultrapower as 
a submodel of a Boolean ultrapower of which the ranges of the elements are 
included in the members of a family of regular subalgebras directed by inclusion. 
By using this definition, Potthoff shows that the complete extensions of a model 
are characterised by its limit Boolean ultrapowers. 
In Chapter 6 Burris and Jeffers (1978] investigate necessary and sufficient con-
ditions for a Boolean ultrapower to be simple (subdirectly irreducible). They 
define the notion of a simplicity (subdirect irreducibility) sentence and show that 
an ~a-saturated model is simple (subdirectly irreducible) iff it satisfies a sim-
plicity (subdirect irreducibility) sentence. By applying the result which states 
that a Boolean ultrapower M[B]/ F is ~ 1 -saturated (and hence ~a-saturated) 
ifF is descendingly countably incomplete, they conclude that M[B]/ F is sim-
ple (subdirectly irreducible) iff M satisfies a simplicity (subdirect irreducibility) 
sentence. 
In Chapter 7 details are provided about the Rudin-Keisler ordering of ultrafilters 
on complete Boolean algebras as defined by Jipsen, Pinus and Rose (2000]. This 
definition coincides with the usual Rudin-Keisler ordering if the Boolean alge-
bra is a powerset Boolean algebra. This definition facilitates the generalisation 
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of Blass' Theorem which states that the usual Rudin-Keisler ordering is char-
acterised by elementary embeddings between ordinary ultrapowers. They also 
investigate the conditions under which the Rudin-Keisler poset of a Boolean 
algebra is order-embeddable into the Rudin-Keisler poset of another Boolean 
algebra. 
Chapter 0 
Preliminary Results 
Because the universe of the Boolean power M[ B] is a special set of functions from 
the model M into the Boolean algebra B (or vice versa, as in the consructions 
of Benda [1974] and Ouwehand and Rose [1998]), the theory of Boolean powers, 
and hence that of Boolean ultrapowers is a fusion of the theories of models in 
general and Boolean algebras in particular. For example, the images of the 
above-mentioned functions are elements of a Boolean algebra and hence the 
properties of the Boolean algebra determine the constraints on these elements. 
As another example of the interrelatedness of the above-mentioned theories, 
the validity of a formula in a model determines the validity of a formula in its 
Boolean ultrapowers. 
In this chapter then, a short description of models and Boolean algebras is 
deemed useful. Thereafter, the various constructions of M[B] and M[B]w will 
be given, not just for the sake of completeness, but to establish the premises on 
which authors such as Mansfield [1971], Benda [1974] and Ouwehand and Rose 
[1998] based their results. Although the topological constructions of M[B] and 
M[B]w will not be referred to again in this thesis, their inclusion adds another 
dimension to the topic. The basic algebraic properties and the model-theoretic 
aspects of Boolean powers are discussed in detail to provide a foundation for 
the development of results in later chapters. This chapter is concluded with the 
construction of the Boolean ultrapower M[B]/ F which is shown to be an ele-
mentary extension of M. A diversion is provided by the construction of the more 
general (B, P)-ultraproduct of models, and the formulation of Los's Theorem for 
(B, P)-ultraproducts, which is shown to be equivalent to the ordinary version 
when each Boolean algebra is isomorphic to the 2-element Boolean algebra, and 
to the version for Boolean ultrapowers when the models are identical. 
0.1 Models and Boolean algebras 
A Boolean algebra is just a special kind of model, and therefore the results which 
are valid for models in general, are valid for Boolean algebras in particular. 
The following basic model-theoretic concepts can be found in Bell and Slomson 
[1971]. 
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Definition 0.1.1: 
Suppose that L is a first order language. A model is a tuple (M, { Re : e < 
a}, {Ho : o < ,6}) such that M is a set, and for each e < a and each o < ,6, 
the relation Re and the function H0 on Mare the interpretations of the relation 
symbol Re and the function symbol H 0 respectively in L. 
To cut down on the use of complex notation which does not add to the signifi-
cance of the notions involved, M will be used to represent the model (M, {R~ : 
e <a}, {Ho : o < ,6}) in this thesis. 
Definition 0.1.2 : 
Suppose that M is a model of the language L, and that 1-l and v are functions 
such that 1-l : a -+ w and v : ,6 -+ w. If for each e < a and each o < ,6, Re is 
a 1-L(e)-ary relation and H0 is a v(o)-ary function on M, then M is a model of 
type (l.l, v ). 
As will become evident later in this chapter, each relation and each function on 
M[B] is the extension of the corresponding relation and function respectively 
on M, and hence M and M[B] are models of the same type. 
Various relations can hold between models of the same type, and these are 
considered below. 
Definition 0.1.3 : 
Suppose that NI and N are models of the language L. If M ~ N , and each 
relation and each function on M is the restriction of the corresponding relation 
and function respectively on N toM, then M is a submodel of N. N , in turn, 
is an extension of M. 
For the sake of simplicity, a relation on M and its corresponding relation on N 
will be denoted by the same symbol. A similar remark applies to functions on 
M. 
Definition 0.1.4 : 
Suppose that M and N are models of the language L. A function h : M -+ N 
is a homomorphism if for each relation R on M and each m 1 , ... , mn E M, 
M I= R(m1, ... , mn) implies N I= R(h(m1) , ... , h(mn)). 
The same holds for each function H on M. If, in addition, h is an embedding 
of M onto N and its inverse is also a homomorphism, then M is isomorphic to 
N: in symbols, M I'V N . 
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The isomorphism relation between models is a purely algebraic relation which is 
independent of the language L. The following relation between models involves 
the language in a fundamental way. 
Definition 0.1.5 : 
Suppose that M and N are models of the language L. If for each sentence cjJ in 
L, 
M F= cP iff N F= ¢, 
then M is elementarily equivalent to N: in symbols, M = N. 
The properties of models which can be described by sentences in L are of a 
simple or elementary (in its English usage) nature, and hence the term elemen-
tarily equivalent is used for the notion introduced above. If any two models 
are isomorphic, then they are elementarily equivalent. However, the converse 
is false because there may be no sentence in L which distinguishes between the 
two models. For example, all infinite direct powers of a model are clearly not 
isomorphic, but it will be shown in Corollary 0.4.16 that they are elementarily 
equivalent. 
The following two relations are stronger than the elementarily equivalence rela-
tion in that they involve all formulas in L. 
Definition 0.1.6 : 
Suppose that M and N are models of the language L, and that M is a submodel 
of N. If for each formula ¢(x1 , ... , Xn) inLand each m1 , ... mn EM, 
then M is an elementary submodel of N: in symbols, M-< N. N, in turn, is an 
elementary extension of M. 
Definition 0.1. 7 : 
Suppose that M and N are models of the language L. An embedding e : M -t N 
is an elementary embedding if for each formula cjJ(x~, ... , xn) in L and each 
ml,··. ,mn EM, 
MF= c/J(ml,···,mn) iff N F cjJ(e(mi), ... ,e(mn)) . 
If there exists an elementary embedding from M into N, then !vi is elementarily 
embeddable in N. 
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The following lemma, which is known as the Tarski-Vaught Criterion, provides a 
very useful criterion for determining whether a submodel is in fact an elementary 
submodel. 
Lemma 0.1.8 [Tarski-Vaught Criterion]: 
Suppose that M and N are models of the language L , and that M is a submodel 
of N. Then M is an elementary submodel of N iff for each formula c/J in L and 
each m 1, ... , mn EM such that N F ::3 x c/J(x, m1 , ... , mn) , there exists mE M 
such that N F= c/J(m, m1, .. . , mn)· 
The following basic algebraic concepts can be found in Burris and Sankappanavar 
(1981], Monk and Bonnet (1989] and Bell and Slomson (1971]. 
Definition 0.1.9 : 
Suppose that L is a language consisting of the finitary function symbols { H 8 : 
8 < ,6} . An algebra is a model (A,{H8: 8 < ,6}) such that for each 8 < ,6, the 
function H 8 on A is the interpretation of the corresponding function symbol H 8 
in L. 
Definition 0.1.10 : 
A Boolean algebra is a model (B, {V, 1\,c } , {0, 1}) such that V, 1\ are binary 
operations, c is a unary operation, and 0, 1 are distinguished elements such that 
for all b1 , b2 , b3 E B, 
(a) b1 V ( b2 V b3 ) = ( b1 V b2 ) V b3 , 
(b) bl v b2 = b2 v bl ' 
(c) bl v ( bl 1\ b2 ) = bl ' 
(d) bl 1\ ( b2 v b3) = ( bl 1\ b2 ) v ( bl 1\ b3)' 
(e) b1 V b~ = 1, b1 1\ b~ = 0. 
By defining the relation ::::; on B by 
(associativity) 
(commutativity) 
(absorption) 
( distributivity) 
(complementation) 
(B, ::::;) becomes a partial order in which the least upper bound and the greatest 
lower bound of { b1, b2} are b1 V b2 and b1 1\ b2 respectively. 
Boolean algebras are named after the English mathematician George Boole who, 
in his book "The Mathematical Analysis of Logic, being an essay towards a calcu-
lus of deductive reasoning", applied mathematical techniques to logic. Although 
the notion of a Boolean algebra was developed early in the 19th century through 
working with operations such as union, intersection and complementation, the 
abstract notion first became evident in the work of E.V. Huntington in 1904 
5 
(recorded in Burris [1982]). Huntington is credited with the development of the 
system of axioms (a) to (e) above, and the establishment of the equivalence 
between complemented, distributive lattices and Boolean algebras. 
Example 0.1.11 
The powerset P(X) becomes a Boolean algebra under the ordinary set-theoretic 
operations U, n and c. Powerset Boolean algebras can be consid~red as the build-
ing blocks of all Boolean algebras. Stone's Representation Theorem asserts that 
every Boolean algebra is isomorphic to a subalgebra of some powerset Boolean 
algebra. In fact, every finite Boolean algebra is isomorphic to a powerset Boolean 
algebra. 
Example 0.1.12 : 
Another Boolean algebra which is of fundamental importance in the topological 
construction of Boolean powers is the subalgebra C L(X) of P(X), which consists 
of all the subsets of a topological space which are both open and closed. (Subsets 
of a topological space which are both open and closed are referred to as clopen 
subsets.) Stone had in fact shown that every Boolean algebra is isomorphic to 
C L(X) for some topological space X . This observation is significant for gaining 
insight into the relationship that exists between Boolean powers and certain 
algebras of continuous functions. 
Example 0.1.13 : 
A subset Y of a topological space X is regular open if it is equal to the interior 
of its closure: in symbols, 
Yo =Y. 
The set RO(X) which consists of all the regular open subsets of X can be given 
the structure of a Boolean algebra by defining the operations /\, V and c on it as 
follows: 
For Y, Z E RO(X), 
=--=----,=0 YVZ=YUZ, 
Y 1\ z = Y n z, 
yc =(X- Yt. 
The join (V) and meet (/\) operations on a Boolean algebra are finitary oper-
ations, and hence the join and meet of any finite subset of a Boolean algebra 
exist. However, the join and meet of an infinite subset of a Boolean algebra may 
not exist. It is noteworthy that, by defining V F = UF0 and 1\F = nFo for any 
family F ~ RO(X), the joins and meets of arbitrary subsets exist in RO(X). 
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The following laws hold for the joins and meets of arbitrary subsets of a Boolean 
algebra. 
Lemma 0.1.14 : 
Suppose that B is a Boolean algebra and for C, D ~ B, 
(a) VCVVD=V{cVd:cEC,dED}, 
(b) V C 1\ V D = V { c 1\ d : c E C, d E D}, 
(c) for b E B, b 1\ V C = V { b 1\ c : c E C}, 
(d) (VD)c=/\{dc:dED}. 
Definition 0.1.15 : 
VC, VD E B. Then 
(associativity) 
( distributivity) 
( distributivity) 
(de Morgan's law) 
A Boolean algebra B is complete if for each C ~ B, VC E B. B is /'\,-complete 
if for each D ~ B such that IDI < /'\,' VD E B. 
As mentioned in the introduction, the bounded Boolean power M[B]w can be 
defined for any Boolean algebra B, but the Boolean power M[B] (the /'\,-bounded 
Boolean power M[B]x:) can only be defined if B is complete (/'\,-complete). 
When working with a subalgebra A of a Boolean algebra B, it is essential to 
distinguish between VC (w.r.t. A) and VC (w.r.t. B) for C ~ A, since VC 
(w.r.t. A) and VC (w.r.t. B) may not coincide - in fact, the existence of VC 
(w.r.t. A) does not guarantee the existence of VC (w.r.t. B). 
Definition 0.1.16 : 
A subalgebra A of a Boolean algebra B is a regular subalgebra of B if for each 
C ~ A if VC(w.r.t. A) exists then so does VC(w.r.t. B) and VC(w.r.t. A) 
VC(w.r.t. B) . 
In Chapter 5 it will be shown how an updirected set of regular subalgebras of 
B is used to define the notion of a limit Boolean ultrapower. 
The following notion is significant for gaining insight into complete Boolean 
algebras. 
Definition 0.1.17 : 
A subset A of a partially ordered set B is dense in B if for each b E B there 
exists a E A such that a ~ b. In particular, if B is a Boolean algebra, then a 
subalgebra A of B is dense in B if for each bE B- {0} there exists a E A such 
that 0 < a ~ b. The notion dense is equivalent to the notion dually cofinal. 
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Proposition 0.1.18 : 
Every dense subalgebra A of a Boolean algebra B is regular in B. 
The above proposition partly motivates the following definition. 
Definition 0.1.19 : 
A completion of a Boolean algebra B is a complete Boolean algebra B such that 
B is a dense subalgebra of B. 
Now two complete Boolean algebras are isomorphic if they have dense subsets 
which are order-isomorphic with respect to the partial ordering induced by the 
Boolean operations. This implies that the completion of a Boolean algebra is 
unique, since if B and B are completions of a Boolean algebra B, then B is 
dense in B and in B. 
By example 0.1.13, RO(X) is complete. Also, for any Boolean algebra B, 
RO(B- {0}) is a completion of B, and hence B ""RO(B- {0}) if B is complete. 
The above statements are summed up in the following proposition. 
Proposition 0.1.20 : 
A Boolean algebra B is complete iff it is isomorphic to RO(X) for some topo-
logical space X. 
Although a homomorphism between two Boolean algebras preserves the joins 
and meets of finite subsets, a stronger notion of a homomorphism is needed for 
the class of complete (/'\:-complete) Boolean algebras. 
Definition 0.1.21 : 
Suppose that A and Bare Boolean algebras. A homomorphism f: A-+ B is a 
complete (/'\:-complete) homomorphism if for each C ~A (for each C ~A, ICI < 
/'\:) such that VC E A, 
f(VC) = V{f(c): c E C}. 
Definition 0.1.22 : 
A filter on a Boolean algebra B is a proper subset F of B such that 
(a) for all b1 , b2 E F, b1 /\ b2 E F, 
(b) for all b1 E F and b2 E B , if b1 :=; b2, then b2 E F. 
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Filters on a Boolean algebra can be partially ordered by set inclusion. A filter 
which is maximal with respect to this ordering is called an ultrafilter. Ultrafilters 
can also be characterised by the following proposition. 
Proposition 0.1.23 : 
Suppose that F is a filter on a Boolean algebra B. Then F is an ultrafilter iff for 
each bE B either bE For be E F, but not both. (If b, be E F, then 0 =bAbe E F 
which implies that F is not proper.) 
The following property identifies those subsets of a Boolean algebra which can be 
extended to filters, and hence by the application of Zorn's Lemma, to ultrafilters. 
Definition 0.1.24 : 
A subset C of a Boolean algebra B has the finite intersection property if for each 
c1 , .. . , Cn E C, 
c1 A · · · A Cn =/= 0. 
Lemma 0.1.25 : 
Every subset of a Boolean algebra which has the finite intersection property can 
be extended to an ultrafilter. In particular, every non-zero element is contained 
in some ultrafilter, since the 1-element subset which contains this element has 
the finite intersection property and can hence be extended to an ultrafilter. 
The following definition describes one of the corner-stones in the construction of 
the Boolean power M[B], namely a partition, since M[B] essentially constitutes 
functions defined either on a partition of B, or into a partition of B, as will be 
seen later. 
Definition 0.1.26 : 
A partition of a Boolean algebra B is a subset P of B such that 
(a) for all PI,P2 E P, if P1 =/= p2, then P1 Ap2 = 0, 
(b) VP = 1. 
The following definition describes the construction of new Boolean algebras, 
namely the relative algebras, from ones that already exist. Relative algebras are 
important since certain properties of Boolean algebras are more easily discernible 
using appropriate relative algebras than the Boolean algebra itself. In this thesis, 
relative algebras will be used to construct the ( B, P)-ultraproduct of models. 
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Definition 0.1.27 : 
The relative algebra of the Boolean algebra B w.r.t. bE B is the Boolean algebra 
in which the partial ordering is inherited from B . 
Remark 0.1.28 : 
B r b is not a subalgebra of B if b #- 1, since its greatest element and the 
complements of elements do not correspond with those in B. However, B r b is 
a homomorphic image of B under the homomorphism gb : B --+ B r b defined by 
i(x) = x 1\ b. 
Lemma 0.1.29 : 
Suppose that B is a complete Boolean algebra and that P is a partition of B. 
Then 
Proof: 
Define functions g: B--+ II{B r p: pEP} and h: II{B r p: pEP}--+ B by 
g(x) = (x 1\ p: pEP), 
h((xp: pEP))= V{xp: pEP}. 
Then g is a homomorphism since g(x) = (gP(x): pEP), and g is 1-1 and onto 
since g and h are inverses. 0 
0.2 The various constructions of M[B] and M[B]w 
There are a number of different constructions of the Boolean power M[B] and 
the bounded Boolean power M[B]w· At times, one construction may be more 
appropriate than any other in yielding new results or fulfilling any other objective 
of an author. For example, according to Banaschewski and Nelson [1980], the 
topological construction of Boolean powers is the most natural one, and by using 
it they show that M[B] preserves elementary equivalence in both arguments, 
that M[B]w = M[B], and that the canonical embedding of M[B]w into M[B] is 
elementary. 
In this section, the various constructions of NI[B] and M[B]w will be presented 
in detail. The resulting Boolean powers will all be shown to be isomorphic. 
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0.2.1 A.L. Foster [1953] 
Suppose that M is an algebra and B a complete Boolean algebra. The universe 
of the Boolean power M[B] is defined to be the set of all functions f : M -t B 
such that 
(a) for all m1, m2 EM, if m1 =/= m2, then f(mi) A j(m2) = 0, 
(b) V{f(m) :mE M} = 1. 
Suppose that h , ... , fn E M[B]. Each fundamental operation H on Jvf can be 
extended to an operation on M[B] by defining 
H(JI, ... , fn)(m) = V{fi(mi) A··· A fn(mn): H(m1, ... , mn) = m}. 
The bounded Boolean power M[B]w is obtained by adding a third requirement 
to the definition of M[B], namely 
(c) J{m EM: f(m) =/= 0}1 <No. 
Thus if M is finite, orB is finite, then M[B] = M[B]w· 
Remark 0.2.1.1 : 
Although Foster has defined the Boolean power M[B] in the case that M is an 
algebra, the definition is nowadays used in a more general sense where M is 
any model. The construction of Foster is the one most commonly found in the 
literature, and it will be the one most frequently used in this thesis. 
0.2.2 B. Banaschewski and E. Nelson [1980] 
Although the topological construction of M[B] and M[B]w as given by Ba-
naschewski and Nelson [1980] will not be referred to again in this thesis, it is 
included for the sake of completeness. 
Before proceeding with a discussion on the construction of Banaschewski and 
Nelson, a few basic topological definitions and results which can be found in Bell 
and Slomson [1971] are required to put the discussion in context. 
Definition 0.2.2.1 : 
A Boolean space is a compact Hausdorff space with a base of clopen sets. The 
elements of this base, being closed subsets of a compact space, are themselves 
compact. 
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Definition 0.2.2.2 : 
A subspace Y of a topological space X is connected if there exists no non-empty 
open sets C and D, with C n D = 0, such that Y =CUD. Y is a component of 
X if Y is a maximal connected subspace of X. X is totally disconnected if each 
component of X has only one element. 
Lemma 0.2.2.3 : 
A Boolean space is totally disconnected. 
Proof: 
Suppose that X is a Boolean space andY is a subspace of X such that y1 , y2 E 
Y, y1 =/= y2 . Since X is a Hausdorff space, and since X has a base which 
consists of clopen sets, there exists a clopen set U such that y1 E U, but y2 ~ U. 
Then 
Y = (Y n U) U (Y- U), 
and hence Y is not connected. 0. 
Recall from Example 0.1.12 that C L(X) is the subalgebraofP(X) which consists 
of the clopen subsets of the topological space X. If X is a Boolean space, then 
CL(X) forms a base for the topology of X. The following result shows that 
C L(X) is uniquely characterised in this way. 
Lemma 0.2.2.4 : 
Suppose that X is a Boolean space and A is a subalgebra of P(X) which forms 
a base for the topology of X. Then A= CL(X). 
Proof: 
Suppose that U E A. Then U is open since A forms a base for the topology 
of X. Since A is a subalgebra of P(X), it is closed under the formation of 
complements, and hence U is also closed. Thus U E C L(X). 
Conversely, suppose that U E C L(X). Since U is open and A is a base for the 
topology of X, for each u E U there exists Vu E A such that u E Vu ~ U. 
{Vu : u E U} forms an open cover for U. Since U is also closed, and X is compact, 
U is compact and hence {Vu : u E U} has a finite subcover {Vu; : 1 ::=; i ::=; n }. 
Thus 
U = Vu 1 U · · · U Vu n • 
Since A is a subalgebra, it is closed under finite unions. Hence U E A. 0 
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Definition 0.2.2.5 : 
The Stone space U LT(B) of the Boolean algebra B is the set of all ultrafilters 
of B which has been given the topology which has as a base the set { :Fb : b E B} 
of subsets of U LT(B), where 
:Fb ={FE ULT(B): bE F}. 
Theorem 0.2.2.6 [M.H. Stone 1936): 
Suppose that B is a Boolean algebra. Then U LT(B) is a Boolean space and 
CL(ULT(B)) "'B. 
Proof: 
{:Fb :.bE B} "'B: 
Suppose that b1, b2 E B and b1 =f. bz. Now either b1 f;. bz or b2 f;. b1, say b1 f;. b2 • 
Then b1 1\ bz =f. b1, and thus b1 1\ b2 =f. (b11\ bz) 1\ b2 = b1 1\ (bz 1\ b2) = b1 1\0 = 0. 
Hence {b1 , b2} has the finite intersection property and can thus be extended to 
an ultrafilter F. Since .b2 E F,bz ~ F, and thus :Fb 1 =f. :Fb2 • 
Now for each b1, b2 E B and each filter F of B, b1 1\ b2 E F iff b1 E F and b2 E F. 
Hence it follows that :Fb1 n :Fb2 = :Fbu\b2 • Also for each F, b E F iff be ~ F which 
implies that :Fbc = U LT(B)- :Fb. 
U LT(B) is Hausdorff: 
Suppose that F, G E U LT(B) and F =f. G. Then there exists b E B such that 
bE F, but b ~ G which implies that be E G. Thus :Fb and :Fbc are open subsets 
of U LT(B) such that FE :Fb, G E :Fbc and :Fb n :Fbc = 0. 
U LT(B) is compact : 
Suppose that {:Fb, : i E J} is a cover of U LT(B) which has no finite subcover. 
Then for each finite subset J of I, 
U{:Fb, : i E J} =f. U LT(B), 
and hence 
:Fa = 0 =1- n{:Fb; : i E J} = :F"{bf:iEJ} 
Thus 
1\{bi : i E J} =f. 0, 
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and so {bi : i E J} has the finite intersection property and can therefore be 
extended to an ultrafilter F of B. For each i E J, bi E F, and hence 
which contradicts the assumption that {Fb; : i E I} covers U LT(B). 
U LT(B) has a base of clopen sets: 
Since {Fb : bE B} is a base for U LT(B), Fb is open for each bE B, and since 
Fb = ULT(B)- Fbc, Fb is also closed. 
By Lemma 0.2.2.4, CL(ULT(B)) = {Fb: bE B}, and since {Fb: bE B} rv B, 
the result follows. 0 
The following result is the topological dual to Theorem 0.2.2.6 which was origi-
nally due to M.H. Stone. Together with Theorem 0.2.2.6, it shows that, in a cer-
tain sense, the operations U LT and C L are "inverses", and that every Boolean 
algebra can be uniquely associated with a Boolean space, and vice versa. Ex-
pressed in categorical terms, the contravariant functors CL : BS -+ BA and 
U LT: BA-+ BS, where BA is the category of Boolean algebras and their ho-
momorphisms and BS the category of Boolean spaces and continuous functions, 
are adjoint to each other. 
Theorem 0.2.2.7 : 
Suppose that X is a Boolean space. Then X is homeomorphic to ULT(CL(X)) . 
Proof: 
Define Ux by 
Ux = {U E C L(X) : x E U}. 
Ux is a filter on CL(X), and since for each U E CL(X), either x E U or 
x E CL(X)- U, Ux E ULT(CL(X)). Suppose that xi,x2 EX and XI=/= x2. 
Since X is Hausdorff, there exist UI, u2 E CL(X) such that XI E UI,X2 E u2 
and UI n U2 = 0. Thus Ux 1 =/= Ux 2 • Now suppose that V is an ultrafilter on 
CL(X). Since X is compact and Vis a family of closed subsets with the finite 
intersection property, there exists x E X such that x E V for each V E V. Then 
V s;;; Ux, and since V is an ultrafilter, V = Ux, which shows that the function 
x-+ Ux is onto. Hence for each U E CL(X), {V E ULT(CL(X)): U E V} = 
{Ux : x E U}, so that x -+ Ux maps the base for the topology of X onto the 
base CL(ULT(CL(X))) for the topology of ULT(CL(X)). Hence x-+ Ux is a 
homeomorphism. 0 
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Now that the basic topological definitions and results required have been pre-
sented, the discussion will focus on the actual construction of Banaschewski and 
Nelson. 
Suppose that X is a topological space and M is an algebra which has been 
given the discrete topology. The algebra C(X, M) is the algebra of continuous 
functions f : X -t M with operations defined pointwise. It should be noted that 
C(X, M) is isomorphic to C(Y, M) where Y is the component space of X . Also, 
if X is discrete, then every function f : X -t M is continuous. In the event that 
M is the 2-element Boolean algebra, C(X, M) is isomorphic to CL(X) for each 
topological space X, and thus, by applying the Stone duality, C(U LT(B), 2) is 
isomorphic to B for all Boolean algebras B. 
Now suppose that X is compact. For each f E C(X, M) , f[X] is a compact 
subset of a discrete space and is thus finite. Hence each f E C(X, M) determines 
a function j : M -t C L(X) defined by 
such that 
(a) ](mi) n ](m2) = 0 if ffii =I= m2, 
(b) u{](m): mE M} =X, 
(c) I { m : J ( m) =/= 0} I < ~o . 
Furthermore, suppose that His an operation on M and /I, ... , fn E C(X, M). 
Then for each m E M 
--- -1 H(fi, ... , fn)(m)=H(JI, ... fn) ({m}) 
= {x EX: H(fi, ... ,fn)(x) = m} 
= {x EX: H(JI(x), ... ,fn(x)) = m} 
= u{A(mi) n .. . n ln(mn): H(ml, ... ,mn) = m}. 
Now if X is partitioned into clopen sets and f : X -t M is constant on 
each of these, then f E C(X, M). Hence for any compact topological space 
X,C(X,M) is isomorphic to the bounded Boolean power M[CL(X)]w· In par-
ticular, C(U LT(B), M) is isomorphic to M[CL(U LT(B))]w, and by the Stone 
duality it follows that C(U LT(B), M) is isomorphic to M[B]w· 
For the construction of the Boolean power, suppose that D(X, M) is the algebra 
of all functions f : X -t M which are continuous on some dense open subset of 
X with operations defined pointwise. D(X, M) is a subalgebra of the algebra 
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of all functions f : X ~ M since all the operations are finitary, and finite 
intersections of dense open sets are dense open. Define a congruence relation "' 
on D(X, M) by 
j "' g iff there exists some dense open set U such that j f U = g f U. 
For each function f : X ~ M , let dome! be the subset of X on which f is 
continuous. Then domcf is open, and f E D(X, A) iff dome! is dense. The 
congruence "' can also be given by 
f "' g iff f r dome! n domeg = g r domcf n domeg : 
Since dome! n domeg is dense open, the sufficiency is clear. Suppose then that 
f f U = g f U for some dense open U. Then f f domcf n domeg n U = g f 
dome! n domeg n u, and since dome! n domeg n u is dense in dome! n domeg, 
f r dome! n dom eg = g r dome! n dome9· 
Each f E D(X, M) determines a function j: M ~ RO(X) defined by 
A 0 f(m) = j-1 ({m}) n dome! 
such that 
(a) }(mi) n }(m2) = 0 if m1 =/= m2, 
(b) V{}(m): mE M} =X. 
Also, for j , g E D(X, M), f "'g iff j = g: 
Suppose that f "'g. Then f f dome! n domeg = g f dome! n domeg and thus 
for each mE M, 
}(m) = j-1 ( {m}) n domcf 
= j-1( {m}) n dome! n domeg 
= g-1( {m}) n dome! n domeg 
= g-1 ( {m}) n domeg 
= g(m). 
Conversely, suppose that j = g. Then 
f- 1 ( {m}) n dome! n domeg = g- 1 ( {m}) n dome! n domeg 
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for each mE M. Hence f f dome! n domcg = g f domcf n domcg. 
Furthermore, suppose that H is an operation on M, fr, ... , fn E D(X, M) and 
v = domcfr n ... n domcfn· 
Then for each m E M, 
-H(JI, · . . ,Jn)(m) 
~------~~~~~0 
= H(fr, ... ,Jn)-1 ({m}) n V 
= {x E V: H(fr(x), ... ,fn(x)) = m} 
----~----------~-------------------------0 
= U{/1- 1({mi}) n · · · n j;1({mn}) n V : H(m1, ... ,mn) = m} 
--~~======~----~~========~----------------0 
=(U{/;-1({mi})nv n···nf;1({mn})nv :H(mi, ... ,mn)=m}) 
Now for each function h: M-+ RO(X), V{h(m): mE M} =X iff U{h(m): 
m E M} is dense. Hence for any topological space X, D(X, M)/ rv is isomor-
phic to the Boolean power M[RO(X)] . In particular, D(U LT(B), M)/ rv is 
isomorphic to M[RO(U LT(B))], and since for any Boolean space X, RO(X) is 
the completion of CL(X), it follows that for a complete Boolean algebra B, 
D(U LT(B), M)/ rv is isomorphic to M[B) . It is noteworthy that if B is not 
complete and M is the 2-element Boolean algebra, then D(U LT(B), M)/ rv is 
the completion of B: RO(ULT(B)) is isomorphic to C(ULT(RO(ULT(B))),2) 
which is in turn isomorphic to D(U LT(RO(U LT(B))), 2)/ rv and the result 
follows by the Stone duality. 
0.2.3 M. Benda [1974] 
Suppose that M is a model and B is a complete Boolean algebra. The universe 
of the Boolean power M[ B] is the set of all functions f : B -+ M such that the 
domain of f is a partition of B. 
Suppose that fr , ... , fn E M[B] with domains P1, ... , Pn respectively. Each 
relation R on M can be extended to a relation on M[ B] by defining 
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Now for each f E M[B] define a function I(!) by 
I(f)(m) = { f- 1 (m), ~ E range j, 
0, otherwise. 
Then I(!) E M[B] as originally defined by Foster [1953] and I is an isomorphism 
between the Boolean power described above and that as defined by Foster. 
0.2.4 P. Ouwehand and H. Rose [1998] 
Partitions and direct limits are the corner-stones of the construction of Ouwe-
hand and Rose and hence the discussion is introduced by further remarks and 
some preliminary results on partitions, filters and direct limits, the last notion 
being motivated by the observation that a l'l:-complete Boolean algebra may be 
regarded as the direct limit of an updirected set of powerset Boolean algebras. 
Suppose that B is a Boolean algebra and IF B is the set of all partitions of B. For 
P, Q E IF B, P is said to refine Q (or P is a refinement of Q, or Q is coarser than 
P) iff for each p E P there exists some q E Q such that p ~ q. A partial ordering 
can be imposed on IF B by writing P ~ Q iff Q is a refinement of P. Note that the 
partial ordering is reverse to the refinement relation between partitions. Now if 
P ~ Q, and p E P, then 
p = V{q E Q: q ~ p}. 
Also, if P, Q E IF s, then 
T = {p A q: pEP, q E Q and p A q =;f 0} 
is the coarsest common refinement of P and Q. It follows that IF B is an upper 
semilattice with respect to this ordering, and is therefore an updirected set. The 
following subsemilattices of IF B are distinguished: 
(a) IFs(P), the principal filter generated by P E IFs, 
(b) IFB = {P E IFs: IPI < tl:}, for some infinite cardinall'l:. 
If B is l'l:-complete, then for each P E IFB, a complete Boolean algebra embedding 
ip : P(P) --* B can be defined by 
ip(U) = VU. 
It is clear that ip has the asserted properties. Furthermore, if P ~ Q, then 
there exists a function ipq : P(P)--* P(Q) defined by 
ipq(U) = {q E Q: ::lp E P[q ~ p]}. 
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The following can easily be shown: 
(a) If P ~ Q ~ T, then 
. . . 
2QT 0 2PQ = ZPT· 
(a) If P ~ Q, then 
. . . 
zp = ZQ o 2PQ· 
Remark 0.2.4.1 : 
If B is x:-complete and P E ra, then in order to simplify the notation, the 
complete subalgebra of B under the embedding ip will be identified with the 
powerset Boolean algebra P(P). Since P ~ Q implies that P(P) ~ P( Q), the 
family 
{P(P) : P E ra} 
ordered by inclusion is order-isomorphic to r8, and is therefore also an updi-
rected set. 
The following result can now be proved. 
Lemma 0.2.4.2 (P. Ouwehand and H. Rose 1998]: 
Suppose that B is a Boolean algebra. 
(a) B = U{P(P) : P E r~0 }. 
(b) If B is x:-complete, then for ~o ~ ry ~ x:, 
B = U{P(P) : P E r1}. 
(c) If B is complete, then for each p E r B , 
B = U{P(Q): Q E rs(P)}. 
Definition 0.2.4.3 : 
Suppose that U is an up directed set and { B p : P E U} a family of complete 
Boolean algebras with complete embeddings 
such that 
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For bp E Bp, bQ E BQ, define an equivalence relation"' on U{Bp: P E U} by 
bp "'bQ iff there exists T ~ P, Q such that ipr(bp) = iQr(bQ ). 
Then the direct limit B of { B p : P E U} is the set of all equivalence classes 
of U{Bp : P E U} with respect to"', with the meets, joins and complements 
defined in the obvious way. 
Remark 0.2.4.4 : 
(a) By Lemma 0.2.4.2 , a /'\:-complete Boolean algebra is the direct limit of 
powerset Boolean algebras. 
(b) The embeddings ip, ipQ will be regarded as inclusion functions. Thus 
for P ~ Q, Bp is a complete subalgebra of BQ, and for each P E U, Bp 
is a complete subalgebra of B. 
(c) In general, the direct limit of complete Boolean algebras is not complete. 
For example, if En= P(n) for n < ~o, then the direct limit is the finite-
cofinite Boolean algebra which is not complete. 
The following condition ensures that the direct limit is complete and will be 
used to show that every 1'1:-bounded Boolean ultrapower is the direct limit of 
ordinary ultrapowers. 
Definition 0.2.4.5 [P. Ouwehand and H. Rose 1998] : 
Suppose that B is the direct limit of { B p : P E U}. B has the 1'1:-partition 
cofinality property with respect to {Bp : P E U} if for each disjoint X ~ 
B, lXI < 1'1:, there exist Q E JP>B , P E U and a partition T of Bp such that 
X~ Q ~T. 
Lemma 0.2.4.6 [P. Ouwehand and H. Rose 1998]: 
Suppose that B is the direct limit of {Bp : P E U} and B has the 1'1:-partition 
co finality property with respect to { B p : P E U}. Then B is /'\:-complete. 
Proof: 
Suppose that X ~ B is disjoint and lXI < 1'1:. It suffices to show that VX E B. 
Since X is disjoint , there exists Q E JP>B such that X ~ Q. Choose P E U and a 
partition T of Bp such that Q ~ T. Suppose that Y = {t E T : :3q E X[t ~ q]}. 
Then VY E Bp since Bp is complete, and since Bp is a subalgebraof B , VY E B. 
The result follows from the observation that V X = VY. 0 
A family of filters { Fp : P E U} is up directed iff Fp ~ FQ whenever P ~ Q E U 
l.e. 
Fp = FQ n Bp , P ~ Q. 
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The following can easily be observed. 
Lemma 0.2.4.7 (P. Ouwehand and H. Rose 1998] : 
Suppose that B is the direct limit of {Bp : P E U}. Then 
(a) The union of an updirected family {Fp : P E U}, where for each P E 
U , Fp is an (ultra-) filter on Bp , is an (ultra-) filter on B. 
(b) If F is an (ultra-) filter on B , then the family { Fp : P E U}, where for 
each P E U , Fp = F n Bp , is an updirected family of (ultra-} filters. 
Now suppose that B is a complete Boolean algebra and F is a filter on B. 
Suppose that P E IP'B such that F n P = 0. For u E F, define 
X:: = {p E P : p 1\ u # 0}. 
Clearly 
u = V{p 1\ u: pEP and p 1\ u # 0} ~ vx;:. 
Lemma 0.2.4.8 [P. Ouwehand and H. Rose 1998] : 
Fp = {V x:; : u E F} is a filter on the complete subalgebra P(P) of B . Further-
more, if F is an ultrafilter on B, then Fp is an ultrafilter on P( P). 
Proof: 
Since the embedding ip : P(P) -+ B is given by 
ip(X) = VX, 
it suffices to show that {X: : u E F} is an (ultra- )filter on the powerset Boolean 
algebra P(P) . For u E F and x:; ~ Y ~ P, u ~ vx:; ~ VY. Hence 
v = VY E F and Y = X[;. Thus Y E {X: : u E F}. Now suppose that 
u , v E F and w = u 1\ v. Then 
w = u 1\ v = V {p 1\ u : p E X::} 1\ V {p 1\ v : p E X:} 
= V {p 1\ p 1\ w : p E X::, p E X:}. 
Since w # 0, and for p,p E P, p/\p = 0 whenever p # p, x: nXf: # 0. Finally, 
suppose that F is an ultrafilter on B , and U and V are disjoint subsets of P 
such that U U V = P. Then either VU E For VV E F, and hence either U or 
Vis an element of {X:: u E F}. 0 
The following is an immediate consequence of Lemma 0.2.4.8 . 
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Corollary 0.2.4.9 : 
Suppose that F and P are as in Lemma 0.2.4.8. Then 
F = U{FQ : Q E !Fs(P)}. 
Remark 0.2.4.10 : 
The above corollary holds for any cofinal subset of IPs. 
Now that the preliminary results have been stated, the discussion will focus on 
the construction of a /'\,-bounded Boolean power. 
Suppose that M is a model, I is a set and fi , ... f n E MI . Each relation R on 
M can be extended to a relation on the direct power M I by defining 
M F R(JI , . . . , fn) iff M F R(f1 (i) , .. . , fn( i )) for each i E I. 
Algebraic operations can be defined similarly. The direct power M I is thus a 
model of the same type as M. In what follows , the /'\,-bounded Boolean power 
M[B]K will be constructed as a direct limit of such powers. 
Suppose that B is a /'\,-complete Boolean algebra, and suppose that B+ = {bE 
B : b =/= 0} . Suppose that P E IF[J and f E MP. The domain off can be 
regarded as being {b E n+ : ::Jp E P[b:::; p]} by defining 
f(b) = f(p) , b:::; p , p E P. 
Thus iff is defined on P , it is also defined on any refinement Q of P, yielding 
functions 
ipQ: MP -t MQ 
with the usual commutativity property 
Consider U{MP : P E lP'8}, and define an equivalence relation "' on U{MP 
P E lP'[J} as follows : For f E M P, g E MQ , 
f "' g iff f and g agree on some common refinement of P and Q. 
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Such a common refinement will be referred to as a common domain off and g. 
Then 
with relations 
iff there exists a common domain P of fi , .. . fn such that 
M I= R(fi (p), . . . , fn(P)) for each pEP. 
Nate that the /'\:-completeness of B is assumed whenever the existence of the 
K:-bounded Boolean power M[B]tt is assumed. 
Remark 0.2.4.11 : 
(a) Each equivalence class f I """ has a unique representative g such that g 
is injective on its domain. Hence f rather than f I """ will be used to 
denote an element of M[B]tt· 
(b) The model M can be identified with the submodel of M[B]tt which con-
sists of all those functions which have the partition {1} as their domain. 
(c) The powerset Boolean algebra P( I) has a unique finest partition which 
consists of all the singletons. Thus 
(d) If B is complete, then it follows from Lemma 0.2.4.2(c) that for P E 
IFB,M[B] is the direct limit of {MQ: Q E IFB(P)} . 
(e) If B is K:-complete and X is cofinal in IF8, then by the nature of the direct 
limit , M[B]tt is the direct limit of {MP : P E x}. 
The discussion on the construction of Ouwehand and Rose [1998] is concluded 
with the following well-known result of Frayne, Morel and Scott [1962]. 
Theorem 0.2.4.12 [T. Frayne, A. Morel, D. Scott 1962] : 
Suppose that U is an updirected set and M is the direct limit of {Mp : P E U}. 
Then M is embeddable into some ultraproduct II { Mp : P E U} I F. 
Corollary 0.2.4.13 [P. Ouwehand and H. Rose 1998] : 
Every K:-bounded Boolean power of M is embeddable into an ultraproduct of direct 
powers of M. 
If B is a complete Boolean algebra (i.e. B is K-complete, where K: = IBI+), 
then the Boolean power 1\1[B] as constructed by Ouwehand and Rose [1998] is 
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isomorphic to the Boolean power M[B] as defined by Benda [1974]. (See Section 
0.2.3.) Although the elements of M[B] of Ouwehand and Rose are equivalence 
classes, if f and g are equivalent , then the description of the equality relation 
implies that f =gin M[B] as defined by Benda. 
For the sake of completeness , the two constructions of M[B]w as given by Hodges 
[1993] are mentioned below, even though no further reference to them will be 
made in this thesis . 
The first construction requires that B be a subalgebra of some powerset algebra 
P(I) and describes M[B]w as a submodel of the direct power M 1 . This con-
struction is in essence the same as that of Benda [1974], because by the Stone 
Representation Theorem, every Boolean algebra is isomorphic to a subalgebra 
of some powerset Boolean algebra. 
For the second construction, the elements of M[B]w are sequences of the form 
(mi , . .. , mn iPI , ... ,pn) for some positive integer n , where mi , . . . , mn EM and 
{PI , .. . , Pn} is a partition of B. Each relation R on M can be extended to a 
relation on M[B]w by defining 
iff for each i < n and j < k , if Pi 1\ Pi =/= 0, then 
Algebraic operations can be defined in a similar way. Then f ={(pi, mi), ... , (pn , mn)} E 
M [B]w as described in the first construction above, and conversely, iff E M[B]w 
as described in the first construction, then (!(pi) , ... , f(Pn); PI, . . . ,pn) E M[B]w 
as described in the second construction. Hence there is a natural isomorphism 
between the models resulting from two constructions. 
0.3 Basic algebraic aspects of Boolean powers 
The following basic algebraic aspects of Boolean powers can be found in Burris 
[1975] and Ash [1975]. In the event that outlines of proofs are given, the original 
definition of a Boolean power as given by Foster [1953] will be used. 
Theorem 0.3.1 
Suppose that M and Mj , j E J, are models, B,B and Bi , i E I are Boolean 
algebras, and 2 is the 2- element Boolean algebra. Then 
(a) M[B] = M[B]w if M is finite orB is finite , 
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(b) M[2] = M[2]w ~ M, 
(c) M[II{Bi : i E I}] "' II{M[Bi] : i E I} where Bi is complete for each 
i E I if M is infinite, 
(d) M[B1 X··· X Bn]w "'M[BI]w X··· X M[Bn]w, 
(e) 2[B] = 2[B]w "'B, 
(f) (II{Mj : j E J} )[B] "' II{Mj[B] : j E J} where B is complete if Mj is 
infinite for any j E J, 
(g) (MI X·· · X Mm)[B]w ~ MI[B]w X· · · X Mm[B]w, 
(h) B[B]w ~ B[B]w· . 
Proof: 
(a) is clear from the definition of M[B]. To prove (b), define fm E M[2] by 
x=m, 
otherwise. 
Then the function H: M-+ M[2] defined by 
H(m) = fm 
is an isomorphism. To prove (c), it is sufficient to show that the function H : 
M[II{Bi : i E I}]-+ II{M[Bi] : i E I} defined by 
H(f)(i)(m) = f(m)(i) 
is an isomorphism. The proof of (d) is similar. (e) holds since the function 
H: 2[B]-+ B defined by 
H(f) = /(1) 
is an isomorphism. (f) holds since the function H : (II { Mj : j E J}) ( B] -+ 
II{Mj[B] : j E J} defined by 
H(f)((mi : j E J))(i) = V{f((mj : j E J)): mi is fixed, mi E Mj} 
is an isomorphism. (g) follows in a similar way. To prove (h), it is sufficient 
to note that Quackenbush [1972] has shown that B[B]w "' B EB B, the free 
product of B and B, and the result follows by commutativity of the free-product. 
Alternatively, suppose that f E B[B]w such that 
f(bi) = { bi, 1 :::; i ::=; n, 
0, otherwise. 
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Define j : iJ --+ B by 
b· 1\ · · · 1\ b· 1\ be 1\ · · · 1\ be where 11 lm }1 }lc l 
b=bi 1 V···Vbim, forsome{il, ... ,im}~{1, ... ,n} 
](b)= and {jl, ... ,jk} = {1, ... , n}- {i1 , ... ,im}, 
0, otherwise. 
Then j E B[B]w, and the function H: B[B]w--+ B[B]w defined by 
H(f) = j 
is an isomorphism. D 
The following result has already been noted by Ouwehand and Rose [1998] (see 
Remark 0.2.4.11(c)) in their approach to Boolean powers as the direct limits 
of direct powers, since the powerset Boolean algebra 21 has a finest partition 
consisting of all singletons. It is also, however, a direct consequence of Theorem 
0.3.1 (c), (b), and it is thus included for the sake of continuity. 
Corollary 0.3.2 : 
Suppose that M is a model and I is a set. Then 
The following result shows that a finitely iterated bounded Boolean power is 
isomorphic to a bounded Boolean power. This result is to be expected, since 
bounded Boolean powers can be constructed as submodels of direct powers. Bur-
ris [1975] discusses the problem in the case that M is an algebra. Firstly, he con-
siders the algebra Min which all finitary functions are fundamental operations. 
Next, he points out that every bounded subdirect power of M i.e. a subdirect 
power of M such that each function has a finite range, is isomorphic to a bounded 
Boolean power of M. Since finitely iterated bounded subdirect powers are iso-
morphic to bounded subdirect powers, it follows that (M[B]w)[B]w "' M[B]w, 
where B, iJ and B are Boolean algebras. If M is non-trivial, then by taking a 
two-element reduct isomorphic to 2, it follows that (2[B]w)[B]w "' 2[B]w, and 
thus B[B]w "' B, which gives (M[B]w)[B]w ~ M[B[B]w]w· The result is ob-
tained by observing that for any algebra M there exists a model M, which has 
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all the finitary functions as fundmental operations, and is such that M is a 
reduct of M. 
Theorem 0.3.3 [S. Burris 1975] : 
Suppose that M is a model, and B and B are Boolean algebras. Then 
Proof: 
Suppose that f E (M[B]w)[B]w· Define J: M-+ B[B]w by 
f(m)(b) = V{f(g) : g E M[B]w ,g(m) = b}. 
Then J E M[B[B]w]w and the function H: (M[B]w)(B]w-+ M[B[B]w]w defined 
by 
H(f) = j 
is an isomorphism. 0 
Corollary 0.3.4 [S. Burris 1975 ]: 
Suppose that M is a model, and B and B are Boolean algebras. Then 
(M[B]w)[B]w ~ (M[B]w)[B]w:: M[B EB B]w· 
Proof: 
The result follows by Theorem 0.3.3 and Quackenbush's [1972] result which 
states that B EB B "'B[B]w· 0 
Corollary 0.3.5 [S. Burris 1975] : 
Suppose that B, B and B are Boolean algebras and nEw. Then 
(a) B EB (B x B)"' (B EBB) x (B EB B) , 
(b) B EB (iJ)n "' (B EB iJ)n, 
(c) B EB 2n "'Bn. 
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The following definition is due to Burris [1975). 
Definition 0.3.6 (S. Burris 1975] : 
Suppose that M is a model, and B and B are Boolean algebras . M is B-
separating if M[B] ~ M[B] implies that B ~B . 
It is clear that a B-separating model M must have at least two elements. Burris 
[1975) focuses his investigation specifically on B-separating algebras, and his 
main result on this topic is the description of conditions on a simple algebra 
which will ensure that it is B-separating. According to Burris, the study of 
B-separating algebras was motivated by the following : In 1953 Kinoshita gave 
examples of countable Boolean algebras B, B and iJ such that B "' B x B x iJ, 
but B ~ B x B. In 1957 Hanf reinforced the ideas of Kinoshita by describing two 
countable Boolean algebras B and B such that B "' B x B x B, but B ~ B x B. 
Tarski observed that this implies the existence of two countable Boolean algebras 
B and B such that B x B "' B x B, but B ~ B. J 6nsson and Tarski subsequently 
realised that if M is an algebra such that M[B] ~ M[B] implies that B "'B for 
Boolean algebras B and B, then similar results for direct products for the class 
of bounded Boolean powers of M could be obtained. 
The following theorem of Burris [1975) shows two applications of B-separating 
algebras. 
Theorem 0.3.7 (S. Burris 1975] : 
Suppose that K is a class of algebras closed under bounded Boolean powers and 
that K contains a B -separating algebra M. Then 
(a) There exist algebras M, ME K such that (M? "' (M) 2 , but M ~ M. 
(b) K has at least 2.>. isomorphism types of algebras of power A, where A ~ 
IMI. 
Proof: 
To prove (a), by Tarski's observation there exist countable Boolean algebras B 
and B such that B X B"' B X B, but B ~ B. Hence M[B x B]w "'M[B X B]w, 
and by Theorem 0.3.1( d), it follows that (M[B]w )2 "' (M[B]w) 2 , and since M is 
B-separating, the result follows. (b) holds since it should be noted that Boolean 
algebras of power A, A ~ ~0 , have 2.>. isomorphism types. D 
Burris [1975] quotes Tarski's example of a B-separating algebra, namely the ad-
ditive semigroup (w , +). Tarski generalised this result for the class of countable 
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centerless indecomposable algebras. Burris furthermore provides an example of 
an algebra M such that there exists a Boolean algebra B such that B is defin-
able by a first-order formula in M[B]w, and hence M is 8-separating. Finally, 
he states the following sufficiency theorem for B-separating algebras which is 
based on congruence lattices and which yields B-separating algebras which are 
not obtainable using J 6nsson 's generalisation. 
Theorem 0.3.8 [S. Burris 1975] : 
Suppose that S is a simple algebra such that 
(a) the congruence lattice of sn is modular for nEw, 
(b) the congruence lattice of S2 is isomorphic to the square of the congruence 
lattice of S. 
Then S is B -separating. 
Although the model-theoretic aspects of Boolean powers have not yet been dis-
cussed, it is not inappropriate to state the following problem which Burris [1975] 
poses: 
"If M is B-separating and M[B]w = M[B]w, does it follow that B = B?" 
Garavaglia and Plotkin (1984] provide a negative answer to Burris' problem. 
They introduce their discussion with the following definition. 
Definition 0.3.9 [S. Garavaglia and J.M. Plotkin 1984] 
Suppose that M is a model, and B and B are Boolean algebras. M is weakly 
separating if M[B]w = M[B]w implies that B =B. 
Theorem 0.3.10 [S. Garavaglia and J.M. Plotkin 1984] : 
Every chain with at least two elements is B-separating. 
- -A first-order sentence </> is a factor sentence if for all models M and M, M x M F 
</> implies that M F= 4> and iii F= ¢. By using a result of Galvin (quoted in 
Garavaglia and Plotkin [1984]) which states that if for every factor sentence 
</>, M F= 4> iff iii F= ¢,then M =iii, Garavaglia and Plotkin prove the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 0.3.11 [S. Garavaglia and J.M. Plotkin 1984] : 
Every chain with at least two elements is weakly separating. 
Garavaglia and Plotkin then proceed to construct a model which is B-separating 
but not weakly separating. 
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Lemma 0.3 .12 [S. Garavaglia and J.M. Plotkin 1984] : 
Suppose that L is the language obtained by extending the language of Boolean 
algebras to include countably many unary relation symbols {Rn : n E w }. Then 
there exists a countable model M = (B , { Rn : n E w} , 0, 1) of L such that 
(a) B and Rn , for all nEw, are atomless Boolean algebras, {Rn :nEw} is 
a descending chain of subalgebras of B and 
n{ Rn : n E w} = { 0, 1}, 
(b) M x M = M. 
Theorem 0.3.13 [S. Garavaglia and J.M. Plotkin 1984] : 
Suppose that M is a model as described in Lemma 0. 3.12. Then M is B-
separating but not weakly separating. 
Proof: 
By Lemma 0.3.12(a), 
{f E M[B]w: M[B]w F Rn(f) for all nEw}= {f E M[B]w: range f ~ {0, 1}}, 
which is isomorphic to B. Thus M[B]w ""' M[B]w implies that B ""' B, and 
hence M is B-separating. However, by Lemma 0.3.12(b) it follows that M is not 
weakly separating for even finite Boolean algebras since 
0 
0.4 Model-theoretic aspects of Boolean powers 
In this section the Boolean power M[B] and the more general I\:-bounded Boolean 
power M[B]x: will be discussed from the perspective of Boolean-valued models. 
Extensive work on the fundamental model-theoretic aspects has been done by 
Mansfield [1971] and Ouwehand and Rose [1998]. 
The discussion commences with a detailed account of the results of Mansfield, 
who bases his proofs on the original definition of the Boolean power of Foster 
[1953]. 
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Suppose that M is a model and B is a complete Boolean algebra. Suppose that 
h, ... , fn E M[B]. For each relation Ron M (R is extended to a relation on 
M[B]) , the Boolean value IIR(h , . . . , fn) II can be defined by 
IIR(JI, · · · ,Jn)ll = V{fi(m) 1\ · · · 1\ fn(mn) : M F R(m1, ... , mn)}. 
Thus 
M[B] F R(JI, ... ,fn) iff V {fi(mi) 1\ ·· · 1\ fn(mn): M F R(ml,···mn)} = 1 
iff IIR(JI, · · · ,Jn)ll = 1. 
The definition of the Boolean truth valuation 11.11 can be extended to arbitrary 
first-order formulas by defining 
(a) llcp v ~II = llcpll v 11~11, 
(b) lllcpll = llcpllc, 
(c) ll3xcp(x)ll = V{llcp(f)ll: f E M[B]}. 
Remark 0.4.1 : 
The equality relation on M is extended to a relation on M[B] in the same way 
as any other relation on M, namely 
II!= gil= V{f(m) 1\ g(m): m = m} 
= V{f(m) 1\ g(m) :mE M}. 
Thus if II!= gil = 1, then f = g for this manner of extending relations on M to 
relations on M[B]. 
Theorem 0.4.2 [R. Mansfield 1971] : 
Suppose that M is model and B is a complete Boolean algebra. Then for 
h, ... fn E M[B] and any formula() in the language of M, 
IIB(h, ... , fn)ll = V{h (mi) 1\ ... 1\ fn(mn) : M F e(ml, ... mn)} 
Proof: 
If 8 is atomic, then the result follows by definition of the Boolean value. 
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If 8 = cp V 1/;, then 
II8(JI, ... ,Jn)ll = llcp(JI, ... ,Jn)Vl/J(JI, ... ,jn)ll 
= llcp(JI, ... ,Jn)ll V 111/J(JI, .. · ,Jn)ll 
= V{fi (m1) 1\ · · · 1\ fn(mn) : M I= cp(m1, ... , mn)}V 
V {fi(mi) 1\ ···I\ fn(mn): M I= 1/;(ml, ... ,mn}) 
= V{fi (mi) 1\ · · · 1\ fn(mn) : M I= cp(m1, ... , mn) V 1/;(ml, ... , mn)}. 
If 8 = lcp, then 
II8(JI' · · · Jn)ll = lllcp(JI' · · · 'fn)ll 
= llcp(JI, ... ,fn)llc 
= (V{fi(mi) 1\ ···I\ fn(mn): M I= cp(m1, ... ,mn)})c 
= V{fi (m1) 1\ · · · 1\ fn(mn) : M I= lcp(ml, ... , mn)}, since 
{!I (mi) 1\ · · · 1\ fn(mn) : m1, ... , mn EM} is a partition of B. 
Finally, if 8 = 3xcp then 
II8(JI, · · ·, fn)ll = ll3xcp(x, fi, · · ·, fn)ll 
= V{llcp(g, fi, · · ·, fn)ll : g E M(B]} 
= V{V{g(m) 1\ !I (m1) 1\ · · · 1\ fn(mn) : M I= cp(m, m1, ... , mn)}: g E M(B]} 
= V{V{g(m) 1\ !I (m1) 1\ · · · 1\ fn(mn) : g E M(B]} : M I= cp(m, m1, ... , mn)}. 
For each fixed m E M, define a function fm : M -t B by 
( ) { 
1, x = m, Jm X = 
0, otherwise. 
Then fm E M( B] and 
II8(JI, ... , fn)ll 2: V{fm(m) 1\ !I (m1) 1\ · · · 1\ fn(mn) : M I= cp(m, m1, ... , mn)} 
2: V{fi (m1) 1\ · · · 1\ fn(mn) : M I= cp(m, m1, ... , mn)}. 
Now since 
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as well, it follows that 
IIB(h, ... ,/n)ll = V{h (mi) J\ · · · J\ fn(mn) : M F cp(m, m1, ... , mn)} 
= V{h (mi) J\ · · · J\ fn(mn) : M F ::lxcp(x, m1, ... , mn)}.D 
Remarks 0.4.3 : 
(a) Despite the fact that the equality relation has properties which are not 
applicable to relations in general, it follows by Theorem 0.4.2 that the equality 
axioms are all valid i.e. 
(i) II! =!II = 1, 
(ii) II!= gil= llg =!II, 
(iii) II!= gil A llg = hll ~ II!= hll, 
(iv) II!= gil A llcp(g)ll ~ llcp(f)ll· 
These axioms are useful for simplifying complex expressions, as will be shown 
in later chapters. 
(b) Another observation is that llf = fmll = f(m). According to Mansfield 
[1971], "this lies at the heart of the intuitive motivation for M[B]". The con-
dition that for f E M[B], V{f(m) : m E M} = 1 implies that there exists 
m E M such that f = fm E M[2]"' M. Thus , Mansfield continues, to obtain 
M[B], "we start with the set M and add to it all those abstract objects x with 
llx EMil = 1". The following theorem shows that all such elements have indeed 
been added to M to obtain M[B]. 
Theorem 0.4.4 [R. Mansfield 1971] : 
Suppose that {bi : i E I} ~ B is a pairwise disjoint set and {fi : i E I} ~ M[B]. 
Then there exists f E M[B] such that II! = fi II 2:: bi for each i E J. If, in 
addition, V{bi : i E J} = 1, then f is unique and will be written f = ~{bi.fi : 
i E J}. 
Proof: 
It can be assumed that V { bi : i E I} = 1, for otherwise a new index set J could 
be defined by 
J=IU{I} 
and fi could be any element of M[B]. 
Define a function f : M -t B by 
f(m) = V{bi J\ fi(m) : i E J}. 
f(m) 1\ f(n) = 0 if mIn: 
f(m) 1\ f(n) = V{bi 1\ fi(m) : i E I} 1\ V{bj 1\ fi(n) : j E I} 
= V{V{bi 1\ bj 1\ fi(m) 1\ fi(n) : j E J} : i E I}. 
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Since bi 1\ bi = 0 if i I j, and fi(m) 1\ fi(n) = 0 if i = j, it follows that 
f(m) 1\ f(n) = 0. 
V{f(m) :mE M} = 1: 
V{f(m) :mE M} = V{V{bi 1\ fi(m) : i E J}: mE M} 
= V { V { bi 1\ fi ( m) : m E M} : i E I} 
= V { bi : i E I} = 1. 
Hence f E M(B]. 
Now 
bi 1\ llf = fdl = bi 1\ V{f(m) 1\ fi(m) :mE M} 
i.e. I If = fdl ?: bi · 
= V{V{bi 1\ bi 1\ fi(m) 1\ fi(m) : j E J}: mE M} 
= V { bi 1\ fi ( m) : m E M} = bi 
To show that f is unique, suppose that there exists 9 E M(B] such that 
119 = fi II ?: bi for each i E J. Then 
II!= 911 ?: II!= fill(\ llfi = 911 
?: bi, for each i E J, 
and hence 
II f = 9 II ?: v { bi : i E I} = 1. 
Remarks 0.4.5 : 
D 
(a) The set {f(m) :mE M} is pairwise disjoint and V{f(m) :mE M} = 1. 
By an earlier observation (Remark 0.4.3(b)), llf = fmll = f(m), and 
hence it follows by Theorem 0.4.4 that 
f = ~{f(m).fm: mE M}. 
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Furthermore, by identifying fm with m for each mE M, 
f = 2::{/(m).m: mE M}. 
(b) Iff = l::{bi.fm; : i E 1}, then 
f(m) = (l::{bi.fm; : i E I} )(m) 
= V{bi 1\ fm; (m): i E I} by definition of f(m) 
= V{bi: mi = m}. 
Theorem 0.4.6 [R. Mansfield 1971] : 
Suppose that M is a model and B is a complete Boolean algebra. Then for 
/I, ... , fn E M[B] and ::Jxcp a formula in the language of M, there exists g E 
M[B] such that 
ll::lxcp(x,/J, ... ,fn)ll = llcp(g,JI, ... ,fn)ll· 
Proof: 
Suppose that (ga :a < ).) is a well-ordering of M[B]. Then 
Now suppose that 
Then if a =f. (3, 
Also, 
ba 1\ bf3 = llcp(ga,/J,. · · ,/n)ll/\ (V{Iicp(g,,/I,. ·· ,fn)ll: I< a})c 
1\ llcp(gf3, /I'···' fn)lll\ (V{Iicp(go, /I,·· : , fn)ll : 8 < (J} )c 
= llcp(ga, fi · · ·, fn)lil\ 1\{licp(g,, /I,···, fn)lic: I< a} 
1\ llcp(gf3, /I'···' fn)lll\ 1\{licp(go, /I,··· fn)llc: 8 < fJ} 
=0. 
ba = llcp(ga, !I, ... , In) Ill\ (V{IIcp(g,, !I' ... , fn)ll : I < a} r 
~ jjcp(ga,/J, ... ,fn)lll\ (V{Iicp(go,/I,. ·· ,fn)ll: 8 < A})c, 
and hence 
V{ba :a<>.}= V{ll<p(9c:n JI , · · · , fn)ll :a< >.} 
= 11:3x<p(x,fi , ... , fn)ll· 
By Theorem 0.4.4, there exists g E M[B) such that 119 = 9a II 2: ba. Then 
ll<p(g,JI, .. . , fn)ll2: ll<p(ga , JI, ... , fn)ll 1\119 =gall 
2: ba, for each a < >. , 
and hence 
ll<p(g,JI, ... ,fn)ll2: V{ba: a<>.} 
= ll:3x<p(x, fi, · · ·, fn)ll. 
Remarks 0.4. 7 : 
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0 
If B is not complete, then the definition of ll:3x<pll with respect to M[B] appears 
to be problematic because V{ll<p(f)ll : f E M[B]} may not exist in B. This is the 
case for the ~-bounded Boolean power M[BL~ (B is ~-complete). As the basis 
for getting around this problem, Ouwehand and Rose [1998) note that if B is 
complete, then the definition of ll:3x<pll is valid, and if Cis a complete subalgebra 
of B, then M[C) is a submodel of M[B] and the Boolean values with respect 
to M[C] and M[B] coincide. In order to obtain analogous results to Theorem 
0.4.2 and Theorem 0.4.6 for ~-bounded Boolean powers, they draw attention to 
the fact that every Boolean algebra B has a completion Bin which it is densely 
embedded. In particular, every partition of B has a refinement in B. Hence if 
<pis a first-order formula and JI, ... , fn E M[BLt) then the Boolean values with 
respect to M[B] and M[B)~~: coincide, on condition that the latter Boolean value 
exists. Ouwehand and Rose of course use their construction of M[B]~~: as a direct 
limit of direct powers to prove these results. Note that to distinguish between 
the different Boolean values, II·IIM[B],. and II·IIM[B] will be used to denote the 
Boolean values with respect to M[B]~~: and M[B) respectively. 
Theorem 0.4.8 [P. Ouwehand and H. Rose 1998] : 
Suppose that M is a model and B is a ~-complete Boolean algebra. 
(a) If fi, .. . , fn E M[B)~~:, Pis a common domain of JI, ... ,fn, and <pis a 
formula in the language of M, then 
ll<p(fi,. · · fn)ll = V{p E P: M F <p(fi(p), ... , fn(P))}. 
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(b) If JI, ... fn E M[B]K and 3xcp is a formula in the language of M, then 
there exists g E M[B]K such that 
ll3xcp(x,fi, ... ,fn)ll = llcp(g,JI, ... ,fn)ll· 
Proof: 
Suppose that B is the completion of B. It will be shown by simultaneous 
induction that llcp(fi, ... , fn)IIM[B],. always exists and equals V{p E P : M F 
cp (!1 (p), ... , f n (p))}. In the process, it will become evident that there exists g E 
M[B]K such that ll3xcp(x, !I, ... , fn)ll = llcp(g, !I, ... ,/n)ll. With the exception 
of formulas of the form 3xcp, it is a straightforward matter to prove (a) for all 
atomic formulas. By Theorem 0.4.6, there exists g E M[B] such that 
Suppose that Q is a domain of g. It can be assumed that Q is a partition of B 
and that Q is finer than P. By Theorem 0.4.2, it follows that 
llcp(g, JI, · · · fn)IIM[BJ = V{q E Q: M f: cp(g(q), !I (q), ... , fn(q))}. 
Define a function g : P -+ M by 
Then 
g(q), for some q :S pEP such that 
M F cp(g(q),fi(q), ... ,fn(q)), provided 
g(p) = such q exists, 
arbitrary, otherwise. 
ll3xcp(x, !I,···, !n)IIM[BJ = llcp(g, !I,···, fn)IIM[BJ 
= V{q E Q: M I= cp(g(q),JI(q), . .. ,fn(q))} 
:S V{p E P: M f: cp(g(p), fi (p), ... , fn(p))} 
= llcp(g, !I, ... , fn)!IM[B],., which exists by hypothesis 
:S ll3xcp(x, fi, .. · fn)IIM[B]' 
and the result follows. 0 
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Corollary 0.4.9 [P. Ouwehand and H. Rose 1998] : 
Suppose that M is a model, B is a !<i.-complete Boolean algebra and T :S J<i.. If 
/I , ... , fn E M[B]r and <.p is a formula in the language of M , then the Boolean 
values of c.p(fi, ... , fn) with respect to M[B]r and M[B]x; coincide. 
Definition 0.4.10 : 
Suppose that M is a B-valued model. M is full if for each formula 3xc.p(x, m) 
with parameters m from M, there exists m E M such that ll3xc.p(x, m)ll = 
llc.p(m, m)ll· 
Theorem 0.4.6 (Mansfield [1971]) and Theorem 0.4.8(b) (Ouwehand and Rose 
[1998]) are just statements to the effect that M[B] and M[B]x; respectively, are 
full. 
Definition 0.4.11 : 
Suppose that M is a B-valued model. M admits glueing over B if for every 
finite disjoint subset U if B, and every family { mu : u E U} of elements of M 
indexed by U, there exists mE M such that for each u E U, lim= mull ;::: u. 
Mansfield [1971] has shown that M[B] admits glueing over B (Theorem 0.4.4). 
The following lemma is the adaptation by Ouwehand and Rose [1998] which 
shows that M[B]x; also admits glueing over B. 
Lemma 0.4.12 [P.Ouwehand and H. Rose 1998] : 
Suppose that K is regular. Suppose that U ~ B is a pairwise disjoint set and 
lUI < K. Then for any family {fu : u E U} ~ M[B]x;, there exists f E M[B]x; 
such that llf =full;::: u for each u E U. 
Proof: 
Since U is disjoint, by extending U if necessary, U can be assumed to be a 
partition of B. For each u E U, suppose that Pu E IP'f1 is a domain of fu· By 
taking a common refinement of U and Pu if necessary, Pu can be assumed to 
be a refinement of U. Then for each u E U, there exists Xu ~ Pu such that 
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VXu = u. Now define P = u{Xu: u E U}. Clearly P E IPs. Define f: P -t M 
such that f r Pu = fu· Then 
IIJ = JPII = V{p E Pu : J(p) = fu(p)} 
2: V{p E Xu : f(p) = fu(P)} 
= u, as required. 
D 
Ouwehand and Rose [1998] present the following version of the Feferman-Vaught 
Theorem for B-valued models based on the generalised version of the theorem 
as discussed in Hodges [1993]. 
Theorem 0.4.13 (P.Ouwehand and H. Rose 1998] : 
Suppose that L is a first-order language and <p(x) is a formula of L. Then there 
exists an algorithm which computes <pb and 81 (x), ... , Bn (x) such that 
(a) <pb is a formula of the theory of Boolean algebras, 
(b) 81 (x), . .. Bn (x) are formulas of L 
with the following properties: If M is a B -valued model that is full and admits 
glueing over B, then 
Note that the formulas <pb and 81 , ... , 8n do not depend on M or B, but only 
on <p. 
The following model-theoretic results for bounded Boolean powers can be found 
in Burris [1975]. 
Theorem 0.4.14 : 
Suppose that M and M are models, and B and B are Boolean algebras. 
- - --(a) If M = M and B -I!_, then M[B]w = M[l!_]w· 
(b) If M-< M and B-< B , th~ M[B]w-< M[B]w· 
(c) If B is complete and M = M, then M[B] = M[B]. A similar result holds 
forM-< M. 
(d) If K is a class of Boolean algebras with Th(K) decidable, and if Th(M) 
is decidable , then Th( {M[B]w :BE K}) is decidable. 
(e) Ev'ery bounded Boolean power of M is elementarily equivalent to a re-
duced power of M, and vice versa. 
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(f) A first-order sentence is preserved under bounded Boolean powers iff it 
is equivalent to a disjunction of Horn sentences. 
(g) An elementary class K is closed under bounded Boolean powers iff it is 
closed under reduced powers iff it is definable by a set of sentences, each 
of which is a disjunction of Horn sentences. 
(h) IfTh(M) and Th(B) are ~a-categorical, then Th (M[B]w) is ~a-categorical. 
(i) If M is finite and 8-separating, then M[B] = M[B] implies that B =B. 
By applying the Feferman-Vaught theorem forK-bounded Boolean powers (The-
orem 0.4.13), Ouwehand and Rose [1998] obtain the following version of Theorem 
0.4.14(a), (b) forK-bounded Boolean powers. 
Theorem 0.4.15 [ P.Ouwehand and H.Rose 1998] : 
Suppose that M and M are models, and B and B are K-complete and r-complete 
Boolean algebras respectively. 
- ~ -~ (a) If M = M and B = B , then M[BJ~ = M[B]r· 
(b) If M-< M and B-< B, then M[BJ~ -< M[B]r· 
Proof: 
(a) For any sentence c.p, the formulas 01 , . .. , On are sentences and their 
Boolean values are either 0 or 1. Hence 
M[BJ~ F c.p iff B F c.pb(II01II, ···,liOn II) 
~ b 
iff B F c.p (110111, ···,liOn II) 
iff M[B]r F= c.p. 
(b) can be obtained in a similar way. 0 
Corollary 0.4.16 [P. Ouwehand and H. Rose 1998] : 
Any two infinite direct powers of a model are elementarily equivalent. 
Proof: 
Any direct power M 1 = M[P(I)] is a P(I)-valued model, and any two infinite 
powerset algebras are elementarily equivalent by a well-known result of Tarski. 
(See Monk and Bonnet [1989], vol. 1, section 18.) The result follows from 
Theorem 0.4.15(a). 0 
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Ouwehand and Rose [1998] make the following observation. 
Remark 0.4.17 : 
Contrary to expectation, any two Boolean powers of a model with respect to 
an infinite Boolean algebra are not necessarily elementarily equivalent, even 
though each Boolean power is the direct limit of elementarily equivalent m_9dels, 
namely the infinite direct powers. For suppose that B = P(X) and B is a 
complete atomless Boolean algebra, and consider the Boolean powers B[B] and 
B[B]. Now B[B] = B[P(X)] rv Bx is an atomic Boolean algebra. However, 
B[B] is atomless: Suppose that f E B[B] and P E IF .a is a domain of f. Since B 
is atomless, there exists Q E IF .B such that for p E P, Q = { q1, q2 < p : q1 1\ q2 = 
0 and q1 V q2 = p}. Define a function g: Q -+ B by g(qi) = f(p),g(q2 ) = 0. 
Then g E B[B] and B[B] F= g < f. Hence B[B] is atomless, and B[B] :f= B[B]. 
The following result concludes the discussion on the model-theoretic aspects of 
Boolean powers. 
Theorem 0.4.18 : 
Suppose that M is a model and B is a /'i.-complete Boolean algebra for some 
/'i. ~ ~o. If A is any infinite Boolean algebra, then M[B]" is embeddable into an 
ultrapower of M[A]w· 
Proof: 
By Theorem 0.4.15(a), M[B]~~: = M[B]w· Since A is an infinite Boolean algebra, 
B is embeddable into an ultrapower of A i.e. there exist a set I and an ultrafilter 
F on P(I) such that B is embeddable into A1 I F. Hence M[B]w is embeddable 
into M[A1 I F]w. By a result of Burris [1975] (Theorem 0.5.7 in this thesis), 
M[A1 IF]w rv M[A1 ]wiF. By Theorem 0.3.1(d), M[A1 ]wiF rv (M[A]w) 1 IF, 
and the result follows. 
0.5 Boolean Ultrapowers 
Boolean ultrapowers are, in the words of Mansfield [1971], "serious and useful 
tools in Model Theory". The construction of a Boolean ultrapower is completely 
analogous to the construction of an ordinary ultra power, the difference being 
that a Boolean power now assumes the role of the direct power. In other words, 
an arbitrary complete Boolean algebra is used instead of the customary 21 . 
Suppose that M[B] is a Boolean power and F is an ultrafilter on B. Define an 
equivalence relation rv on M[B] by 
f I"V g iff II/= gil E F. 
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The equivalence class of f with respect to rv will be denoted by f I F. The 
universe of the Boolean ultrapower M[B]I F is defined to be the set 
{fiF: f E M[B]}. 
Each relation Ron M[B] can be extended to a relation on M[B]I F by defining 
M [B]IF F R(JII F, · · ·, fnl F) iff IIR(JI , · · ·, fn) ll E F. 
Algebraic operations are treated similarly. Thus M[B]I F is a model of the same 
type as M. Note that M[B]I F is a B IF-valued model. 
Remark 0.5.1 : 
(a) IfF is not an ultrafiter , then Ouwehand and Rose [1998] use the term 
filtral power for the model M[B]I F . 
(b) If B is /'\:-complete, then the above-mentioned authors refer to the model 
M[ B]~~: IF as a K-bounded Boolean ultra- (filtral) power, depending on 
whether F is an ultrafilter or not. 
Mansfield [1971] proves the following Boolean version of Los 's Ultraproduct The-
orem. 
Theorem 0.5.2 [R. Mansfield 1971] : 
Suppose that M is a model and F is an ultrafilter on a complete Boolean algebra 
B . Then if fi , ... , fn E M[B] and <p is a formula in the language of M, 
M[BJIFF=c.p(fiiF, . .. ,fniF) iff llc.p (fi , ... , fn)ll E F. 
Proof: 
If <p is atomic, then the result follows by definition. 
If <p = (} V 'ljJ, then 
ll c.p(JI, • • •, fn) ll E F iff IIB(JI' · · · 'fn) V '1/J (JI ' · · ·, fn)ll E F 
iff IIB(JI, · · · , fn)ll E For 11'1/J(JI, · · ·, fn) ll E F 
iff M[B]I F F= B(!I IF, ... fnl F) or M[B]I F F= '1/J(h IF, ... , fnl F) 
iff M [B]I F F= B(!I IF, .. . fnl F) V '1/J (!I IF, ... , fnl F) 
iff M[B]I F F= c.p (JI/ F, ... fnl F). 
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If cp = l~, then 
II cp (/I ' · · · ' J n) II E F iff Ill ~ (/I ' · · · ' J n) II E F 
iff 11~(/I, · · · ,Jn)llc E F 
iff II~ (!I , ... , f n) II rt F 
iff M[B]I F Jt ~(!I IF, ... , fnl F) 
iff M[B]IF F=l~(fiiF, ... ,fniF) 
iff M[B]I F F= cp(!I/ F, ... , fnl F). 
If cp = 3x~, then 
llcp(/I, · · ·, fn)ll E F iff ll3x~(x, /I,···, fn)ll E F 
Corollary 0.5.3 : 
iff 3g E M[B][II~(g, !I, ... , fn)ll E F] since M[B] is full 
iff 3g E M[B][M[B]I F F= ~(gl F, !II F, ... , fnl F)] 
iff M[B]I F F= 3x~(x, !I IF, ... , fnl F) 
iff M[B]IF F= cp(fiiF, ... ,fniF). 
M[B]I F is an elementary extension of M. 
Remark 0.5.4 : 
0 
The fact that Boolean powers are full is necessary to prove Theorem 0.5.2. Since 
K:-bounded Boolean powers are also full, Theorem 0.5.2 also holds for K:-bounded 
Boolean ultrapowers. 
From the above remark, in conjunction with Corollary 0.4.9, Ouwehand and 
Rose [1998] deduce the following result. 
Theorem 0.5.5 [P. Ouwehand and H. Rose 1998] : 
Suppose that r is an infinite cardinal and r ::; K:. Then M[B]r IF is an elemen-
tary submodel of M[B]ttl F. 
As has been mentioned already, of significance in the work of Ouwehand and 
Rose (1998] is their approach to (K:-bounded) Boolean powers as direct limits of 
direct powers. Similarly, they approached (K:-bounded) Boolean ultrapowers as 
direct limits of ordinary ultrapowers, as is evident in the following lemma. 
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Lemma 0.5.6 [P. Ouwehand and H. Rose 1998] : 
(a) Suppose that B is a K-complete Boolean algebra and F is a filter on 
B. Suppose that B is the direct limit of {Bp : P E U} and B has the 
K-partition cofinality property with respect to {Bp : P E U}. Then the K-
bounded filtral power M[B],,) F is the direct limit of the K-bounded filtral 
powers {M[BP]~~:I Fp : P E U} where Fp = F n Bp for each P E U. 
(b) Every K-bounded filtral power M[ B]~~: IF is a direct limit of the reduced 
powers {MP I Fp : P E IP[J}. 
Proof: 
(a) follows directly from the definition of the " K-partition cofinali ty property" . 
To prove (b) , the result in (a) implies that it is sufficient to show that any K-
complete Boolean algebra B has the K-partition cofinality property with respect 
to {P(P) : P E IP[J}, where for each P E IP[J, P(P) is identified with the 
complete subalgebra of B under the complete Boolean algebra embedding ip : 
P(P) ---+ B defined by 
ip(U) = VU. 
Now suppose that Q E IP[J. Then Q is a partition of P(Q). By (a), it follows 
that M[B]~~:I F is the direct limit of {M[P(P)]~~:I Fp : P E IP[J}. Since IPI < "' 
for each P E IP[J , M[P(P)]~~:I Fp = M[P(P)]I Fp ~ MP I Fp, and the result 
follows. 0 
The following results which are relevant to filtral powers can be found in Burris 
[1975]. 
Theorem 0.5. 7 : 
Suppose that M is a model, B is a Boolean algebra and F is a filter on B. Then 
M[B]wiF"' M[BIF]w· 
Theorem 0.5.8 : 
Suppose that M is a model, I is a set and F is a filter on P(I). Then M[P(I)I F]w 
is isomorphic to an elementary sub model of M I IF. 
Using the above results, Ouwehand and Rose (1998] generalise a theorem of 
Banaschewski and Nelson (1980]. 
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Theorem 0.5.9 [P. Ouwehand and H. Rose 1998] : 
Suppose that M is a model, B is an infinite complete Boolean algebra and F is 
a filter on B . Then 
M[B]wl F-< M[B]I F. 
Proof: 
By Lemma 0.5.6(b), M[B]I F is a direct limit of the reduced powers {MP I Fp: 
P E IFB}. By Theorem 0.5.8, M[P(P)I Fp]w is elementarily embeddable into 
MP I Fp. By Theorem 0.5.7, M[P(P)IFP]w ~ M[P(P)]wl Fp. Hence M[P(P)]wl Fp-< 
MP I Fp for each P E IFB, and the result follows by taking direct limits on each 
side. 0 
Ouwehand and Rose [1998] then extend Theorem 0.4.14(g) to incorporate ele-
mentary classes which are closed under direct limits. An important example of 
such a class is the amalgamation subclass of an elementary class. 
Theorem 0.5.10 [P. Ouwehand and H. Rose 1998]: 
Suppose that K- is an elementary class closed under direct limits. 
(a) The following are equivalent: 
(i) K- is closed under finite direct powers, 
(ii) K- is closed under K-bounded Boolean powers for any cardinalK, 
(iii) K- is closed under reduced powers, 
(iv) K- is closed under filtral powers, 
(v) K- is defined by a disjunction of Horn sentences. 
(b) The following are equivalent: 
(vi) K- is closed under finite direct products, 
(vii) K- is closed under reduced products and is therefore defined by Horn sen-
tences. 
0.6 A diversion Los's Theorem for the (B, P)-product 
of models 
If B is a complete Boolean algebra, then by Lemma 0.1.29, 
B"' II{B f p: pEP}, 
where B f p is a relative algebra of B for each p E P E IF B· Furthermore, if M 
is a model, then by Theorem 0.3.1(c), 
M[B] "'M[II{B f p: pEP}]~ II{M[B f p] :pEP}. 
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From the above, the Boolean power M[B] is isomorphic to the (B, F)- product 
II{M[B f p] : p E F} and this prompts further investigation into the generalised 
(B, F)-product II{Mp[B f p] : p E F} and the (B, F)-ultraproduct II{Mp[B f 
p]: p E F}/F, where Mp =/:. M for each p E F. 
Suppose that B is a complete Boolean algebra and F E IF B· For each p E F, 
suppose that Mp is a model and B f pis the relative algebra of B with respect to 
p. The universe of the (B, F)-product II{Mp[B f p] : p E F} is the set consisting 
of sequences of the form 
f = (f(p) : p E F) 
where f(p) E Mp[B f p] for each p E F. 
(Note that the Boolean power Mp[B f p] is defined in accordance with the 
definition of the Boolean power as given by Ouwehand and Rose [1998].) 
Now suppose that /I, ... , fn E II{Mp[B f p] : p E F} and R is a relation on Mp 
for each p E F. The Boolean value IIR(JI, ... , fn)ll can be defined by 
IIR(/I, 0 0 0 'fn)ll = V{p E F: Mp[B r p] F R(!I (p), 0 0 0 fn(P))}. 
The definition of the Boolean truth valuation 11-11 can be extended to arbitrary 
first-order formulas in the usual way. 
The following lemma is the generalisation of Theorem 0.4.8 for the (B, F)- prod-
uct of models. 
Lemma 0.6.1 : 
Suppose that II{Mp[B f p] : p E F} is as defined above. 
(a) If /I, ... ,fn E IT{Mp[B f p]: p E F} and t.p is a first-order formula, then 
ll~.p(fi, ... fn)ll = V{p E F : Mp[B f p] F t.p(JI (p), ... , fn(p))}. 
(b) If /I, ... , f n E II { Mp [ B f p] : p E F} and 3xt.p is a first-order formula, 
then there exists g E II{Mp[B f p] : p E F} such that 
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Proof: 
(a) follows by induction on the complexity of c.p , using the fact that Mp[B r p] 
is full for each p E P to show that the result is true in the case that <p is an 
existential formula. (b) follows by defining g E IT{Mp[B r p] :pEP} by 
g = (g(p) : p E P) 
where g(p) E Mp[B r p] such that 
ll3xc.p(x, fi (p ), · · · 'fn (p)) II = llc.p(g(p ), fi (p ), · · · 'fn (p) )II· 
0 
Now suppose that F is an ultrafilter on the complete subalgebra of B which is 
identified with P(P). Define an equivalence relation"' on IT{Mp[B r p] :pEP} 
by 
f"' g iff II!= gil E F. 
Denote the equivalence class off with respect to "' by f /F. The universe of 
the (B,P)-ultraproduct IT{Mp[B r p]: p E P}/F is the set 
{f/F: f E IT{Mp[B r p]: pEP}. 
Each relation R on II { Mp [ B r p] : p E P} can be extended to a relation on 
II{Mp[B r p]: p E P}/F by defining 
II{Mp[B r p] :pEP}/ F 'F R(JI/ F, ... , fn/ F) iff IIR(!I, ... , fn)ll E F. 
Using the above definition of the (B, P)-ultraproduct of models, Los's Theorem 
can now be formulated for ( B, P)-ultraproducts. 
Theorem 0.6.2 : 
Suppose thatiT{Mp[B r p]: p E P}/F is a (B,P)- ultraproduct as defined above. 
Then if JI, ... , fn E IT{Mp[B r p]: pEP} and c.p is a first-order formula, 
IT{Mp[B r p] :pEP}/ F 'F c.p(fi/ F, ... , fn/ F) iff llc.p(f1, ... , fn)ll E F. 
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Proof: 
The proof is similar to that for Boolean ultrapowers (Theorem 0.5.2), except 
that , in the case of existential formulas , the fact that II{Mp[B r p] : p E P} is 
full, is required. D 
Remarks 0.6.3 : 
(a) If Mp = M for all pEP, then 
and 
II{Mp[B r p]: p E P}/F = II{M[B r p]: p E P}/F 
rv M[II{B r p: p E P}]/F 
~ M[B]/F 
V {pEP: Mp[B r p]l= cp(fi (p), ... , fn(p))} 
= V {pEP: M[B r p]l= cp(fi(p), ... ,fn(p))} 
= V {p E P : M I= cp ( fi (p) ( cp), ... , f n (p) ( q))} for all q E Q p, 
a common domain of !I (p), . . . , fn(P)} 
= V { q E Q p, p E P : M I= cp ( fi (p) ( q), ... , f n (p) ( q))}. 
(1) Hence Los's Theorem for (B, P)-ultraproducts coincides with the version 
for Boolean ultrapowers if the models Mp, p E P are identical. 
(b) If B r p = 2 for all p E P, then 
and 
II{Mp[B r p]: p E P}/F = II{Mp(2]: p E P}/F 
rv II{Mp: p E P}/F 
V {pEP: Mp[B r p]l= cp(fi(p), ... , fn(p))} 
= V {pEP: Mp(2]1= cp(fi (p), ... ,Jn(p))} 
= V {pEP: Mp I= cp(fi(p)(l), ... , fn(P)(l))}. 
And hence, under the complete Boolean algebra embedding ip : P(P) -t 
B defined by 
ip(U) = VU, 
Los's Theorem for (B, P)-ultraproducts also coincides with the ordinary 
version if B r p = 2 for all p E P . 
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Chapter ·l 
Boolean ultrapowers which are not 
isomorphic to ordinary ultrapowers 
The fact that Boolean ultrapowers are a natural generalisation of ordinary ul-
trapowers poses the question whether every Boolean ultrapower is isomorphic 
to an ordinary ultrapower. Mansfield [1971] cilludes to this question in his paper 
and provides a near example using the class of ordinals, On , which answers this 
question in the negative. B. Koppelberg and S. Koppelberg [1976] finally settle 
this question with their construction of a Boolean ultrapower which is not iso-
morphic to any ordinary ultrapower. However, the cardinality of the language 
and the model are rather large. B. Koppelberg [1980] remarks that W. Lange 
has shown that there exist examples of such Boolean ultrapowers of which the 
language has cardinality ~ 1 and the model has cardinality 2N 1 • B. Koppelberg 
[1980] subsequently constructs similar examples of which the language has at 
most one binary relation symbol and the model has cardinality ~0 or ~ 1 under 
very strong set-theoretical assumptions. Such constructions naturally lead to 
the following problem: Is it possible to construct such Boolean ultrapowers of 
which the language is countable within ZFC? 
In this chapter the constructions of B. Koppelberg [1976, 1980] and S. Kop-
pelberg [1976] of Boolean ultrapowers which are not isomorphic to ordinary 
ultrapowers are presented in detail. The definition of the Boolean power as 
given by Foster [1953] will be used in the proofs. 
1.1 The original construction of B. Koppelberg and S. 
Koppelberg [1976] of a Boolean ultrapower which is not 
isomorphic to any ordinary ultrapower 
The following relation between subalgebras of a Boolean algebra introduces the 
discussion. 
Definition 1.1.1 : 
Suppose that A and C are subalgebras of a Boolean algebra B. A and C are 
independent if a E A, c E C and a, c > 0 implies that a 1\ c > 0. 
The co finality of a partially ordered set (X,<), written cf X, is the least cardinal 
a such that (X,<) has a cofinal subset of cardinality a. The independence 
relation between subalgebras of a Boolean algebra ensures the existence of an 
ultrafilter D on some complete Boolean algebra B such that (w, <)[B]/ D has 
large cofinality, and hence large cardinality. 
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Lemma 1.1.2 [B. Koppelberg and S. Koppelberg 1976] : 
Suppose that A and C are complete subalgebras of a complete Boolean algebra 
B. Suppose that C is infinite and that A and C are independent. Then if D 
is an ultrafilter on A, there exist an ultrafilter F on B and some g E (w, <)[C] 
such that F n A = D and 
(w,<)[B]/F F= f/F < gjF 
for each f E (w, <)[A]. (Note that (w, <)[A]/ F n A is elementarily embeddable 
into (w, <)[B]/ F since A is a complete subalgebra of B.) 
Proof: 
Suppose that g E (w, <)[C] is such that g(n) > 0 for each n E w, and F is an 
ultrafilter on B such that 
D U {II!< gll(w,<)[BJ:! E (w, <)[A]}~ F. 
It suffices to show that D U {llf < gll(w,<}[B) : f E (w, <)[A]} has the finite 
intersection property, which would imply the existence of F. Suppose not. Then 
there exist d E D and some f E (w, <)[A] such that d 1\ llf < gil (w,<}[B) = 0. 
Hence 
d 1\ 119 :S fll{w,<}[B) = (d 1\ 119 :S fll(w,<}[BJ) V (d 1\ IIJ < 9ll(w,<}[BJ) 
= d 1\ (llg :S Jll(w,<}[B) VII/< 9ll(w,<}[BJ) 
=d 
i.e. d :S llg :S fll(w ,<}[B) = V{g(m) 1\ f(n): m,n E wand m :S n}. 
Since 
0 < d= dl\ V{f(n): nEw}= V{dl\f(n): nEw}, 
there exists n E w such that d 1\ f(n) > 0. The independence of A and C implies 
that d 1\ f(n) 1\ g(n + 1) > 0. Furthermore, 
d 1\ f(n) 1\ g(n + 1) :S d :S V{g(m) 1\ f(n): m, nEw and m:::; n} 
i.e. V{d 1\ f(n) 1\ g(n + 1) 1\ g(m) 1\ f(n): m, nEw and m :S n} > 0, and since 
f(n) 1\ f(n) = 0 if n =1- n, it follows that 
d 1\ f(n) 1\ g(n + 1) :S V{g(m) 1\ f(n) :mEw and m :S n}. 
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But if m::; n, then m -j. n + 1, and thus g(m) 1\ g(n + 1) = 0. Then 
0 < d 1\ f(n) 1\ g(n + 1) = V{d 1\ f(n) 1\ g(n + 1) 1\ g(m) 1\ f(n): mEw , m::; n} 
= 0, a contradiction. 
0 
The following properties of ultrafilters need to be noted in order to derive a 
lemma on ultrafilters on powerset Boolean algebras. 
Definition 1.1.3 : 
Suppose that 8 is an infinite cardinal, I is a set and F is an ultrafilter on P(I). 
F is 8-decomposable if there exists a partition {Ia: a< 8} of I such that for each 
U ~ 8 with lUI < 8, U{Ia :a E U} ~F. Otherwise, F is 8-indecomposable. 
Definition 1.1.4 : 
Suppose that F and G are ultrafilters on P(I) and P( J) respectively. Then 
F ::; G in the Rudin-Keisler ordering if there exists a function f : J -t I such 
that 
for each X~ I, X E F iff f- 1 [X] E G. 
Lemma 1.1.5 [B. Koppelberg and S. Koppelberg 1976] : 
Suppose that A and f-L are infinite cardinals, and F is an ultrafilter on P( I) 
which is 8-indecomposable for all f-L < 8 ::; 2( .. V')+. Then there exist jj ::; f-L and 
an ultrafilter G on P(ji) such that (A, <)I/ F ~ (.\, <)ii jG. Moreover, G::; F in 
the Rudin-Keisler ordering. 
Proof: 
The fact that F is 8-indecomposable for all f-L < 8::; 2C>.u)+ implies that for each 
function f on I of which the range has cardinality at most 2(>. u)+, there exists 
J ~ I such that J E F and the cardinality of the range off r J is at most f-L· 
Suppose that I(.\, <)I/ Fl = K. By the above remark, there exists a sequence 
(fa : a < K) in AI such that AI/ F = {fa/ F: a < K}, a < f3 < K implies that 
fa/ F -j. fp/ F, and the range of fa has cardinality at most f-L· Then K ::; N'. 
Suppose not. For each a<(.\~')+, suppose that Pais the partition of I induced 
by fa: I-t.\, and Pis the coarsest common refinement of the Pa, a<(.\~')+. 
Then, since I P a I ::; f-L for each a, 
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and suppose that P = {Iv : v < 2(>/')+}. By the 8-indecomposability ofF, there 
exists U ~ 2(>/')+ such that U{Iv : v E U} E F and lUI :S p. If v < 2(.>.")+ and 
a < ( ,V') + , then fa f I v is a constant function. Hence 
l{fcr: a< (,V')+}I :S N' , a contradiction, 
and /'i, < N' . 
Now suppose that Per , a < /'i, and P are defined as above. Since IP I :S pP.·") = 
2<>-"), there exist j'i :S p and an injective sequence (Iv : v < j'i) in P such that 
U{Iv : v < j'i} E F . Define a function g: I~ j'i by 
.) { v, i E Iv g(z = 
0, i E I- U{Iv: v < j'i} 
and an ultrafilter G on P(j'i) by 
for each X ~ j'i, X E G iff g-1 [X] E F. 
If ga ( v) is the constant value of fa f I v for v < j'i, then the function 
H : ().., <)1 / F ~ ().., <fii jG defined by 
H(fa/ F) = ga/G, a< J<i,' 
is an isomorphism. D 
A Boolean algebra B satisfies the countable chain condition if every pairwise 
disjoint subset of B is at most countable. If B is a free Boolean algebra and 
X~ B such that lXI > ~o , then there exists Y ~X such that IYI > ~o andY 
is independent. Thus every free Boolean algebra B satisfies the countable chain 
condition. 
Now suppose that /'i, is a cardinal such that /'i,No = /'i, and /'i, > 2N°. (An example 
of such a cardinal is 22 No .) The following lemma describes the construction of an 
ultrafilter D on a complete Boolean algebra B such that cf(w , <)[B]/ D = cf /'i, 
and l(w, <)[B]/ Dl = /'i,, 
Lemma 1.1.6 [B~ Koppelberg and S. Koppelberg 1976] : 
Suppose that FrK is the free Boolean algebra on /'i, generators and B is the com-
pletion of Fr K. Then there exists an ultrafilter D on B such that 
cf(w , <)(B]/ D = cf/'i, and l(w , <)[B]/ Dl = /'i, . 
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Proof: 
Suppose that Vis a set of free generators for FrK (hence lVI = K), and {Va : 
a < K} is a partition of V such that IVa I 2: ~o for each a < K. Suppose 
that Ba is the subalgebra of B completely generated by U{V-y : 'Y < a} and 
write Ba = [U{V-y: "'(<a}]. Now Ba+l = [Ba U [Va]J, and Ba and [Va] are 
independent subalgebras of Ba+I· By Lemma 1.1.2, define ultrafilters Da on 
Ba by induction such that Df1 n Ba = Da for a < (3 < K , and for each a < K 
there exists 9a+1 E (w, <)[Ba+I] satisfying 
for each f E (w, <)[Ba]· 
Now cjK = cjKNo > ~0 • Also, FrK (and hence B) satisfies the countable chain 
condition. Thus B = U{Ba : a < K} and (w, <)[B] = U{(w, <)[Ba] : a < 
K}. D = U{ D a : a < K} is the union of an up directed family of ultrafilters on 
subalgebras of Band hence Dis an ultrafilter on B. The set {9a+I/D: a< K} 
has order type K and is cofinal in (w, <)[B]/ D, and thus cf(w, <)[B]/ D = cjK. 
Finally, IBI = /'\:No = K, and l(w, <)[B]I ::::; IBwl ::::; /'\:No = K, which implies that 
l(w, <)[B]/ Dl = K. D 
The groundwork for the Koppelbergs' [1976] construction of a Boolean ultra-
power which is not isomorphic to any ordinary ultrapower is now complete. 
The object of Lemma 1.1.5 and Lemma 1.1.6 is to show that if this Boolean 
ultrapower were isomorphic to any ordinary ultrapower, then they would have 
isomorphic submodels which have different cardinalities. The details of the con-
struction are given in the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.1. 7 [B. Koppelberg and S. Koppelberg 1976] : 
(zNo)+ - N -Suppose that r = 2 , and L = { <} U {Ra :a< r 0 } where Ra is a unary 
relation symbol for each a < rNo. Define a model M by 
where < is the usual ordering on r and 
{Ra :a< TN°} = {U ~ T: lUI ::::; ~o}. 
If B and D are as in Lemma 1.1. 6, then M[ B] / D is not isomorphic to any 
ultrapower of M. 
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Proof: 
Suppose not. Then there exist a set I and an ultrafilter F on P(I) such that 
H: M[B]I D -+ MI IF is an isomorphism. For g E MI, suppose that f E M(B] 
such that 
H(JID) = giF. 
Since B satisfies the countable chain condition, there exists a < ,No such that 
{mE M: f(m) > 0} S: Rex. 
Thus 
M[B]I D F Rex(! I D) and MI IFF Rex(91 F), 
which implies that there exists some J S: I such that J E F and the range 
of g r J has cardinality at most ~0 . Hence F is 8-indecomposable for all 
~0 < 8 ::; 2(2No)+ = 1. By Lemma 1.1.5, there exist /), :S ~o and an ultrafil-
ter G on P(IJ,) such that (w, <)I IF"' (w, <)P. IG, and hence l(w, <)I I Fl = 
l(w, <)P. IGI :S 2No. By Lemma 1.1.6 however, l(w, <)(B]I Dl = K > 2No, contra-
dicting the assumption that His an isomorphism between M[B]I D and MI IF, 
since it would induce an isomorphism between (w, <)(B]I D and (w, <)I I F. 0 
In the above theorem the cardinality of the model (i.e. 2(2No)+)) and that of the 
language (i.e. (2(2 No)+)N°) is quite large, and B. Koppelberg (1980] thus con-
structs examples for which the language has at most one binary relation symbol 
and the model has cardinality ~o or ~1· In what follows, full details of such 
constructions are given. Note that Koppelberg uses Foster's [1953] definition of 
a Boolean power for these proofs as well. 
The following property pertaining to ultrafilters is relevant to Koppelberg's con-
structions. It is sufficient to consider these ultrafilters on powersets of cardinals 
rather than on arbitrary powersets. 
1.2 The constructions of B. Koppelberg [1980] of Boolean 
ultrapowers of (w, <) and (w1 , <) which are not isomorphic 
to any ordinary ultrapowers 
Definition 1.2.1 : 
Suppose that a,T and). are infinite cardinals, and F is an ultrafilter on_!(a). 
F is (1, >.)-regular if there exists E S: F such that lEI=). and for each E S: E 
with lEI 2:: ,, n{X: X E E} = 0. 
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For the first of these constructions, Koppelberg [1980] devises the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 1.2.2 [B. Koppelberg 1980] : 
Suppose that T is regular and F is ( T, >..)-regular on P(a). Then cj(T, <)Ol / F > 
>... 
Proof: 
Since F is ( T, >..)-regular, there exists E ~ F such that lEI = ).. and for each 
E ~ E with lEI 2: T, n{X : X E E} = 0. Suppose that H ~ TOt and IHI = >... 
Now suppose that (ee : e < >..) and (he : e < >..) are enumerations of E and H 
respectively such that e < TJ < T implies that ee =I= e.,. Define f E TOt by 
he(i) < f(i), iEee. 
This is possible since I { e < ).. : i E ee} I < T and T is regular. Thus, ee ~ { i E 
a: he(i) < f(i)} and hence he/ F < f IF for each e < >... 0 
In addition, Koppelberg requires the following result of Kunen and Prikry [1971). 
Theorem 1.2.3 [K. Kunen and K. Prikry 1971] : 
Suppose that & is regular and F is &+-decomposable on P(a). Then F is &-
decomposable. 
An ultrafilter F on P( a) is uniform if for each X E F, IX I = a. 
Remark 1.2.4 : 
An ultrafilter F on P( a) is &-decomposable iff there exists a uniform ultrafilter 
G on P(&) such that G ~Fin the Rudin-Keisler ordering. 
The first construction now follows. 
Theorem 1.2.5 [B. Koppelberg 1980] : 
Suppose that 2<2No)+ < ~w, and (w1, <)[B)/ D is a Boolean ultrapower such 
that B satisfies the countable chain condition and j(w, <)[B)/ Dl > 2No. Then 
(w1 ,<)[B)/D is not isomorphic to any ultrapower of (w1 ,<). 
Proof: 
Suppose that a is an infinite cardinal and F is an ultrafilter on P( a) such that 
(w1 , <)[B)/ D "" (w1 , <)Ol I F. If F is ~n-decomposable for some n E w - {0}, 
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then F is N1-decomposable by Theorem 1.2.3. By Remark 1.2.4, there exists a 
uniform ultrafilter G on P(N1) such that G :S F in the Rudin-Keisler ordering. 
Now G , and hence F is (N1, N1 )-regular, and by Lemma 1.2.2, it follows that 
cf(w1, <)a IF > N1. However, since B satisfies the countable chain condition, 
cf(w1, <)[B]I D = N1, contradicting the assumption that (w1, <)[B]I D"" (w1, < 
)a I F. On the other hand, ifF is 8-indecomposable for all 8 satisfying No < c5 :S 
2(2 No)+ < Nw, then by Lemma 1.1.5, there exists an ultrafilter G on P(No) such 
that (w, <)a IF rv (w, <)No I G. Then l(w, <)a I Fl :S 2No, but l(w, <)[B]I Dl > 
2No , again contradicting the assumption that (w1, <)[B]I D "" (w1, <)a IF, since 
(w, <)[B]I D rv (w, <)a IF under the induced isomorphism. D 
For the second construction, the notion of ott (zero-sharp) described below is 
required. (See Jech [1972].) ott was first introduced by J . Silver in 1971. Its 
existence is linked with the structure of the (real) universe relative to the con-
structible universe. It is in fact a "large cardinal axiom". The second construc-
tion is based on the assumption that ott does not exist. 
Definition 1.2.6 : 
A set X ~ Y is definable over Y if there exist a formula <.p in the language of set 
theory and Y1, ... , Yn E Y such that 
X= {x E Y: (Y, E) F <.p(x , yl, ... ,yn)}. 
Def (Y) is the set of all subsets definable over Y. 
The class £ of constructible sets is defined as follows: 
Lo = 0 
La = U{ L-y : 1 < a} if a is a limit ordinal 
La+l = def (La) 
£ = U{La :aEOn, the class of all ordinals} 
Koppelberg also requires the following theorems for his construction. 
Theorem 1.2.7 [Ketonen 1976] : 
Suppose that a is a successor cardinal and F is uniform on P(a). Then there 
exists r < a such that F is ( r, a) -regular. 
Theorem 1.2.8 [B. Koppelberg]: 
Suppose that ott does not exist. Suppose that a is regular and F is uniform on 
P(a) . Then F is c5-decomposable for each regular c5 :Sa. 
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Theorem 1.2.9 [Jensen] : 
Suppose that 0~ does not exist. Suppose that K is an infinite singular cardinal. 
Then 2<~ = A if 21 = A for some 1 < Ki otherwise 2~ = A+. 
The second construction now follows. 
Theorem 1.2.10 [B. Koppelberg 1980] : 
Suppose that oU does not exist. Suppose that (w, <)[B]I D is a Boolean ultrapower 
such that l(w, <)[B]I Dl = K, cf(w, <)[B]I D = ~1 where K is a strong limit 
cardinal such that either K > cjK > ~0 , or 2~ = K(n) for some n E w. Then 
(w, <)[B]I D is not isomorphic to any ultrapower of (w, <). 
Proof: 
By the assumptions on K, KNo = K. Suppose that F is an ultrafilter on P( a) 
such that (w, <)[B]I D "' (w, <)a I F. W .l.o.g., it can be assumed that F is 
uniform on P(a). Now suppose that F is 5-decomposable for some 5 satisfying 
cfo > ~0 . Then F is cf5-decomposable, and by Remark 1.2.4, there exists a 
uniform ultrafilter G on P(cfo) such that G :SF in the Rudin-Keisler ordering. 
Similarly, since G is ~ 1 -decomposable by Theorem 1.2.8, there exists a uniform 
ultrafilter E on P(~I) such that E :S G in the Rudin-Keisler ordering. By 
Theorem 1.2. 7, E and hence F, is (~o, ~1 )-regular, and by Lemma 1.2.2, cf(w, < 
)a IF > ~ 1 , contradicting the assumption that (w, <)[B]I D "' (w, <)a IF, since 
cf(w, <)[B]I D = ~ 1 . Otherwise, ifF is 5-decomposable, then cf5 = ~o. Since 
l(w, <)(B]I Dl = K, there exists a sequence Ue : e < K) in wa such that for 
e<ry<K, fefF:j:.J.,IF. Thus,fore<KandnEw,{iEa:fe(i)=n}~F. 
Suppose that Pe is the partition of a induced by fe. Now !Pel :S ~0 for each 
e < K, and if p is the coarsest common refinement of the Pe, e < K, then IPI :S 
~0 = 2~. By Theorem 1.2.9, 2~ = K+ or 2~ = K(n) for some n E w. Suppose that 
Tis the smallest cardinal such that there exists an injective sequence (Iv : v < T) 
in P satisfying U{Iv : v < T} E F. Hence T 2: ~o and F is T-decomposable, 
which implies that efT = ~o and T :/= K(n) for any n E w since cfK > ~o. 
Thus T < K,. If e < /'i, and 1/ < T, then fe r Iv is constant. Define a sequence 
(ge : e < K) in WT by 
gdv) = the constant value of fe r Iv. 
Fore<"'< K, u{Iv : 1/ < T} n {i E Q: fe(i) # J.,(i)} # 0 (since u{Iv: 1/ < 
T} n {i E a: fe(i) :/= J.,(i)} E F), and thus 9e(v) :/= g.,(v). Then 9e :/=g., which 
implies that K :S ~0 = 2r, contradicting the fact that K is a strong limit cardinal 
and T < K. 0 
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For the third construction, the following lemma of Koppelberg [1980) is also 
required. 
Lemma 1.2.11 [B. Koppelberg 1980] : 
Suppose that 0~ does not exist. If a is regular, 2° = a+ , and F is uniform on 
P( a), then F is (No, >.)-regular for each >. < a. 
Now suppose that LC His the statement that all limit cardinals are strong limit 
cardinals. The third construction requires the assumption that LC H holds. 
Theorem 1.2.12 [B. Koppelberg 1980] : 
Assume that 0~ does not exist and LC H holds. Then for each infinite cardinal a 
and any ultrafilter F on P(a) , l(w, <) 0 IFI is regular. If a is a singular cardinal, 
then either l(w, <)a I Fl <a or l(w, <) 0 I Fl =a+. 
Proof: 
Suppose that there exist an infinite cardinal a and an ultrafilter Fop. P(a) such 
that l(w, <) 0 I Fl =>.,for some singular cardinal>.. By Exercise 4.3.15 in Chang 
and Keisler [1973), >.No = >. and hence >. > N0 . Define T by 
T = V { b" : b" is a regular cardinal and F is <5-decomposable}. 
If T < >., then by LC H and Theorem 1.2.3, F is p- indecomposable for T < f-L ~ 
2<2 r)+. By Lemma 1.1.5, there exist a ~ T < >. and an ultrafilter G on P(a) 
such that G ~ Fin the Rudin-Keisler ordering and (w, <) 0 IF ~ (w, <)a IG . 
This implies that l(w, <) 0 I Fl = l(w, <)a IGI ~ 2a <>.,a contradiction. On the 
other hand, if T ~>.,then by LCH and the fact that cf>. > N0 , the set 
X = { 1 < >. : 1 is a strong limit cardinal} 
is cofinal in >. . By Theorem 1.2.8, F is 1+ -decomposable for all 1 E X. Thus, 
by Remark 1.2.4, there exists a uniform ultrafilter Eon P(!+) such that E ~ F 
in the Rudin-Keisler ordering. By LCH and Theorem 1.2.9, 2<-r+ = 2"Y = 1+ 
for 1 E X. By Lemma 1.2.11, E is (No, <5)-regular for each b" ~ I· Hence F is 
(No, <5)-regular for each b" < >.. Now by Lemma 1.2.2, cf(w, <) 0 IF > b" for all 
b" <>.,which implies that l(w,<)aiFI ~ cf(w,<) 0 1F ~>.+,a contradiction. 
For the second part of the theorem, suppose that a is a singular cardinal and F 
is an ultrafilter on P(a) such that l(w, <) 0 I Fl ~a. Then by the above result 
and Theorem 1.2.9, a+ ~ l(w, <)a I Fl = 2° =a+. In this case it can be shown 
that F is (No, a)-regular. 0 
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The final construction of Koppelberg [1980] answers W. Lange's question con-
cerning the existence of Boolean ultrapowers of (w, <) which have cardinalities 
that are not the cardinalities of any ordinary ultrapowers of (w, <). 
Theorem 1.2.13 [B. Koppelberg 1980] : 
Suppose that au does not exist and LC H holds. Suppose that "" is a singular 
cardinal and cf K > k{0 . Then there exist a complete Boolean algebra B and 
an ultrafilter D on B such that K = !(w, <)[B]/ D! is not the cardinality of any 
ultrapower of (w, <). 
Proof: 
Since K > cfK > k{0 , ""No = K by LCH. By Lemma 1.1.6, there exist a complete 
Boolean algebra B and an ultrafilter D on B such that l(w, <)[B]/ Dl = K. The 
result follows by Theorem 1.2.12. D 
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Chapter 2 
Finitely iterated Boolean ultrapowers 
An elementary result concerning ordinary ultrapowers is that a finitely iterated 
ultrapower is isomorphic to a single ultrapower. More precisely, if M is a model, 
I and J are sets and F and G are ultrafilters on P(I) and P( J) respectively, 
then there exists an ultrafilter F 0 G on P(I x J) such that 
where 
F 0 G = {X ~ I x J : {j E J : { i E I : ( i, j) E X} E F} E G}. 
Note that in general ( M I I F) 1 I G ~ ( M 1 I G)I IF, and hence the order of iter-
ation is significant. Further details of the above result can be found in Chang 
and Keisler [1973] and Bell and Slomson [1971]. 
Since the notion of a Boolean ultrapower is a generalisation of the notion of an 
ordinary ultrapower under the isomorphism M 1 IF rv M[P(I)]I F, it is logical 
to investigate the conditions under which a finitely iterated Boolean ultrapower 
may be expressed as a single ultrapower. 
In this chapter the approaches of Ouwehand and Rose (1998] and Mansfield 
[1971] to the problem of finitely iterated Boolean ultrapowers will be discussed 
extensively. Besides the obvious differences in the method of proof which stem 
directly from Mansfield's use of Foster's [1953] definition of a Boolean power 
and Ouwehand and Rose's approach to Boolean powers as direct limits of direct 
powers, the conditons for finite iteration are also somewhat different. Whereas 
Mansfield focuses on Boolean ultrapowers (where the Boolean algebra is com-
plete), Ouwehand and Rose consider /'i,-bounded Boolean ultrapowers (where the 
Boolean algebra is K,-complete). 
2.1 The approach of R. Mansfield [1971] to the problem 
of finitely iterated Boolean ultrapowers 
Suppose that A and B are complete Boolean algebras. A new algebra A[ B] may 
be defined as follows: The universe of A[B] is the Boolean power A[B], but with 
the two-valued equality relation i.e. for j, g E A[B], II!= gJJ = 1 iff f =g. 
Using the E-notation as in Theorem 0.4.4, it follows by Remark 0.4.5 (a) that 
each element of A[B] can be written in the form E{bi.ai : i E I} where 
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(bi : i E I) is a pairwise disjoint sequence in B wi th V{bi : i E I} = 1, and 
(a i : i E I) is a sequence in A allowing repetitions. With this notation the 
operations in A[ B] are: 
(a) (~{bi . ai: i E I}) v (~{bi.ai: j E J}) = ~{~{(bi 1\bi).(ai Vaj): j E J}: 
i E I} , 
(b) (~{bi .ai: i E I})A(~{bi.ai: j E J}) = ~{~{(bi 1\bi).(ai 1\ai): j E J}: 
i E I}, 
(c) (~{bi . ai : i E I} )c = ~{bi.ai : i E I}. 
Both A and Bare embeddable into A[B] under the embeddings eA: A-t A[B] 
defined by 
andes : B -t A[B] defined by 
es(b) = b.l + bc.o. 
Now suppose that F and G are ultrafilters on A and B respectively. Define 
F ® G on A[B] by 
F ® G= {~{bi.ai: i E I}: V{bi: ai E F} E G}. 
The following proposition can easily be checked. 
Proposition 2.1.1 : 
F ® G is an ultrafilter on A[B]. 
Remark 2.1.2 : 
An ultrafilter U on A[B] is of the form F ® G if ~{bi.ai : i E I} E U implies 
that there exists i E I such that ai E U. 
The following proposition shows that the joins of sets of the form {~{bi.aij : i E 
I} : j E J} always exist in A[B], even though A[B] is not necessarily complete. 
Proposition 2.1.3 : 
V{~{bi .aij: i E I}: j E J} = ~{k V {ai j : j E J} : i E I} . 
A Boolean algebra B satisfies the (~,>..)-distributive law if for any sets I and J 
such that III ::; ~and Ill ::; >.. , and for any family {bij : i E I,j E J} in B, 
/\{V{bij : j E J} : i E I} = V{!\{bif(i) : i E I} : f E J 1 }, 
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provided that V{bij : j E J} for i E I, A{V{bij : j E J} : i E I} and A{bif(i) : 
i E I} for f E J 1 exist in B. (See Monk and Bonnet [1989] .) B satisfies the 
( K, oo )-distributive law if it satisfies the ( K , ). )-distributive law for all cardinals 
A. 
Mansfield requires the following well-known lemma to prove his main result. 
Lemma 2.1.4 : 
Suppose that B is a complete Boolean algebra and B satisfies the (K, oo )-distributive 
law. If X is a set of partitions of B such that lXI < K. 1 then the partitions in X 
have a common refinement. 
Proof: 
For each P EX, V{p: p E P} = 1. Thus 
Define 
1 = A {V {p : p E P} : P E X} 
= V{A{f(P) : P EX}: f E Bx and f(P) E P} 
since B satisfies the (K, oo )-distributive law. 
b1 = A{f(P) : P E X} 
for each f such that f(P) E P. Then {bJ : f E Bx and f(P) E P} is a common 
refinement of the partitions in X. D 
Note that the converse of Lemma 2.1.4 also holds. The reader is referred to 
Monk and Bonnet [1989], vol. 1, Proposition 14.9(c) for details of the proof. 
Definition 2.1.5 [R. Mansfield 1971] : 
Suppose that A and B are complete B~olean algebras. A satisfies the K.- chain 
condition w. r. t. B if for each function H : A -t B such that 
- -H(a!) A H(a2) > 0 implies that a1 = a2 or a1 A a2 = 0, 
there exists a set {bi : i E I} in B with V{bi : i E I} = 1 and for each i, 
I {a : H (a) A bi > 0} I < K.. 
The main result of Mansfield [1971] now follows. 
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Theorem 2.1.6 [R. Mansfield 1971] : 
Suppose that A and B are complete Boolean algebras, and F and G are ultra-
filters on A and B respectively. If B satisfies the ( K, oo) -distributive law, A 
satisfies the K-chain condition w. r. t. B and A[ B] is complete, then 
M[A[B]]/ F ® G r-.J (M[A]/ F)[B]jG. 
Proof: 
Suppose that {bi : i E I} is a pairwise disjoint set in B with V{bi : i E I} = 1, 
and {fi : i E I} is an arbitrary set in M[A]. Suppose that ~{bi.fi : i E I} 
represents the function from M into A[ B] defined by 
(~{bi.fi: i E I})(m) = ~{bi.fi(m): i E I}. 
~{kfi : i E I} E M[A[B]] : 
Suppose that m =f. n. Then 
Also, 
(~{bi.fi : i E I} )(m) 1\ (~{bi.fi : i E I} )(n) 
=~{bi.fi(m) : i E I} 1\ ~{bi.fi(n) : i E I} 
=~{bi-(fi(m) 1\ /i(n)): i E I} 
=~{bi.o: i E I}= o. 
V {(~{bi.fi: i E I})(m): mE M} 
= V {~{bi.fi(m): i E I}: mE M} 
=~{bi. V {fi(m) :mE M} : i E I} by Proposition 2.1.3 
=~{bi.l : i E I} = 1. 
For H E _¥[A[B]] and m E M, H(m) is a function from A into B. Define a 
function H : A -+ B by 
.ii(a) = V{H(m)(a) :mE M}. 
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Suppose that a =/= a and fi (a) 1\ fi (a) > 0. By definition of fi, there exist m, n E 
M such that H(m)(a) 1\ H(n)(a) > 0. Since H(m)(a) 1\ H(m)(a) = 0 (H(m) E 
A[B]), it follows that m =/= n. Now H(m) 1\ H(n) = 0 since H E M[A[B]], and 
by Remark 0.4.5(a) and the definition of the meet operation in A[B], 
0 = H(m) 1\ H(n) = ~{~{(H(m)(x) 1\ H(n)(y)).(x 1\ y): yEA}: x E A}. 
Hence H(m)(a) 0 H(n)(a) > 0 implies that a 1\ a= 0. Since A satisfies the /'l,-
chain condition w.r.t. B, there exists a set {bi : i E I} in B with V{bi : i E I}= 1 
and I{ a: H(a) 1\ bi > O}l <"'·For each i E I and a E A, define a partition of bi 
by 
{bi 1\ H(m)(a) :mE M} U {bi 1\ (H(a))c}. 
By the K,-chain condition, there are fewer than "' partitions of this kind, and 
since B satisfies the ( "'' oo )-distributive law, these partitions have a common 
refinement {bij : j E J}. All elements of the form bi 1\ H(m)(a) are elements of 
partitions of which {bij : j E J} is a refinement and hence 
H(m)(a) 1\ bij > 0 iff H(m)(a) 2: bij· 
Furthermore, since V{H(m)(a) :a E A}= 1, 
{a E A : H ( m) (a) 2: bi i} =/= 0. 
But since H(m)(a) 1\ H(m)(a) = 0 if a=/= a, it follows that for each i,j and m 
there exists a unique a E A such that H(m)(a) 2: bij· Suppose that fii(m) is 
the unique a E A in the above line. Then 
Hence 
V {V{/\{H(m)(fij(m)) :mE M} : j E J}: i E I} 
= V {V{bij : j E J} : i E I} = 1. 
V {A{H(m)(f(m)) :mE M}: f E AM}= 1. 
If there exist m, n EM such that m =/= n but f(m) 1\ f(n) > 0, then by Remark 
0.4.5(a) and the definition of the meet operation in A[B], 
H(m)(f(m)) 1\ H(n)(f(n)) = 0, 
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and hence 
1\{H(m)(f(m)) :mE M} = 0. 
Hence iff~ M[A], then 
1\{H(m)(f(m)) :mE M} = 0, 
which implies that 
V{/\{H(m)(f(m)) :mE M} : f E M[A]} = 1. 
For each f E M[A], define bt by 
bt = 1\{H(m)(J(m)) :mE M}. 
H = 'E{bt.f: f E M[A]}: 
Iff =f. g, then there exists mE M such that f(m) =f. g(m). Hence 
bt 1\ b9 = 1\{H(m)(f(m)) :mE M} 1\ 1\{H(m)(g(m)) :mE M} 
:::; H(m)(f(m)) A H(m)(g(m)) = o. 
Also, since V{bt : f E M[A]} = 1, for each mE Manda E A, 
H(m)(a) = H(m)(a) 1\ V{bt : f E M[A]} 
= V{H(m)(a) 1\ bt : f E M[A]} 
= V{H(m)(a) 1\ 1\{H(n)(f(n)) : n EM} : f E M[A]}. 
If f(m) =f. a, then H(m)(a) 1\ H(m)(f(m)) = 0. Hence 
H(m)(a) = V{I\{H(n)(f(n)): n EM}: f E M[A] and f(m) =a} 
= V{bt : f E M[A] and f(m) =a}, 
and the result follows by Remark 0.4.5(b ). 
Now for each f E M[A] , 
f/F = {g E M[A]: II!= gil E F}. 
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Each H E M[A[B]] is of the form 'E{k/i : i E J} where {bi : i E J} is a pairwise 
disjoint set in B with V{bi : i E I} = 1, and {/i : i E J} is an arbitrary set in 
M[A]. Define a function K : M[A[B]] -+ (M[A]j F) [B] by 
K('E{bi.fi : i E I}) = 'E{bi.fi/ F : i E I}. 
Clearly, J{ is 1- 1 and onto (M[A]/ F)[B], and it remains to be shown that for 
any formula <p, 
ll<p('E{kh : i E I} )II E F ® G iff ll<p('E{bi.fi/ F: i E I} )II E G, 
which would imply that J{ is an isomorphism. 
By definition of the Boolean value, 
Hence 
ll<p('E{k/i : i E I} )II = V{'E{bi.fi(m) : i E J} : M I= <p(m)} 
= 'E{bi. V {/i(m) : M I= <p(m)} : i E J} 
by Proposition 2.1.3. 
ll<p('E{bi.fi : i E I} )II E F ® G iff 'E{bi. V {/i(m) : M I= <p(m)} : i E I} E F ® G 
iff V {bi : V{fi(m) : M I= <p(m)} E F} E G by 
definition ofF ® G 
iff V {bi : M(A]/ F I= <p(fi/ F)} E G 
iff ll<p('E{bi.fi/ F: i E J} )II E G. 
D 
Mansfield's (1971] approach to the problem of finite iteration is concluded with 
the following results which show that if a complete Boolean algebra B satisfies 
the (N1 , oo )-distributive law, then B and 2w satisfy the conditions for finite 
iteration. Mansfield (1971] requires this fact to show that elementarily equivalent 
models have isomorphic Boolean ultrapowers, as will be seen in Chapter 3. 
Theorem 2.1. 7 [R. Mansfield 1971) : 
Suppose that B is a complete Boolean algebra and B satisfies the (N1, oo )-
distributive law. Then 2w satisfies the N1 -chain condition w. r. t. B . 
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Proof: 
Suppose that a function H : 2w -+ B such that 
~ ~ 
H(XI) 1\ H(X2) > 0 implies that X 1 = X2 or X 1 n X 2 = 0. 
Suppose that H(n) = v{H(X) : n EX}. Then 
1\{V{(H(n))c V H(X) : n EX}: nEw}= 1, 
and since B satisfies the (~1, oo )-distributive law, 
V{I\{(H(n))c V H(f(n)) :nEw}: n E f(n)} = 1. 
Now suppose that bt = 1\{(H(n))c V H(f(n)) : n E w }. If bt 1\ H(X) > 0 and 
X :f. 0, then there exists n E X such that n E f( n) and 
H(X) 1\ ((H(n)t V H(f(n))) > 0 
I.e. (H(X) 1\ (H(n))c) V (H(X) 1\ H(f(n))) > 0. 
Since n E X , H(X) 1\ (H(n))c = 0, and hence H(X) 1\ H(f(n)) > 0, which 
implies that X= f(n). D 
Theorem 2.1.8 [R. Mansfield 1971] : 
Suppose that B is a complete Boolean algebra and B satisfies the (~ 1 , oo )-
distributive law. Then 
Proof: 
Define a function H : 2w [ B] -+ Bw by 
H(f) = ((V{f(X) : n EX}) : n E w). 
Clearly, H is an embedding from 2w [ B] into Bw , even if B does not satisfy any 
distributive laws. Now suppose that (bn :nEw) E Bw. Note that V{bn V (bn)c: 
n E w} = 1, and if (bn)c = b~ and bn = b~, then 
V{/\{b!(n) : nEW} : j E 2w} = 1, 
since B satisfies the (~ 1 ,oo)-distributive law. The pre-image of (bn: nEw) is 
~{1\{b!(n) .{n: f(n) = 1} :nEW} : f E 2w}. D 
Corollary 2.1.9 [R. Mansfield 1971] : 
Suppose that B is a complete Boolean algebra and B satisfies the (~1, oo )-
distributive law. Then 2w [ B] is complete. 
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2.2 The approach of P. Ouwehand and H. Rose [1998] 
to the problem of finitely iterated Boolean ultrapowers 
The approach of Ouwehand and Rose [1998] is introduced by a discussion on 
some general results concerning direct limits and elementary embeddings on 
Boolean ultrapowers. 
Suppose that U is an updirected set and {Bp : P E U} is a family of complete 
Boolean algebras such that if P ~ Q (i .e. Q is a refinement of P according 
to the partial ordering imposed on IFB), then Bp ~ BQ. Suppose that Fp is 
an ultrafilter on B p for each P E U , and that the family { Fp : P E U} is 
updirected. For P ~ Q, define a function JPQ : M[BP]~t/ Fp-+ M[BQ]~t/ FQ by 
Lemma 2.2.1 : 
j PQ is an elementary embedding. 
Proof: 
j PQ is a well-defined embedding: 
Suppose that j ,9 E M[BP]~t· Then 
jjFp = 9/Fp iff II!= 911 E Fp 
j PQ is elementary : 
iff V { s E S : f( s) = 9( s)} E Fp 
where Sis a common domain off and 9 
iff V {s E S: f(s) = 9(s)} E FQ 
iff II!= 911 E FQ 
iff f/FQ = 9/FQ. 
Suppose that c.p is a first-order formula and fi, ... , f n E M[ B p] It. 
Suppose that 
Hence there exists 9 E M[BP]~t such that 
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Then 
V{s E S: M[BP]tt F cp(g(s), !I (s), ... , fn(s))} E FQ where 
S is a common domain of g, fi, ... , f n, and hence 
V{s E S: M[BP]tt F cp(g(s),fi(s), . .. ,fn(s))} E Fp, 
which implies that 
The result follows by Lemma 0.1.8 (Tarski-Vaught Criterion). 0 
Now define a model N to be the direct limit of the models {M[BP]ttiFp: P E 
U}. More precisely, consider U{M[BP]ttl Fp : P E U} and define an equivalence 
relation rv on U{M[BP]ttiFp : P E U} as follows: For f E M[BP]tt, g E 
M[BQ]tt, 
f I Fp rv g I FQ iff there exists T 2: P, Q such that j PT(f I Fp) = jQr(g I FQ ). 
N is then the set of all equivalence classes ofU{M[BP]ttiFp: P E U} w.r.t. the 
em beddings j PQ. 
The functions 'r/P : M[BP]ttl Fp -1- N defined by 
are elementary embeddings by a similar application of the Tarski-Vaught Cri-
terion as in Lemma 2.2.1. Suppose that B is the direct limit of the fam-
ily {Bp : P E U}, and that F = U{Fp : P E U}. By Lemma 0.2.4.7(a), 
F is an ultrafilter on B, and hence there exist elementary em beddings m p 
M[BP]ttl Fp -1- M[B]ttl F defined by 
mp(JIFp) = JIF. 
Thus there exists a commutative diagram of elementary embeddings, and by the 
property of the direct limit, the function e : N -1- M[B]ttl F exists, where e is 
defined by 
e((fjFp)j rv) = JIF. 
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Recall (Definition 0.2.4.5) that a ~'~:-complete Boolean algebra B has the r.;-
partition cofinality property w.r.t. the family {Bp : P E U} of complete Boolean 
algebras if for each Q E IP8 there exist P E U and a partition T of Bp such that 
Q.:s; T. 
Theorem 2.2.2 [P. Ouwehand and H. Rose 1998] : 
Suppose that B has the ~'~:-partition co finality property w. r. t. the family { B p : 
P E U} of complete Boolean algebras. Then 
i.e. the Boolean ultrapower of the direct limit is isomorphic to the direct limit 
of the Boolean ultrapowers. 
Proof: 
Since B has the r.;-partition cofinality property w.r.t. the family {Bp : P E. 
U}, B is ~'~:-complete by Lemma 0.2.4.6. Hence M[B]tt is defined, and it remains 
to be shown that the elementary embedding e : N -t M[B]tt/ F is surjective. 
Suppose that f: Q -t M for Q E IP8. By the r.;-partition cofinality property of 
B w.r.t. {Bp: P E U}, there exist P E U and a partition T E IP8P such that T 
refines Q. Then f: T -t M since T refines Q, and hence f E M[BP]tt· Clearly, 
f / F has a pre-image(!/ F)/"' under e. 0 
The Finite Iteration Theorem for r.;-bounded Boolean ultrapowers of Ouwehand 
and Rose [1998] will now be proved. 
Suppose that A and B are r.;-complete Boolean algebras, and F and G are 
ultrafilters on A and B respectively. Recall that, by Lemma 0.2.4.2(b ), A is 
the direct limit of powerset Boolean algebras, and by Lemma 0.2.4.7(b ), {Fp = 
F n P(P) : P E IPA} is an updirected family of ultrafilters on P(P). Similar 
statements apply to B and G. 
Corollary 2.2.3 [P. Ouwehand and H. Rose 1998] : 
Any r.;-bounded Boolean ultrapower M[A]tt/ F is the direct limit of the ordinary 
ultrapowers {MP / Fp: P E IPA}. 
Proof: 
By Theorem 2.2.2, it suffices to show that A has the r.;-partition cofinality prop-
erty w.r.t. the family {P(P) : P E IPA}. Suppose that T E IPA. Then T is 
a partition of P(T), and hence M[A]tt/ F is isomorphic to the direct limit of 
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{M[P(P)],J Fp : P E IPA}. However, since IPI < K for each P E IPA, it follows 
that 
M[P(P)]xl Fp = M[P(P)]I Fp ::= Mp I Fp. 
D 
Now by Lemma 2.1.4 and the remark following it, it follows that a K -complete 
Boolean algebra B satisfies the ( K, K )-distributive law iff X ~ PB such that IX I < 
K, implies that the partitions in X have a common refinement. However, this 
refinement need not be in IP8. Consequently, Jipsen and Rose [1999] introduce 
the following notion which is stronger than the notion of ( K, K )-distributivity, and 
is essential to the approach of Ouwehand and Rose to the problem of finitely 
iterated Boolean ultrapowers. 
Definition 2.2.4 : 
A K-complete Boolean algebra B is K-partition complete if for each set X ~ IP8 
such that lXI < K, the partitions in X have a common refinement in IP8. 
Examples 2.2.5 : 
(a) If IYI < K, then the powerset Boolean algebra P(Y) is K-partition com-
plete since it is completely distributive and IPP(Y) = IPP(Y)· 
(b) It is well-known that any K-complete subalgebra of a powerset Boolean 
algebra satisfies the (K, K)-distributive law. Jipsen and Rose [1999] show 
that if K is strongly inaccessible, then the notions of ( K, K )-distributivity 
and K-partition completeness coincide. Hence if K is strongly inaccessible, 
then any K-complete subalgebra of a powerset Boolean algebra is K-
partition complete. 
(c) A complete atomless Boolean algebra B is called a K-Suslin algebra if it 
is (K, K)-distributive and every pairwise disjoint subset has fewer thanK 
elements. Then IP8 = IPB, and hence B is K-partition complete. 
The following observation shows that if, in addition, A is K -partition complete, 
then there exist a K-complete Boolean algebra C and an ultrafilter E on C such 
that 
(M[A]xl F)[B]xiG ~ M[C]xl E. 
By Corollary 2.2.3, 
(M[A]xl F)[B]xiG"' U{(M[A]xl F)Q IGQ : Q E IP8} 
"'U{(U{Mp I Fp : p E IPA} )Q IGQ : Q E IP8} 
"'u{MPxQ I Fp ® GQ : (P, Q) E IPA X IP8} 
since A is K-partition complete. 
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This suggests that C be defined to be the direct limit of the powerset Boolean 
algebras {P(P x Q) : (P, Q) E !FA x !FE}, and E to be U{Fp ® GQ : (P, Q) E 
!FAx !FE}· However, in order for C and E to be defined as such, C has to have the 
~~:-partition cofinality property w.r.t. the family {P(P x Q) : (P, Q) E !FA x !FE}, 
and the family of ultrafilters { Fp ® GQ : ( P, Q) E !FA x IF3} has to be up directed. 
This will be shown in the following two lemmas. 
- -Suppose that P and Q are refinements of P and Q respectively. Define complete 
embeddings i : P(P x Q) -+ P(P x Q) by 
i: U ~ P X Q-+ {(p,q) E P X Q: 3(p,q} E U[(p,q) ~ (p,q)]}. 
Lemma 2.2.6 [P. Ouwehand and H. Rose 1998] : 
The family of ultrafilters {Fp ® GQ : (P, Q) E !FAx IF3} is updirected. 
Proof: 
- - . Suppose that P and Q are refinements of P and Q respectively, and U E Fp®G Q. 
Then 
{qE Q: {pEP: (p,q) E U} E Fp} E GQ, and thus 
{q E Q: 3qE Q[q ~ qand {pEP: (p,q) E U} E Fp]} E GQ , 
which implies that 
{q E Q: 3q E Q[q ~ q and {pEP: 3p E P[p ~ p and (p, q) E U]} E Fp} E GQ· 
Hence 
{q E Q: {pEP: 3(p,q) E U[(p,q) ~ (p,q)]} E Fp} E GQ, 
i.e. i(U) E Fp ® GQ. 
Lemma 2.2.7 [P. Ouwehand and H. Rose 1998] : 
Suppose that C is the direct limit of the family {P(P x Q) : (P, Q) E !FAx IF3} of 
powerset Boolean algebras. Then C has the ~~:-partition co finality property w. r. t. 
{P(P X Q) : (P, Q) E !FA X IF3}· 
Proof: 
Recall that C is a set of equivalence classes {U / rv: U ~ P x Q and (P, Q) E 
!FA X IF3} with the property that if ul ~ pl X Ql and u2 ~ p2 X Q2' then ul I'V u2 
iffthere exists (P3,Q3) ~ (P1,QI),(P2,Q2) such that for all (p,q) E P3 x Q3, 
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~ ~ 
(This follows from the definition of the complete embeddings i : P(P x Q) -+ 
P(P X Q).) 
Suppose that {Ui/ "': i E I} is a partition of C. W.l.o.g. assume that Ui ~ 
Pi x Q i ~ A x B for each i E I. Define 
Ui1 = {p E A: :lq E B[(p, q) E Ui]}, 
Ui2 = {q E B: :lp E A[(p, q) E Ui]}. 
Now suppose that (Pi, qi) E ui ~ pi X Qi and (Pi' qi) E ui ~ pi X Qj, and 
suppose that P and Q are the coarsest common refinements of Pi and Pi and 
Qi and Qi respectively. Since Ui/ "' 1\ Ui / "-'= 0, if (p, q) E P x Q such that 
(p,q) ~ (pi,qi), then (p,q) i (pi,qi)· Similarly, if (p,q) E P x Q such that 
(p,q) ~ (Pi , qi), then (p,q) i (Pi,qi) · But 
Pi = V {p E P : p ~ Pi} , and 
pi = V {p E P : p ~ Pi}. 
Since no p E P is such that p ~ Pi and p ~ Pi, it follows that 
Pi 1\ Pi= V{p 1\ p: p , p E P and p ~ Pi,P ~Pi}= 0. 
Similarly, qi 1\ qi = 0. Hence U{Ui1 : i E I} and U{Ui2 : i E I} are pairwise 
disjoint subsets of A and B respectively, which implies that there exist partitions 
P E IP'A. and Q E IP'3 such that U{Uil : i E I}~ P and U{Ui2 : i E I}~ Q. Then 
ui ~ p X Q. But P(P X Q) has a finest partition { {(p, q)} : (p, q) E p X Q}, 
which is clearly finer than {Ui/ "': i E I}. Hence C has the K:-partition cofinality 
property w.r.t. {P(P X Q) : (P, Q) E IP'A_ X IP'3}. 
The following theorem has thus been proved. 
Theorem 2.2.8 [P. Ouwehand and H. Rose 1998] : 
Suppose that A and B are K:-complete Boolean algebras, and F and G are ultra-
filters on A and B respectively. If A is K:-partition complete, then the iterated 
K:-bounded Boolean ultrapower (M[A]~~:/ F)[B]~~:/G is isomorphic to a single K:-
bounded Boolean ultrapower. 
Remarks 2.2.9 : 
(a) If A and B are K:-partition complete, then by Lemma 0.5 in Jipsen and 
Rose [1999], A and B are K:-complete, and hence Theorem 2.2.8 holds. 
(b) If A = C ~~: is the completion of a ( K:, K: )-tree and K: is strongly inaccessible, 
then the lattice lP' A is K:-complete and IP'A_ = lP' A· By Proposition 0.6 in 
Jipsen and Rose [1999], A is K:-partition complete and Theorem 2.2.8 
holds. 
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Problems 2.2.10 : 
(a) Does the Finite Iteration Theorem hold for arbitrary Boolean ultrapow-
ers? (Does a counter-example exist?) Find necessary and sufficient con-
ditions for finite iteration or show that it is impossible to find· such con-
ditions. 
(b) Define the notion of an infinitely iterated Boolean ultrapower. Develop 
the theory of infinitely iterated Boolean ultrapowers. 
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Chapter 3 
Elementarily equivalent models have isomorphic 
Boolean ultrapowers 
The Keisler - Shelah Theorem (see Hodges [1993]) states that any two models 
of the same type are elementarily equivalent iff they have isomorphic ultrapow-
ers . The sufficiency part of the theorem is an immediate consequence of Los's 
Theorem. Mansfield [1971] obtains an analogous result for Boolean ultrapowers. 
Mansfield shows that if any two models are elementarily equivalent and if in ad-
dition, they are N1-saturated, then they have isomorphic Boolean ultrapowers. 
He achieves this by constructing an inner product into an appropriately defined 
Boolean algebra and then deducing that the models have isomorphic Boolean 
powers, and hence they have isomorphic Boolean ultrapowers. Finally, by ap-
plying the Finite Iteration Theorem for Boolean ultrapowers and the often-used 
result that a Boolean ultrapower is N1-saturated if the ultrafilter is descendingly 
countably incomplete, he concludes that any two elementarily equivalent models 
have isomorphic Boolean ultrapowers. The converse is immediate, since by the 
Boolean version of Los's Theorem, any model is elementarily embeddable into 
any of its Boolean ultrapowers. 
In this chapter a detailed discussion on Mansfield's above-mentioned result will 
be presented. Mansfield uses Foster's [1953] definition of a Boolean power for 
his proof. 
A model M is /'\,-saturated if whenever r is a set of formulas with one free variable 
which is finitely satisfiable and lr! < /'\, ' then r is also satisfiable. 
Definition 3.1 [K. Kunen and K. Prikry 1971] : 
An ultrafilter F is descendingly countably incomplete if there exists a descending 
sequence (bn E F : nEw) such that 1\{bn : n E w} = 0. 
The following theorem is Mansfield's Boolean version of Theorem 6 .1 .1 in Chang 
and Keisler [1973]. 
Theorem 3.2 [R. Mansfield 1971] 
IfF is descendingly countably incomplete, then the Boolean ultrapower M[B]/ F 
is N 1 -saturated. 
Proof: 
Suppose that {cpn(x) : n E w} is a set of formulas of one free variable. By 
taking conjunctions if necessary, w.l.o.g. cp n is a logical consequence of cpn+l 
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1.e. II'Pnll ~ II'Pn+Iil· Now suppose that (bn : n E w) is a descending sequence 
in F, and suppose that bn = bn 1\ II :lxc,on ( x) II. Then for each n E w, bn E F, 
and 1\{bn : n E w} ~ 1\{bn : n E w} = 0 since F is descendingly countably 
incomplete. Define bn by 
By Theorem 0.4.6, there exists fn E M[B] for each nEw such that 
Now {bn n E w} is a pairwise disjoint set since (bn : n E w) is a disjoint 
sequence. Hence by Theorem 0.4.4, there exists f E M[B] such that II/ = 
!nil ~ bn for each nEw. Then fork~ n, 
Hence 
and the result follows. 
Definition 3.3 : 
llc,on(/)11 ~ llc,on(/k)ll 1\ IIJ = fkll 
~ llc,ok(fk)ll 1\ bk 
> bk. 
0 
Suppose that M and N are two models of the same type. An inner product on 
M x N is a function(.,.) : M x N -1- B where B is a complete Boolean algebra, 
such that 
(a) 1\{(mi,ni): 1 ~ i ~ k} > 0 iff (M,m1, ... ,mk) = (N,n1, ... ,nk), 
(b) V{(m,n): mE M} = V{(m,n): n EN}= 1. 
For the discussion that follows, suppose that M and N are infinite elementarily 
equivalent ~ 1 -saturated models. In order to construct an inner product on M x 
N, the complete Boolean algebra B into which M x N is mapped needs to be 
defined. 
Suppose that f is a partial function from M into N such that (M, domf) _ 
(N, range f) and denote this by f: M ~ N. Suppose that 
p 
X= {!if: M----+ Nand 1!1 = N1}. 
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If g is a partial function from M into N and g is countable, then denote the set 
{f EX: g ~ f} by [g]. Now the set 
p {[g]lg: M -t Nand 191 ~No} 
is a base for a topology on X. Define B by 
B = RO(X), the regular open algebra on X. 
Lemma 3.4 [R. Mansfield 1971] : 
Suppose that the language of M and N is countable. Then [g] =/= 0 iff g: M ..!..t N. 
Proof: 
p p 
Suppose that g : M -t N and 191 ~ No. Now the set {!If : M -t N,g ~ 
f and lfl ~ No} is partially ordered by inclusion, and hence has a maximal 
chain. Suppose that this chain is countable. If g is the union of this chain, 
then g is countable and g: M ..!..t N. Suppose that n E N- range g and r is 
a set of formulas cp ( x) of one free variable and constants from the range of g 
such that N F cp(n). r is countable and finitely satisfiable in M. Since M is 
N1-saturated, there exists mE M such that M F= cp(m) for each cp E r. Hence 
gU { ( m, n)} extends g, contradicting the assumption that the chain is countable. 
Hence the chain is uncountable and its union is an element of [g]. The converse 
is immediate. 0 
Lemma 3.5 [R. Mansfield 1971] : 
If ([gn] :nEw) is a decreasing sequence of base sets, then n{[gn] : n E w} =/= 0. 
Proof: 
[9n+l] ~ [gn] iff 9n ~ 9n+l· Hence g = U{gn : n E w} is countable and g : M ..!..t 
N. Now since (M, dom gn) = (N, range 9n), it follows that (M, dom g) 
(N, range g), and hence g E n{[gn] :nEw}. 0 
The following result is a standard consequence of Lemma 3.5. 
Corollary 3.6 : 
p p 
Suppose that X= {flf: M -t Nand lfl = NI}, and {[g]lg: M -t Nand 191 ~ 
No} is a base for a topology on X. Then B = RO(X) satisfies the (N1 ,oo)-
distributive law. 
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The inner product on M x N is constructed as follows. 
Theorem 3.7 (R. Mansfield 1971] : 
Suppose that the function (., . ) on M x N is defined by 
(m,n) = {f EX: f(m) = n}. 
Then(.,.) is a B-valued inner product on M x N. 
Proof: 
The set {f EX: f(m) = n} is a clopen subset of X and is hence an element of 
B. Also, 
1\{(mi,ni): 1 ~ i ~ k} = n{(mi,ni): 1 ~ i ~ k}, 
and n{ mi, ni) : 1 ~ i ~ k} =f. 0 iff there exists f E X such that f( mi) = ni for 
each 1 ~ i ~ k. Hence (., .) satisfies condition (a) of the definition of an inner 
product. To show that(.,.) satisfies condition (b), suppose that V{(m, n): mE 
M} < 1 i.e. U{(m, n): mE M} =f. X. Then there exists a base set [g] such that 
[g] n U{(m,n): mE M} = 0. 
Now U{(m, n) : m E M} is the set {f E X : n E range f}. Suppose that r 
is the set of formulas cp( x) of one free variable and constants from the range 
of g such that for each <p (X) E r' N I= <p ( n). r is finitely satisfiable in M' and 
since M is ~ 1 -saturated, there exists m E M such that M I= <p ( m) for each 
cp(x) E r. Then g = g U {(m,n)} is countable and g: M ~ N. [9] ~ [g], 
contradicting the assumption that [g] n U{(m, n) :mE M} = 0. The proof of 
V{(m, m) : n EN}= 1 is similar. D 
Theorem 3.8 (R. Mansfield 1971] : 
If there exists a B-valued inner product on M x N , then M[B] ~ N[BL and 
hence for any ultrafilter F on B, M[B]/ F ~ N[B]/ F . 
Proof: 
Define a function H: M[B] -+ N[B] by 
H(f)(n) = V{(m, n) :mE M} !\ f(m) 
and a function K: N[B]-+ M[B] by 
K(g)(m) = V{(m, n) : n EN}!\ g(n). 
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It suffices to show that K o H is the identity function on M[B] and that H 
preserves Boolean values. 
FormE M, 
K(H(f))(m) = v{(m, n): n EN} A H(f) (n) 
= V{(m,n) A V{(m,n): mE M} A f(m): n EN} 
= V{V{(m,n) A (m,n) A f(m): mE M}: n EN}. 
Since (m,n) A (m,n) = 0 ifm # m, 
K(H(f))(m) = V{(m, n) A f(m): n EN} 
= f(m) A V{(m,n): n EN} 
= f(m). 
Now for any formula r.p, by Theorem 0.4.2, 
llr.p(H(f))ll = V{H(f)(n) : N F= r.p(n)} 
= V{V{(m, n) :mE M} A f(m) : N F r.p(n)}. 
If (m, n) :f. 0, then M F r.p(m) iff N F r.p(n), and hence 
llr.p(H(f))ll = V{V{(m, n) : M F r.p(m)} A f(m) : n EN} 
= V{V{(m, n) : n EN} A f(m) : M F= r.p(m)} 
= V{f(m) : M F r.p(m)} = llr.p(f)ll· 
Corollary 3.9 [R. Mansfield 1971] : 
0 
If two infinite models M and N are elementarily equivalent, then they have 
isomorphic Boolean ultrapowers. 
Proof: 
Suppose that F is a non-principal filter on 2"". Then F is descendingly count-
ably incomplete by Corollary 1.10 in Bell and Slomson [1971]. By Theorem 
3.2, M[2"".]/ F and N[2""]/ F are N1-saturated. Since M and N are elementar-
ily embeddable into M[2""]/ F and N[2""]/ F respectively, M[2""]/ F = N[2""]/ F. 
By Theorem 3.7 and Corollary 3.6, there exists an inner product on M x N 
into a complete Boolean algebra B satisfying the (N 1 , oo )-distributive law. By 
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Theorem 2.1.7 and Corollary 2.1.9, 2w and B satisfy the conditions for finite 
iteration. 
Hence if G is any ultrafilter on B, then 
M[2w[B]]/ F ® G"' (M[2w]/ F)[B]/G by Theorem 2.1.6 
~ (N[2w]/ F)[B]/G by Theorem 3.8 
!::::! (N[2w[B]]/ F ® G by Theorem 2.1.6. 
Problem 3.10 : 
0 
Suppose that M and N are elementarily equivalent N1-saturated models, and 
there exists a B-valued inner product on M x N. By Theorem 3.8, M[B]/ F"' 
N[BJI F. Are M[B]/ F and N[B]/ F isomorphic to ordinary ultrapowers? If yes, 
then Theorem 3.8 provides an alternative proof of the Keisler-Shelah Theorem. 
If not, then M[B]/ F and N[B]/ Fare further examples of Boolean ultrapowers 
which are not isomorphic to any ordinary ultrapowers. 
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Chapter 4 
Good ultrafilters and saturated Boolean ultrapowers 
A well-known result of Keisler (see Bell and Slomson [1971]) states that an ultra-
power M 1 / F is saturated for all models M iff the ultrafilter is good. By defining 
the notion of goodness for an ultrafilter on a Boolean algebra in a manner anal-
ogous to the conventional definition, Mansfield [1971) is able to mimic Keisler's 
argument and prove the above implication from right to left for Boolean ultra-
powers. Mansfield carefully chooses a Boolean algebra in order to obtain a good 
ultrafilter and a saturated Boolean ultrapower. This construction incidentally 
provides an example of a Boolean ultrapower of inaccessible cardinality. Benda 
[1974) observes that Mansfield's definition is not particularly useful in proving 
the reverse implication of Keisler's theorem for Boolean ultrapowers. He thus 
proposes an alternative definition for the notion of goodness for an ultrafilter 
on a Boolean algebra which enables him to obtain a complete generalisation of 
Keisler's theorem. This definition of goodness coincides with the usual one if 
the Boolean algebra is atomic, and is weaker if the Boolean algebra is atomless. 
In this chapter a detailed exposition on the work of Mansfield [1971) and Benda 
[1974) will be given. While Mansfield uses Foster's [1953) definition of a Boolean 
power, Benda uses a different definition of a Boolean power for his investigation. 
The Boolean powers resulting from the definitions of Foster and Benda are 
isomorphic (see Chapter 0, Section 0.2). 
4.1 The notion of goodness of an ultrafilter as defined 
by R. Mansfield [1971] and his partial generalisation of 
Keisler's theorem 
Suppose that A is an infinite cardinal and Pw(A) denotes the finite subsets of 
A. A function f : Pw(A) -+ B where B is a Boolean algebra, is monotonically 
decreasing if u ~ v implies that f( v) ~ f( u ). f is multiplicative if f( u U v) = 
f(u) 1\ f(v). 
Definition 4.1.1 [R. Mansfield 1971] : 
An ultrafilter F on a Boolean algebra B is /'i,-good if it is descendingly countably 
incomplete, and for each cardinal A < /'i, and for each monotonically decreasing 
function f : Pw(A) -+ F, there exists a multiplicative function g : Pw(A) -+ F 
such that g ~ f. 
Theorem 4.1.2 [R. Mansfield 1971] : 
IfF is /'i,-good, then M[B]/ F is /'i,-saturated. 
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Proof: 
Suppose that A < /'\, and {cpa(x) : a < A} is a set of formulas of one free vari-
able which is finitely satisfiable in M[B]/ F. Since F is descendingly countably 
incomplete, there exists a decreasing sequence (bn : n E w) in F such that 
1\{bn : n E w} = 0. For u E Pw(A), define a function f : Pw(A) ---1- F by 
f(u) = blul V ll3x 1\ {cpa(x): a E u}ll. 
Since f is monotonically decreasing and F is /'\,-good, there exists a multiplicative 
function g : P w (A) ---1- F such that g ~ f. Define 
bu = g(u) 1\ (V{g(v): lui< lvl})c. 
Now the set {bu : u E Pw(A)} is pairwise disjoint : 
If u rJ;: v, then lvl < lu U vi which implies that 
g(u) 1\ bv ~ g(u) 1\ (g(v) 1\ (g(u U v))c) 
~ g(u) 1\ (g(v) 1\ (g(u) 1\ g(v))c) 
~ 0, 
and ifbu 1\ bv > 0, then g(u) 1\ bv > 0 and bu 1\ g(v) > 0, i.e. u = v. 
Also, V{bv: u ~ v} = g(u): 
Suppose that 0 < b = g(u) 1\ (V{bv: u ~ v})c, and bn = V{g(v): lvl = n}. The 
sequence (bn : n E w) is decreasing, and 1\{bn : n E w} ~ 1\{bn : n E w} = 0 
and blul ~ g(u) ~b. Hence there exists k E w such that b 1\ (bk)c < b 1\ (bk+l)c 
i.e. (b 1\ bk) 1\ (bk+l)c > 0. But then there exists v E Pw(A) such that lvl = k 
and (bt\g(v)) 1\ (bk+l)c > 0. Now (bt\g(v)) 1\ (bk+l)c = bt\ (g(v) 1\ (bk+I)c) and 
g(v) 1\ (bk+I)c = bv. Thus, g(u) 1\ bv ~ b 1\ bv > 0 which implies that u ~ v, 
which is clearly impossible by the definition of b. 
For each u E Pw(A), there exists fu E M[B] by Theorem 0.4.6 such that 
ll3x 1\ {cpa(x) :a E u}ll =II 1\ {cpa(fu): a E u}ll. 
By Theorem 0.4.4, there exists h E M[B] such that llh = full ~ bu for each 
u E Pw(A). If u ~ v, then 
II 1\ {cpa(h) :a E u}ll ~ II 1\ {cpa(fv): a E u}ll 1\ llh = fvll 
~II 1\ {cpa(fv): a E v}ll 1\ llh = fvll 
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Thus , 
II A { <p o (h) : a E u} II 2: V {bv : u ~ v} 
2: g(u) E F, 
and the result follows. 0 
The above result emphasises the usefulness of good ultrafilters on Boolean alge-
bras. Mansfield [1971] now focuses on the construction of such an ultrafiter and 
a saturated Boolean ultra power. 
A function f into B - {0} is disjoint iff( u) t\ f( v) > 0 implies that u = v. 
Definition 4.1.3 [R. Mansfield 1971] : 
A Boolean algebra B is K-disjointable if for every function f into B- {0} with 
lfl < K , there exists a disjoint function h into B- {0} such that h ~f. 
Lemma 4.1.4 [R. Mansfield 1971] : 
Suppose that B is K-disjointable and D ~ B is closed under finite intersections 
with IDI < K. If f : Pw(>.) --+ D is 5:. monotonic;!_lly decreasing function for 
). < K , then D can be extended to a set D such that D has the finite intersecction 
property, IDI < K and there exists a multiplicative function g: Pw(>.) --+ i5 with 
g ~f. 
Proof: 
Suppose that u E Pw(>.), dE D. Then f(u)t\ d > 0, and since B is K-disjointable, 
there exists a disjoint function h( u, d) into B- {0} such that h( u, d) ~ f( u) t\ d. 
Define a function g on P w ().) by 
g(u) = V{h(v, d): u ~ v and dE D}. 
If u ~ v, then 
h ( v' d) ~ f ( v) t\ d ~ f ( u)' 
and hence g ~f. 
Also, g is multiplicative : 
For u , u E Pw( A) , 
Define 
g(u) 1\ g(u) = v{h(v, d) 1\ h(v, d): u ~ v and u ~ V} 
= v{h(v ,d): u,u ~ v} since his disjoint 
= v { h ( v' d)) : u u u ~ v} 
= g(u u u). 
D = {g(u) 1\4 : u E Pw(A) and dE D} . 
0 ~ D, since g(u) 1\ d 2: h(u,d) > 0. 
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D 
The above lemma suggests that a key to the existence of a ~-good ultrafilter is 
the existence of a ~-disjointable Boolean algebra. 
Now suppose that ~ is an inaccessible cardinal and B = RO( rr{ a : a < ~}), the 
regular open algebra of the product space II {a : a < ~} with each factor having 
the discrete topology. 
Lemma 4.1.5 [R. Mansfield 1971] : 
B is ~-disjointable. 
Proof: 
Each open set in the space II {a : a < ~} is an arbitrary union of base sets of 
the form {(xa: a<~): Xa; E Ai, 1::; i::; n} where Ai ~ ai for each 1::; i::; n. 
Hence the projection of an open set onto the ath coordinate is all of a for all 
but finitely many a. Suppose that Y is a set of regular open sets with IYI < ~. 
Then there exists A < ~ such that IYI < A and for each y E Y , the projection 
of y onto the Ath coordinate is all of A. Hence A may be decomposed into IYI 
non-empty, disjoints sets, say A = U{ Ay : y E Y} where Ay n Ay- = 0 if y ::/= y. 
For any function f>.. into II{ a: a<~}- {0} , the set {y n f>..(Ay) : y E Y} is a 
partition of Y. D 
Lemma 4.1.6 [R. Mansfield 1971 ]: 
B satisfies the ~-chain condition. 
Proof: 
Suppose that X is a set of non-empty, disjoint base sets with lXI 2: ~ . Each 
base set can be identified with a finite function x which is such that x(a) ~a for 
each a<~, and if xis any other such function with x(a) n x(a) = 0 for some 
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a, then the base sets which they have been identified with are disjoint . Suppose 
that Xn = {x EX : lxl = n}. Then there exists n E w such that IXnl 2: ""· 
Now IXol < ""· Suppose that IXk I < ""· If IXk+II 2: ""' then there exists (a, A) 
such that l{x E xk+l : a E dom X and x(a) = A}l 2: ""' which implies that 
l{x: Xu {(a, A)} E xk+dl2: ""'a contradiction. 0 
Lemma 4.1.7 [R. Mansfield 1971] : 
IB I =J<i,. 
Proof: 
Suppose that X is the set of all those elements of B which can be expressed 
as the join of fewer than "" base sets. Suppose that A is the subalgebra of B 
generated by X. Since "" is inaccessible, there are only "" base sets and IAI = ""· 
Now each element of B is the join of a disjoint subset of A. By Lemma 4.1.6, B 
satisfies the ""-chain condition. Thus IBI ~ I{Y ~ "": IYI <""}I=""· 0 
Theorem 4.1.8 [R. Mansfield 1971] : 
There exists a J<i,-good ultrafilter F on B . 
Proof: 
For A < ""' IBP..,(..\)1 = ""..\ = ""· Hence I U {BP..,(.X) :A <""}I = ""· The result 
follows by Theorem 4.1.4. 0 
Corollary 4.1.9 [R. Mansfield 1971] : 
If ~o ~ IMI < "" 1 then IM[B]/ Fl = ""· 
Corollary 4.1.10 [R. Mansfield 1971] : 
If IMI < ""~ then M[B]/ F is ""-saturated. 
4.2 The notion of goodness of an ultrafilter as defined 
by M. Benda [1974] and his complete generalisation of 
Keisler's theorem 
Recall Benda's [1974] definition of a Boolean power from Chapter 0 (Section 
0.2.3) : 
Suppose that M is a model and B is a complete Boolean algebra. Suppose that 
P E IPs. The universe of the Boolean power M[B] is defined by 
{f E MP : P E IPs}. 
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For !I, ... , f n E M[ B] with domains P1, ... , P n respectively, a relation R on M 
can be extended to a relation on M[ B] by defining 
R(JI, ... , fn) = V{pl /\· · ·1\pn :Pi E Pi for 1 ~ i ~ nand M I= R(JI (pi), ... , fn(Pn))}. 
The Boolean ultrapower M[B]/ F is then defined in the usual way. 
Definition 4.2.1 [M. Benda 1974] : 
An ultrafilter F on a Boolean algebra B is K.-good iff for each >. < "" and for 
each function f : 'Pw(>.) ~ F for which there exists a family of partitions 
{Pa E IFB :a < >.} such that for each u E Pw(>.), f(u) is the join of elements 
of the coarsest common refinement of the Pa, a E u, there exist a multiplicative 
function g: Pw(>.) ~ F with g ~ f, and a partition P such that g(u) is the join 
of elements of the coarsest common refinement of P and the P0 , a E u, and for 
each pEP, l{a: g({a}) 1\p > O}l <No. 
Remarks 4.2.2 : 
If B = P(I) and F is K.-good by the above definition, then F is K.-good in the 
conventional sense : Iff : Pw(>.) ~ F is a monotonically decreasing function, 
then for each u E Pw( >.), f( u) is the join of elements of {{ i} : i E J}. Hence 
there exists a multiplicative function g : Pw(>.) ~ F with g ~ f, which implies 
that the above definition is not weaker than the conventional one. Conversely, 
if B = P(I) and F is K.-good in the conventional sense, then F is K.-good by 
the above definition : If f : Pw(>.) ~ F is a function, then there exists a 
multiplicative function g: Pw(>.) ~ F with g ~f. Now for each u E Pw(>.), g(u) 
is the join of elements of {{ i} : i E I}, and I {a : g( {a}) n { i} =/= 0} I < No for each 
i E J, since I{ a: i E g( {a} )}I< No for each i E I by the multiplicativity of g. In 
general, if B is atomic, then the notion of K.-goodness as defined above coincides 
with the conventional notion, and is weaker than the conventional notion if B 
is atomless. 
Benda requires the following lemma to obtain a complete generalisation of 
Keisler's theorem. 
Lemma 4.2.3 [M. Benda 1974] : 
Suppose that {Aa : a < K.} is a disjoint family of non-empty sets. Suppose 
that f is a function on Pw(K,) such that f(u) ~ II{Aa : a E u}, and if v ~ u 
and (a1, ... ,ak) E f(u), then (ai: i E v) E f(v). Then there exists a family of 
functions { h 0 : a < ""} such that 
(a) dom ha = Aa for each a< K.. 
(b) Ifu = {a1, ... ,an} E Pw(K.) and (a1, ... ,an) E II{Aa: a E u}, then 
(a1, ... ,an) E f(u) iff 1\{ha;(ai): 1 ~ i ~ n} =/= 0. 
(c) Ifw C"" with lwl2: No, then 1\{ha(aa): a E w} = 0. 
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Proof: 
For u E Pw("A) , define by induction the function hn on U{II{Aex: a E u}: lui= 
n} such that 
is pairwise disjoint, and if u = { a1, . .. , an} and ai E A ex ;, then 
For a E A ex, define 
(a) is true by the definition of hex. Suppose that u = { a 1, ... , an}, and (a1, ... , an) E 
II { Aex : a E u }. If (a1, ... , an) E f( u) then h n( (a1, ... , an)) =/= 0, and hn( (a1, ... , an)) ::; 
hex;(ai) for each 1 ::; i ::; n. Hence 1\{hex;(ai) : 1 ::; i ::; n} =/= 0. Con-
versely, suppose that !\ { ha; ( ai) : 1 ::; i ::; n} =F 0. Then there exist v E 
Pw(K), v = {/h, ... ,,Bk}, andbi E Ap; with (b1 , ... ,bk) E f(v), such that 
hn((b1, ... ,bk)) =/= 0 and hn((b1, ... ,bk))::; 1\{hex;(ai): 1::; i::; n.}. Now 
by definition of hex, for each 1 ::; i ::; n, ai E {b1, ... , b~~:}, and u ~ v. Then 
(ai : i E u) = (bj : j E u) E f(u), which proves (b). In order to prove (c), 
suppose that w C K, lwl ~ No, and aex E Aex for each a E w. If 1\{hex(aex) : a E 
w} =/= 0, then there exist u E Pw("A), u = {a1 , ... ,ak}, and bi E Aex; such that 
hn((b1, ... , bk)) =/= 0 and hn((b1 , .. . ,bk))::; 1\{hex(aex): a E w}, which implies 
that aex E {b1 , ... , bk} for all a E w. 0 
Theorem 4.2.4 (M. Benda 1974) : 
M[B]/ F is K-saturated iff F is K-good. 
Proof: 
Suppose that F is a K-good ultrafilter on B. Suppose that ).. < K, f ex is a finite 
sequence of elements of M[B] and { 'Pex(x, 7 ex) : a < ).. } is finitely satisfiable. For 
u E Pw("A), define a function f: Pw("A) -+ F by 
f(u) = ll:3x !\ {cpex(x,fex): a E u}ll· 
Suppose that P ex is the coarsest common refinement of the domains of the el-
ements of the sequence 7 ex· By definition of the Boolean value, f( {a}) is the 
join of elements of P ex. Similarly, for each u E P w ()..), f ( u) is the join of ele-
ments of the coarsest common refinement of the Pex, a E u. Since F is K-good, 
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there exist a multiplicative function g : Pw(>..) -+ F with g ::; j , and a parti-
ton P , such that for each pEP, l{a: g({a}) /\ p > O}l <No. Suppose that 
Up = {a : g( {a}) /\ p > 0} and Xp = { x : x = a/\ p > 0, for a an element of the 
coarsest common refinement of the Pa, a E up} · 
Now X P is disjoint : 
If x , x E Xp, then 
X /\ x·= a /\ p /\a/\ p, a, a are elements of the 
coarsest common refinement of the Pa , a E up 
= 0. 
Also, VXp = p. Hence X= U{Xp: pEP} is a partition of B. For each x EX, 
define 
Vx ={a: x :S g({a})} . 
If x ::; p, then Vx ~ Up : If a E Vx , then 0 < x ::; g( {a}) and since x :S p, 0 < 
x::; g({a}) 1\p i.e. a E up. 
Since g is multiplicative, g({a})::; g(vx) for each a E Vx, and since x::; g({a}) 
for each a E Vx , it follows that x :S g(vx) for each x EX. Also, g(vx) :S f(vx), 
and hence 
By Theorem 0.4.2, there exists a finite sequence da of elements of the domains 
of 1 a, such that x :S /\ da and 
Suppose that hE M(B] such that 
Since x :S /\ da for each a E Vx, 
llcpa(h, 1 a)ll ~X 
~ V { x : a E Vx} = g( {a}) E F, 
and the implication from right to left follows. 
In order to prove the reverse implication, suppose that F is an ultrafilter on B 
such that M(B]/ F is K:-saturated for each model M . Suppose that f : Pw(>..) -+ 
F is a monotonically decreasing function , and {Pa : a < >..} is a family of 
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partitions of B such that f( u) is the join of elements of the coarsest common 
refinement of the Pa , a < A. 
By Lemma 4.2.3, there exist functions ha on Pa such that 
(a) If u = {a1 , . .. , an} E Pw(A) and ai EPa; for 1::; i::; n , then 1\{ai: 1::; 
i::; n}-/= 0, and A{ai : 1::; i::; n}::; f (u) iff 1\{ha;(ai ) : 1::; i::; n}-/= 0. 
(b) If w C K with JwJ 2: ~o, then 1\{ha(aa) :a E w} = 0. 
For each a < A, ha may be chosen so that ha is a function into P(I) for some set 
I . Suppose that M = (P(I), ~' 0) , and that <pa(x) is the formula x ~ ha/ F and 
x -/= 0. Clearly, { <pa(x) :a < A} is finitely satisfiable in M[B]/ F. Since M[B]/ F 
is K-saturated, there exists a function hE M[B] such that Jlh-/= 011/\ Jlh ~hall E 
F for each a < A. Suppose that P = dom h and 
g(u) = JJh-/= 011 /\ A{lJh ~hall :a E u}. 
Then g is a function such that g : Pw(A) --t F and g is multiplicative. By 
Theorem 0.4.2, g( u) is the join of elements of the coarsest common refinement 
of P and the Pa,a E u. If p /\ 1\{pa: a E u}-/= 0, and pi\ /\{p 0 : a E u}::; g(u) 
for pEP and Pa EPa , then h(p) -/= 0 and h(p) ~ n{ha(Pa) :a E u}. By (a), 
1\{pa : a E u} ::; f(u) , which implies that g::; f. Finally, suppose that w C K 
and lwl2: ~o- If ll h-/= 011/\ JJh ~hall 1\p-/= 0 for each a E w, then h(p)-/= 0 and 
h(p) ~ n{ha(Pa): a E w } , contradicting (b). Hence J{a: g( {a})/\ p > O}J 
< ~0- 0 
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Chapter 5 
Limit Boolean ultrapowers 
The notion of a limit ultrapower is a generalisation of the notion of an ordinary 
ultrapower. It has many of the useful properties of an ordinary ultrapower, for 
example, there exists a natural embedding from a model into any of its limit 
ultrapowers , and moreover, this embedding is elementary. Essentially, limit 
ultrapowers are special elementary submodels of ordinary ultrapowers. The 
term "limit ultrapower" could have been motivated by the fact that a limit 
ultrapower can be constructed as the direct limit of ordinary ultrapowers (see 
Chang and Keisler (1973]). Although the construction of a limit ultrapower is 
more complex than that of an ordinary ultrapower, limit ultrapowers facilitate 
the characterisation (up to isomorphism) of the complete extensions of a model. 
K. Potthoff (1974] defines the notion of a limit Boolean ultrapower as a special 
submodel of a Boolean ultrapower of which the elements are in relation with an 
updirected set of regular subalgebras ordered by inclusion. With this definition, 
all the important results pertaining to limit ultrapowers become applicable to 
the Boolean case. Potthoff's definition is motivated by his study of the full 
submodels of Boolean powers. 
In this chapter a full account of Potthoff's characterisation of the full submodels 
of Boolean powers will be given. His definition of a limit Boolean ultrapower, 
as well as the most important results which he obtained using this definition, 
will also be given. Potthoff uses Foster's (1953] definition of a Boolean power to 
prove his results. 
5.1 The characterisation of the full submodels of a Boolean 
power of K. Potthoff [197 4] 
Recall (Definition 0.4.10) that a model M is full if for each formula cp and 
m1 , . .. ,mn EM, there exists mE M such that ll:lxcp(x,ml,···,mn)ll = 
llcp(m, m1, ... , mn)ll. By Theorem 0.4.6, the Boolean power M[B] is full. In 
what follows , Potthoff (1974] addresses the problem of characterising those sub-
models of M[B] which are also full. 
Recall the family of functions {fm : m E M} in the proof of Theorem 0.4.2 : 
For each mE M, define fm: M-+ B by 
Jm (X) = { 1' X = m' 
0, otherwise. 
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Then fm E M[2], and since M ::: M[2] by Theorem 0.3.l(b), M[2] = {fm : 
mE M} is an elementary submodel of M[B]. By Remark 0.4.3(b), llf = fmll = 
f(m), and since V{llf = fmll : m E M} = 1, by the application of equality 
axiom (iv), it follows that 
ll:lxcp(x, h, · · ·, fn)ll = V{llcp(fm, h, · .. , fn)ll :mE M}. 
Theorem 5.1.1 [K. Potthoff 1974] : 
Suppose that M[2] ~ N ~ M[BL N is full, and F is an ultrafilter on B . Then 
Nl F = {f IF : fEN} is an elementary submodel of M[B]I F. 
Proof: 
Suppose that 11-11 N denotes the Boolean value with respect to N. For h, ... , f n E 
N, llcp(h, ... , fn)IIN is identical to llcp(fi, ... , fn)ll if cp is an atomic formula, or 
a formula obtained from atomic formulas by applying the propositional connec-
tives. Thus 11-IIN differs from 11-11 only in the case of the existential quantifier. 
Now 
ll:lxcp(x, h, .. . , fn)ll = V{llcp(fm, h, ... , fn)ll :mE M} by a comment above 
~ V{llcp(f, JI, ... , fn)iiN: fEN} since M[2) ~ N 
= ll3xcp(x,JI, ... fn)IIN 
~ V{llcp(f, h, ... , fn)ll : f E M[B]} sinceN ~ M[B] 
= ll:lxcp(x, h, · · · ,Jn)ll · 
Hence ll3xcp(x,JI, ... ,fn)IIN = ll::lxcp(x,JI, ... ,fn)ll. 
Also, NIF I= cp(fiiF, ... ,fniF) iff llcp(JI, ... ,fn)IIN E F: 
If cp is atomic, then the result follows by definition. 
If cp = 1j; V </J, then 
llcp(fi, ... ,fn)IIN E F iff 111/;(JI,. · · ,fn)IIN E For 11</J(JI, ... ,fn)IIN E F 
iff Nl F I= 1/;(!I/ F, ... , fnl F) or Nl F I= </J(!I/ F, ... , fnl F) 
iff N IF I= 1/;(JI IF, ... , fnl F) V </J(JII F, ... , fnl F) 
iff NIF I= cp(fiiF, ... ,fniF). 
If <p = 17/J, then 
li<p(JI, ... , fn)IIN E F iff 117/J(!I, ... , fn)ll/v E F 
iff 117/J(!I, ... , In) liN rtF 
iff Nj F ¥ 7/J(!I/ F, ... , fn/ F) 
iff Nj F F= <p(fi/ F, ... , fn/ F). 
If<p = ::lx?jJ(x), then since N is full, 
ll::lx?/J(x, !I, ... , fn)ll E F iff ::lf E N[II?/J(f, !I, ... , fn)IIN E F] 
Hence, 
iff::Jj E N[N/F F= 1/J(fjF,fi/F, ... ,Jn/F)] 
iff N / F F ::lx?/J(x, JI/ F, ... , fn/ F). 
N/ F F= <p(fi/ F, ... , fn/ F) iff ll<p(JI, ... , fn)IIN E F 
iff ll<p(fi, · · ·, fn)ll E F 
iff M[B]/ F F= <p(JI/ F, ... , fn/ F). 
Corollary 5.1.2 [K. Potthoff 1974]: 
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D 
Suppose that M[2] ~ N ~ M[B], N is full, and F is an ultrafilter on B. Then 
M is elementarily embeddable into N /F. 
Remarks 5.1.3 : 
(a) The subscript N in 11-IIN can be omitted if M[2] ~ N. 
(b) By replacing the formula <p(x) by the formula 3x<p(x)-+ <p(x), N is full 
ifffor anyformula<p(x) andfi, ... ,fn EN such that ll::lx<p(x,fl, ... ,fn)li = 
1, there exists fEN such that ll<p(f,JI, ... ,fn)ll = 1. 
The converse of Theorem 5.1.1 also holds. 
Theorem 5.1.4 [K. Potthoff 1974] : 
Suppose that M[2] ~ N ~ M[B], and F is an ultrafilter on B. If NjF is an 
elementary submodel of M[B]/ F, then UN/ F = {f E M[B]: 3g E N[llf =gil E 
F]} is full. 
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Proof: 
Suppose that fi, ... , fn E UN/ F and ll:lx<p(x, fi, ... , fn)ll = 1. Then ll:lx<p(x, fi, .. . , fnYII E 
F and hence M[B]/ F F :lx<p(x, fi/ F, ... , fn/ F). Since N / F is an elementary 
submodel of M[B]/ F, N / F F :lx<p(x, fi / F, . .. , fn/ F) , which implies that there 
exists f E N such that N / F F= <p(f, !I/ F, ... , fn/ F) . By applying the fact 
that Nj F is an elementary submodel of M[B]/ F once again, it follows that 
ll<p(f, fi, .. . , fn)ll E F. By Remark 5.1.3(b) and the fact that M[B] is full, there 
exists g E M[B] such that ll<p(g, !I, ... , fn)ll = 1. Define a function h E M[B] 
by 
ll<p(f,JI, ... ,fn)ll:::; llf=hll and ll<p(f,JI , .. . ,fn)llc:::; llg=hll. 
Then, since fEN and llf =hi! E F, hE UN/ F, and by equality axiom (iv), 
as well as 
Hence 
ll<t?(h, !I, ... , fn)ll 2: ll<t?(f, !I, ... , fn)IIA II!= hll 
= ll<p(f, fi, · · · 'fn)l!, 
l!<t?(h, JI, · · · 'fn)ll 2: ll<p(g, JI, · · ·, fn)lll\ llg =hi! 
2: llg = hll 
2: ll<p(f,JI, ... ,fn)llc· 
l!<t?(h,JI, · · · ,fn)ll2: <p(f,JI, · · · ,fn)ll V ll<p(f,JI, · · · ,fn)llc 
= 1, 
and the result follows. D 
Frayne in Frayne, Morel and Scott [1962] shows that any two models M and K 
are elementarily equivalent iff K is elementarily embeddable into an ultrapower 
of M. Potthoff [1974] devises the following Boolean version of Frayne's Lemma 
in order to prove his main result in this section. 
Lemma 5.1.5 (K. Potthoff 1974] : 
Two models M and K are elementarily equivalent iff K is elementarily embed-
dable into a Boolean ultrapower M[B]j F of M. Suppose that the language of M 
has been expanded by adjoining all constants in M or inK, and suppose that r 
is the set of all the formulas of this expanded language. Then B can be chosen as 
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the completion of r I "'Th(M, m), and F can be any ultrafilter which includes 
Th(K,k)l "'Th(M,m) (m and k are enumerations of M and K). 
Proof: 
Suppose that K is elementarily embeddable into a Boolean ultrapower M[B]I F . 
Then since M is also elementarily embeddable into M[B]I F (Corollary 0.5.3), 
M and K are elementarily equivalent. 
Conversely, suppose that M and K are elementarily equivalent . To simplify the 
proof, suppose that Cm is the individual constant interpreted as m in (M, m) 
and (K, k) for all elements inK U M , and that K n M = 0. Suppose that B is 
the completion of r I "'Th(M, m). For any formula t.p E r, suppose that c.pl"' 
is the equivalence class of c.p w.r.t. Th(M, m), and that F is an ultrafilter on B 
such that c.pl "-'E F whenever c.p E Th(K, k). By equality axiom (iv), 
such that M F c.p(m1, ... , mn)· 
Now suppose that 
V {(cm 1 = CkJI"' 1\ ···A (cmn = Ckn)l "': M F c.p(m1, .. . ,mn)} 
<c.p( Ckll . .. 'CkJ I "' . 
Since r I "'Th(K, k) is dense in B' there exists 'lj; E r such that 
By the substitution axiom, it can be assumed w.l.o.g. that the only individual 
constants in 'lj; denoting elements of K are Ck1 , • • • Ckn . Now since ( c.p 1\ l 'lj;) I "-'=/= 
0, Th(M,m) U {c.p, l,P} is consistent, and hence has a model (Q ,q). Hence 
holds in ( Q, q) and therefore in ( M, m) i.e. there exists m 1 , ... , mn E M such 
that 
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By assumption 
However, there exists a model of Th(M, m) and interpretations of Ck1 ••• , Ckn 
such that 
a contradiction. Hence 
v {(cml = Ckl)/ "-' /\ ... /\ (cmn = Ckn)l rv: M I= cp(ml, ... mn)} 
=cp(Ckp· · · Ckn)/"' • 
Now suppose that cp is the formula x1 = x1 • Then 
V{(cm = Ck)/ rv: mE M} = (ck = Ck)/"' 
= 1 for each k E K. 
Define a function e: K-+ BM by 
e(k)(m) =(em= ck)/""' 
V{e(k)(m): mE M} = V{(cm = Ck)/ rv: mE M} = 1, and for m1 =J m2, 
e(k)(mi) /\ e(k)(m2) = (cm 1 = Ck)/""' /\ (cm2 = Ck)/""' 
~ ( Cml = Cm2) / ""' 
=0. 
Hence e : K-+ M[B]. 
Suppose that K I= cp(k1, ... ,kn)· Then cp(ckp···,CkJ E Th(K,k) and by defi-
nition ofF, cp(ck1 , ••• ,ckJ/ "-'E F. Since 
cp(ckl' ... 'CkJ/ rv = V{(cml = CkJ/ rv /\ ••• /\ (cmn = CkJ/ rv: M I= cp(ml, . .. 'mn)} 
= V{e(ki)(mi) /\ · · · /\ e(kn)(mn) : M I= cp(m1, ... , mn)} 
= llcp(e(ki), · · ·, e(kn))ll, 
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it follows that M[B]I F I= <p( e(ki)I F, . .. , e(kn)l F), and hence K is elementarily 
embeddable into M[B]I F . 0 
Potthoff's [1974] main result now follows. 
Theorem 5.1.6 (K. Potthoff 1974] : 
M is elementarily embeddable into K iff there exist a complete Boolean algebra 
B , an ultrafilter F on B and a full model N with M[2] ~ N ~ M[B], such that 
K"'NIF. 
Proof: 
Suppose that K '"" N IF. Then, since M is elementarily embeddable into N IF by 
Corollary 5.1.2, M is elementarily embeddable into K. Conversely, suppose that 
the function e: M-+ K is an elementary embedding. Hence Th(M, m)U {(em= 
ee-(m)) :mE M} is consistent. Suppose that rand Fare defined as in Lemma 
5.1.5, and B is the completion of r I"' Th(M, m) U {(em = ee-(m)) :mE M}. If 
the function e: K-+ M[B] is defined as in Lemma 5.1.5, then by Lemma 5.1.5, 
the function from K into M[B]I F induced bye is an elementary embedding and 
maps e(m) onto fm I F. Suppose that 
N = {/ E M[B] : :Jk E K(llf = e(k)ll E F]}. 
Then M(2] ~ N and UN IF = N. The range of the elementary embedding from 
K into M[B]/F is NIF, and NIF is an elementary submodel of M[B]IF. By 
Theorem 5.1.4, UN IF= N is full. 0 
5.2 The definition of a limit Boolean ultrapower of K. 
Potthoff [197 4] and his results concerning limit Boolean 
ultrapowers 
Suppose that Tis an up directed set of regular subalgebras of B partially ordered 
by inclusion. 
Definition 5.2.1 (K. Potthoff 197 4] : 
The limit Boolean ultrapower is the submodel M[B] r T IF of M[B]I F where 
M[B] f T = {f E M[B] : :JC E T(range f ~ C]}. 
Suppose that the language of M is expanded by adjoining a symbol for each of 
the relations and functions on M. The model Min which every relation Rand 
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every function f is the interpretation of a relation symbol R, and a function 
symbol] respectively, is called a complete model. M is the completion of M. 
The following theorem provides some insight into the relationship between full 
submodels of a Boolean power and limit Boolean ultrapowers. 
Theorem 5.2.2 [K. Potthoff 1974] : 
Suppose that M[2] <;;; N <;;; M[B] and M is infinite. Then N is full w.r.t. the 
language L of M iff N = M[B] r T where T is an updirected family of regular 
subalgebras of B. 
Proof: 
Suppose that N = M[B] r T and <p(x,xi, ... ,xn) is a formula of L. For 
!I, ... , f n E N, there exist regular subalgebras C I, ... , Cn and C of B such 
that range fi <;;; Ci for each 1 :::; i :::; n and U{Ci : 1 :::; i :::; n} <;;; C. Since 
C is regular, M[2] <;;; M[C] <;;; N, and hence, by the same method as in the 
proof of Theorem 5.1.1, it follows that 111/l(gi, ... ,gn)IIM[C) = 111/l(gi, ... ,gn)ll = 
111/l(gi, ... ,gn)IIN for any formula 1/; and 9I, ... ,gn E M[C]. Now since M[C] is 
full w.r.t. L, there exists f E M[C] <;;; N such that ll:lx<p(x, !I, ... , fn)IIM[C) = 
ll<p(f, fi, · · · , f n) II M[C)· Also, 
ll:lx<p(x, !I, ... , fn)IIN = ll:lx<p(x, !I, ... , fn)IIM[cJ 
= ll<p(f, !I,···, fn)IIM[CJ 
= ll<p(f,fi, ... ,fn)IIN, 
and hence N is full. 
Conversely, suppose that M[2] <;;; N <;;; M[B], and N is full. For each f E N, 
suppose that C f is the regular subalgebra of B generated by the range of f. 
Define 
T={Ct:fEN}. 
Suppose that h : M --+ M x M is a bijection, and hi and h2 are functions on 
M such that h(m) = (hi (m), h2(m)) for each m E M. Since M is complete, 
there exists a relation R on M such that R = h. Since h is a bijection, M F 
Vxi Vx2:l!xR(x, XI, x2), and hence I IV xi Vx2:l!xR(x, XI, x2)ll = 1. For any !I, h E 
N, ll:l!xR(x,fi,h)ll = 1, and since N is full w.r.t. L, there exists fEN such 
that IIR(J,JI,h)ll = 1. Hence 
1 = V{f(m) 1\ !I (mi) 1\ h(m2) : M F R(m, mi, m2)} 
= V{f(m) 1\ fi(hi(m)) 1\ h(h2(m)): mE M}, 
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and since his injective, f(m) = !I(h1(m))/\h(h2(m)) for each mE M . Since h 
is surjective, range fi U range h ~ C f, and hence C h U C h ~ C f , which implies 
that T is updirected by inclusion. It remains to be shown that N = M[B] fT. 
Suppose that g E M[B] fT. Then range g ~ Ct for some fEN . Fix iii EM 
and define a function e : M -+ M by 
{
the unique m 1, such that f (m) :S g(m 1) whenever f(m) =/:- 0, 
e(m) = ~ . 
m , otherwise. 
Since M is complete, there exists a relation S on M such that S = e, and 
M F Vx:l!x1S(x , xi). Hence II:J!x1S(f, xi) II = 1, and since N is full w.r.t. L, 
there exists h EN such that liS(!, /!)II = 1. Then 
1 = V{f(m) 1\ h (m1) : M F S(m , m!)} 
= V{f(m) 1\ fi(g(mi)): mE M}. 
Hence fi(mi) = V{f(m): e(m) = ml} = g(m1) for all m 1 EM, which implies 
that g E N. Clearly, if g E N, then g E M [B] f T by the definition ofT, and 
hence N = M[B] fT. 0 
Remark 5.2.3 : 
The limit Boolean ultrapower M[B] r T IF is the direct limit of the family 
{M[Ct]fFn Ct: fEN}. Since Ct is atomic for each fEN , M[CtlfFn Ct is 
isomorphic to an ordinary ultrapower and hence the following result holds. 
Corollary 5.2.4 : 
Any limit Boolean ultrapower is the direct limit of ordinary ultrapowers. 
Recall that S. Koppelberg and B. Koppelber~.J1976] show that there exists a 
model M such that the clas!_of ultrapowers of M is a proper subclass of the class 
of Boolean ultra powers of M (see Chapter 1). However , the same relation does 
not hold between the class of limit ultrapowers and the class of limit Boolean 
ultrapowers of any model M. S.B. Kochen in Chang and Keisler [1973] shows 
that any limit ultrapower is the direct limit of ordinary ultrapowers , and by 
applying Corollary 5.2.4, the following result holds. 
Theorem 5.2.5 : 
Any limit Boolean ultrapower is isomorphic to a limit ultrapower. 
An immediate consequence of the above result is that the Boolean analogue of 
Kochen 's Limit Ultrapower Theorem (see Bell and Slomson [1971]) holds. 
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Definition 5.2.6 : 
Suppose that M and K are models, and M is the completion of M._ An embed-
ding e : M --+ K is a strong embedding if there exists an extension K of K such 
that e : M --+ K is elementary. M is strongly embeddable into K . 
Proposition 5.2. 7 : 
Suppose that fm is defined as in the proof of Theorem 0.4-2. Then the embedding 
e: M--+ M [B]I F defined by 
is a strong embedding. 
Proposition 5.2.8 : 
e(m) = fm IF 
Suppose that C is a regular subalgebra of B. Then the embedding e : M[C]I F n 
C--+ M[B]I F defined by 
e(f IF n C) = f IF 
is a strong embedding. 
The following result is the Boolean analogue of Corollary 6.4.11 in Chang and 
Keisler [1973] and, as in the case of limit ultrapowers, permits the characterisa-
tion (up to isomorphism) of the complete extensions of a model. 
Theorem 5.2.9 [K. Potthoff 1974] : 
M is strongly embeddable into K iff K is isomorphic to a limit Boolean ultra-
power of M. 
Proof: 
If M is strongly embeddable into K, then there exist an extension K of K and 
an embedding e : M --+ K such that e : M --+ K is elementary. By Theorem 
5.1.6, this is equivalent to the condition that there exist a complete Boolean 
algebra B, an ultrafilter F on B, and a model N which is full w.r.t. L and 
which satisfies M[2] ~ N ~ M[B] such that K r'-J Nl F. By Theorem 5.2.2, N 
is full w.r.t. L iff N = M[B] r T for a family T of regular subalgebras of B. 0 
Remark 5.2.10 : 
Consider the model (w, <). IfF is descendingly countably incomplete, then by 
Theorem 3.2, (w, <)[B]IF is ~ 1 -saturated. On the other hand, ifF is descend-
ingly countably complete, then (w, <) ~ (w , <)[B]I F. However, there exist 
complete extensions of (w , <) which are neither ~ 1 -saturated nor isomorphic to 
(w, <). Hence the class of Boolean ultrapowers of (w, <) is a proper subclass of 
the class of limit Boolean ultrapowers of (w, <). 
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The above observation firmly establishes the notion of a limit Boolean ultra-
power as a generalisation of the notion of a Boolean ultrapower. It confirms 
the fact that Corollary 5.2.4 (when compared to the construction of Ouwehand 
and Rose [1998] of a Boolean ultrapower) and the Boolean analogue of Kochen's 
Limit Ultrapower Theorem (when compared to Mansfield's [1971] version of the 
Keisler-Shelah theorem) are results in their own right since they pertain to a 
larger class of models. 
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Chapter 6 
Simple and Subdirectly irreducible Boolean ultrapowers 
It is plausible that the ultrapowers of a simple algebra are simple. However, 
Frayne, Morel and Scott [1962) give an example of an ultrapower of a simple 
group which is not simple. This implies that there exist Boolean ultrapowers 
of a simple algebra which are not simple, and S. Burris and E. Jeffers [1978) 
investigate necessary and sufficient conditions for a Boolean ultrapower to be 
simple, or subdirectly irreducible, provided that the language is countable. 
In this chapter the results of Burris and Jeffers will be the focus of the discussion. 
They use Foster's original definition of a Boolean power to obtain their results. 
An algebra M is simple if IMI > 1 and the only congruences on M are ,6.M 
and VM, where ,6.M = {(m,m): mE M} and VM = M x M. M is (m1,m2)-
irreducible if m 1 :f. m 2 and each non-trivial congruence on M identifies m 1 and 
m2. M is subdirectly irreducible if there exists m 1 , m2 E M such that M is 
(m1, m2)-irreducible. 
Definition 6.1 [S. Burris and E. Jeffers [1978] : 
A first-order sentence r.p is a simplicity sentence if all models of r.p are simple. 
A subdirect irreducibility sentence is defined similarly. Burris and Jeffers [1978) 
require the following result of W. Taylor [1972). 
Proposition 6.2 [W. Taylor 1972] : 
Suppose that M is an algebra and() is a congruence on M generated by (m1 , m 2). 
Then for any (m3,m4) E M x M, (m3,m4) E () iff there exists a first-order 
formula r.p(x1,x2,x3,x4) in the language of M such that: 
(a) r.p is positive, 
(b) 1- Vm3Vm4::lxr.p(x,x,m3,m4)--+ m3 = m4, 
(c) M I= r.p(m1, m2, m3, m4). 
For the rest of the discussion, assume that the language of M is countable. 
Lemma 6.3 [S. Burris and E. Jeffers 1978] : 
Suppose that M is an ~a-saturated algebra. Then M satisfies a simplicity sen-
tence (subdirect irreducibility) sentence iff M is simple (subdirectly irreducible). 
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Proof: 
Trivially, if M satisfies a simplicity sentence, then M is simple. Conversely, 
suppose that M does not satisfiy a simplicity sentence. By Proposition 6.2, 
(m3,m4) E B((m1,m2)) iff there exists a first-order formula cp(xl,x2,x3,x4) 
satisfying (a), (b) and (c) . Suppose that {cpn(xi,X2,x3,x4): nEw} is the set of 
all such formulas in the language of M. From Proposition 6.2 it follows that: 
(a) M is not simple iff there exist m1,m2,m3,m4 EM, such that 
is a simplicity sentence. 
Since M does not satisfy any simplicity sentence, for each n 1 , ... , nk E w, 
Suppose that r is the set of all formulas of the form 
Then r is finitely satisfiable in M. Since M is N0 -saturated and the formulas in 
r contain no parameters from M, r is satisfiable in M. By (a), M is not simple. 
A similar argument holds in the case of subdirect irreducibility. 0 
The above lemma enables Burris and Jeffers [1978] to establish the following 
necessary and sufficient conditions for a Boolean ultrapower to be simple (sub-
directly irreducible). 
Theorem 6.4 [S. Burris and E. Jeffers 1978] 
Suppose that F is an ultrafilter on a complete Boolean algebra B. Then M[B]/ F 
is simple (subdirectly irreducible) iff M is simple (subdirectly irreducible) and F 
is descendingly countably complete, or M satisfies a simplicity (subdirect irre-
ducibility) sentence. 
Proof: 
If M satisfies a simplicity sentence, then M is simple, and since M is elementarily 
embeddable into M[B]/ F, M[B]/ F is simple. Conversely, suppose that M is 
simple and F is descendingly count ably complete. Suppose that ( 'Pn : n E w) 
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is an enumeration of the formulas in the proof of Lemma 6.3. Suppose that 
!I, h, h, !4 E M[ B] such that !I IF =f. hI F. Then, since M is simple, 
and since F is descendingly countably complete, there exists n E w such that 
i.e. M[B]I F I= cpn(!I/ F, hi F, hi F, /41 F), and hence M[B]! F is simple. 
If M[B]! F is simple, but F is descendingly countably incomplete, then by The-
orem 3.2, M[B]/ F is ~ 1 -saturated and hence ~a-saturated. By Lemma 6.3, 
M[B]I F satisfies a simplicity sentence, and since M _ M[B]I F, the result 
follows. A similar argument holds in the case of subdirect irreducibility. D 
Corollary 6.5 [S. Burris and E. Jeffers 1978] : 
M[B]I F is simple (subdirectly irreducible) iff M satisfies a simplicity (subdirect 
irreducibility) sentence. 
In view of the fact that the notion of a Boolean ultrapower is a generalisation of 
the notion of an ordinary ultrapower, Theorem 6.4 also holds for ultrapowers, 
and more generally, for ultraproducts. 
Problem 6.6 : 
Find necessary and sufficient conditions for the (B, P)-ultraproduct II{Mp[B f 
p] : p E P}l F as defined in Section 0.6 to be simple (subdirectly irreducible). 
•• 
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Chapter 7 
Rudin-Keisler posets of complete Boolean algebras 
From Chapter 1 (Definition 1.1.4), recall that for any two ultrafilters F and G 
on P(I) and P(J) respectively, F :::; G in the Rudin-Keisler ordering if there 
exists a function f : J -t I such that for each X ~ I , X E F iff f- 1 [X] E 
G. A. Blass [1970] characterises the Rudin-Keisler ordering on ultrafilters on 
powerset Boolean algebras in terms of elementary embeddings between ordinary 
ultrapowers. In order to obtain a Boolean version of Blass' Characterisation 
Theorem, it is necessary to extend the Rudin-Keisler ordering to ultrafilters on 
complete but not necessarily atomic Boolean algebras, since in the construction 
of a Boolean ultrapower, an arbitrary complete Boolean algebra replaces the 
usual P(I). P. Jipsen, A. Pinus and H. Rose [2000] propose such an extension 
which could possibly have been inspired by the duality between the category of 
sets with functions and the category of powerset Boolean algebras with complete 
homomorphisms. The category they consider as dual to the category of complete 
Boolean algebras with complete homomorphisms is the category of lattices of 
partitions of these Boolean algebras with concurrent families of functions. 
In this chapter the extension of the Rudin-Keisler ordering to ultrafilters on 
complete Boolean algebras as given by Jipsen et al [2000] will be discussed. 
Their Boolean version of Blass' [1970] Characterisation Theorem, as well as the 
conditions for the Rudin-Keisler posets of a Boolean algebra to be embeddable 
into the Rudin-Keisler posets of another Boolean algebra will also be discussed. 
They use the definition of the Boolean power as given by Ouwehand and Rose 
[1998] to obtain their results. 
7.1 The extension of the Rudin-Keisler ordering to ul-
trafilters on complete Boolean algebras of P. Jipsen et al 
[2000] 
For the sake of clarity, some of the details of the approach of Ouwehand and 
Rose [1998] (see Chapter 0) are briefly recalled below. 
Suppose that B is a complete Boolean algebra and IPs is the set of all partitions 
of B. The refinement relation :::;r between partitions is a partial order on IPs. 
Note that the ordering :::;r on IPs is reverse to the ordering :::; imposed on IPs 
in the approach of Ouwehand and Rose [1998]. For P, Q E IPs then, P :::;r Q if 
for each p E P there exists q E Q such that p :::; q. Furthermore, since Q is a 
partition, q is unique. Hence iff is a function on Q, then f can be assumed to 
be a function on P by defining 
f(p) = f(q), p:::; q. 
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For each P E lFs, define a complete Boolean algebra embedding ip : P(P) -t B 
by 
ip(X) = VX. 
To simplify the notation, P(P) is identified with the complete subalgebra of B 
under the embedding ip. Clearly, ifF is an (ultra-) filter on B, then Fp = 
F n P(P) is an (ultra-) filter on P(P). 
The ordering of ultrafilters on complete Boolean algebras will now be described 
in terms of the Rudin-Keisler ordering of the induced ultrafilters on the powerset 
subalgebras of these complete Boolean algebras. 
Definition 7.1.1 [Jipsen et al 2000]: 
Suppose that B and C are complete Boolean algebras, and F and G are ultra-
filters on B and C respectively. F :::; G if there exist a function g : lF B -t lF c 
and a family of functions {f p : g( P) -t P, P E lF B} such that 
(a) for each X~ P, VX E F iff Vf?1 [X] E G i.e. Fp :::;!P Gg(P) for each 
P E lFs, 
(b) the family {f p : P E lF B} satisfies the following concurrency condition 
for each P, Q E lFs, 
P :::;r Q implies V {t E T: fp(t) :::; fQ(t)} E G, 
where Tis the coarsest common refinement of g(P) and g(Q). 
Remark 7.1.2 : 
To prove that the equivalence in (a) holds, it is sufficient to prove the implication 
from left to right since it implies its converse by virtue of the fact that the inverse 
function preserves complements and arbitrary joins. 
To gain some insight into the connection between the definition above and the 
usual definition, the duality between the category of sets with functions and the 
category of powerset Boolean algebras with complete h~momorphisms needs to 
be examined. If there exists a function f : J -t I, then f : P( I) -t P( J) defined 
by 
i(X) = f-1 [X], X ~ I, 
is a complete homomorphism since f- 1 preserves complements and arbitrary 
joins. Conversely, if h P( I) -t P( J) is a complete homomorphism, then 
h : J -t I defined by 
h(j) = i iff {j} ~ h( {i}) 
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is a function. Hence F ~ G in the Rudin-Keisler ordering iff there exists a 
complete homomorphism h: P(I) --+ P(J) such that h[F] ~ G. 
The following proposition generalises the last statement for complete Boole~n 
algebras. 
Proposition 7.1.3 [Jipsen et al 2000] : 
Suppose that B and C are complete Boolean algebras, and F and G are ultrafil-
ters on B and C respectively. If h : B --+ C is a complete homomorphism such 
that h[F] ~ G, then F ~ G. 
Proof: 
Define a function g : lP B --+ lP c by 
g(P) = h[P]- {0}. 
g is well defined: 
The range of g consists of pairwise disjoint elements of C since h preserves meets, 
and Vg(P) = 1 since h preserves arbitrary joins. 
Also, since h preserves meets, g is injective on partitions of which none of the 
elements are mapped to 0. Hence there exists an inverse function fp : g(P) --+ P 
defined by 
f p ( t) = p iff h (p) = t. 
Suppose that X~ P, and VX E F. Then V/.P 1 [X] = Vh[X] = h(VX) E G. 
Since h is order-preserving, for P, Q E lPB, if P ~r Q, then g(P) ~r g(Q), 
and for each t E g(P), fp(t) ~ /Q(t), and hence {fp : P E lPB} satisfies the 
concurrency condition. D 
The Rudin-Keisler ordering for complete Boolean algebras is equivalent to the 
usual ordering in the case that B and C are powerset Boolean algebras. One 
implication is immediate by Proposition 7.1.3. and the observations preceding 
it. Conversely, suppose that B = P(I), C = P(J) and there exist a function 
g: IPB--+ IPc and a family of functions {fp: g(P)--+ P,P E lPB} such that for 
each X~ I, VX E F iff V /.P1 [X] E G. 
Consider the partition P1 = {{i} : i E I}, the finest partition in lPB, and the 
corresponding partition PJ in IPc. If k is the natural isomorphism between a set 
and the set containing its singleton subsets, then the function f : J --+ I defined 
by 
f(j) = (k- 1 0 fpl 0 k)(j) 
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is such that for each X ~ I, X E F iff f- 1 [X] E G i.e. F :s; G in the usual 
Rudin-Keisler ordering. D 
The relation :s; is a quasi-order on the class of ultrafilters on complete Boolean 
algebras. IfF :s; G and G :s; F, then F and G are :s;-equivalent, in symbols: 
F ~ G. IfF and G are ultrafilters on a single Boolean algebra B, then the 
partially ordered set of equivalence classes is denoted by RK(B). 
7.2 The characterisation of the Rudin-Keisler ordering 
by elementary embeddings between Boolean ultrapowers 
Recall that a complete model M is the model which has universe M , and in 
which each relation R and each function f on M is the interpretation of a 
relation symbol R, and a function symbol f respectively. 
Blass (1970] proves the following characterisation theorem for the Rudin-Keisler 
ordering of ultrafilters on powerset Boolean algebras. 
Theorem 7.2.1 [A. Blass 1970] : 
Suppose that F and G are ultrafilters on the powerset Boolean algebras P(I) and 
P( J) respectively. The following are equivalent: 
(a) F :s; G. 
(b) For each model M, there exists an elementary embedding from MI / F 
into MJ jG. 
(c) There exists an elementary embedding from II/ F into IJ /G. 
Proof: 
Trivially, (b) implies (c), and hence it needs to be shown that (a) implies (b), 
and (c) implies (a). Suppose that there exists a function f : J -t I such that for 
each X~ I , X E F iff f-1 [X] E G. Define a function e: MI /F -t MJ jG by 
e(k/ F)= (k o f)/G. 
Suppose that R is a relation on M, and k1 , ..• , kn E MI. Then 
MifF F= R(ki/F, ... ,kn/F) iff {i E I: M F= R(k1(i), ... ,kn(i))} E F 
iff j-1 ({i E I: M F= R(k1(i), ... ,kn(i))}] E G 
iff {j E J: M F= R(k1(J(j)), ... ,kn(J(j)))} E G 
iff MJ /G F= R((k1 o f)jG, ... , (kn o f)/G) 
iff MJ /G F= R(e(ki/ F), ... , e(kn/ F)), 
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and hence (a) implies (b). 
-I -J Now suppose that there exists an elementary embedding e : I IF -t I I G. 
Choose f E e(idJ/ F). Then for each X~ I , 
X E F iff {i E I:] F= X(idi(i))} E F 
iff ]I IFF= X(idJ/ F) 
and hence (c) implies (a). 
-J -
iff! IGF=X(e(idJ/F)) 
iff {j E J:] F= X(f(j))} E G 
iff f- 1 (X] E G, 
0 
The definition of the Rudin-Keisler ordering of ultrafilters on complete Boolean 
algebras enable Jipsen et al (2000] to generalise Blass' theorem for Boolean 
ultrapowers. 
Theorem 7.2.2 [Jipsen et al 2000] : 
Suppose that B and C are complete Boolean algebras, and F and G are ultrafil-
ters on B and C respectively. The following are equivalent: 
(a) F 5:. G. 
(b) For each model M, there exists an elementary embedding from M[BJI F 
into M[CJIG. 
(c) There exists an elementary embedding from B[BJI F into B[CJIG. 
Proof: 
As in Theorem 7.2.1, since (b) implies (c) trivially, it is sufficient to show that 
(a) implies (b), and (c) implies (a). Suppose that there exists a function g : 
lP B -t lP c and a family of functions {f p : g( P) -t P, P E lP B} such that for each 
X ~ P, V X E F iff V f? 1 [X] E G. Define a function e : M[B]I F -t M[CJIG by 
e(kl F)= (k 0 fdom k)IG. 
Suppose that R is a relation on M, and k1 , ... , kn E M(B] with domains 
P1, ... , Pn respectively. Then 
M[BJI F F= R(ki/ F, ... , knl F) 
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iff V{p E P: M F= R(k1(p), ... ,kn(P))} E F where Pis the coarsest common 
refinement of P1, ... , P n 
iffV/?1[{p E P: M F= R(k1(p), ... ,kn(p))}] E G 
iff V{ q E g(P) : M F= R(k1 (fp(q)), ... , kn(JP( q)))} E G. 
Since the family {fp: P E IPs} satisfies the concurrency condition and P ~R Pi 
for each 1 ~ i ~ n, 
where Qi is the coarsest common refinement of g(P) and g(Pi) i.e. 
Then 
where Q is the coarsest common refinement of Q1, ... Qn. Hence 
V {q E g(P): M F= R(k1(fp(q)) , ... ,kn(fp(q)))} E G 
iff V {q E Q: M F= R(kl(JP1 (q)), ... ,kn(!Pn(q)))} E G 
iff M[C]/G F= R(k1 o fpJjG, ... , (kn o fpJjG 
iff M[C]/G F= R(e(ki/ F), ... , e(kn/ F)), 
and (a) implies (b). 
Now suppose that there exists an elementary embedding e: B[B]/ F-+ B[C]jG. 
For each P E IPs, choose fp E e(idpjF), and define g(P) = domfp. Although 
range fp ~ B, it can be assumed that range fp ~ P : 
Suppose that Pis a relation on B such that B F= P(p) iff p E P. Since V{p E 
P : B F= P(idp(p))} = 1 E F, B[B]/F F= P(idpjF) and hence B[C]/G F= 
P(e(idpjF)). This implies that B[C]/G F= P(fpjG) i.e. V{q E g(P) : B F= 
P(fp(q))} E G. Suppose that V{q E g(~): B F= P(fp(q))} =c. Hence if q ~ c, 
then fp(q) E P. Fix pEP, and define fp : g(P)-+ P by 
!~ ( ) = { fp(q), q ~ c p q ~ . p, otherwise. 
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Since V{q E g(P) : fp(q) = fp(q)} E G, fpjG = jpjG. Suppose that X is a 
relation on B such that B F= X (p) iff p E X. Then 
V X E F iff V {p E P : B F= X ( id p (p))} E F 
iff B[B]/F F= X(idpjF) 
iff B[C]/G F= X(e(idpjF)) 
iff B[C]/G F= X(fpjG) 
iff V {q E g(P): B F= X(fp(q))} E G 
iff V f.P 1 [{p E P: B F= X(p)}] E G 
iff V f.P 1 [X] E G. 
In order to prove the concurrency condition, suppose that P :::;r Q, and R is 
a relation on B such that B F R(p, q) iff p E P, q E Q and p :::; q. Now 
V{p E P: B F= R(idp(p),idQ(p))} = 1. Hence B[B]/F F= R(idpjF,e(idQ/F)), 
and hence B[C]/G F= R(e(idpjF),e(idQ/F)) i.e. B[C]!G F= R(fpjG,fQ/G). 
This implies that V{t E T: B F= R(fp(t), JQ(t))} E G where Tis the coarsest 
common refinement of g( P) and g( Q), which is equivalent to the concurrency 
condition. D 
Remark 7.2.3 : 
In the definition of F :::; G, it is sufficient to consider partitions on a dense 
subsemilattice S of lPB, since iff E M[B], it can be assumed that domf E S. 
Recall that the relative algebra B f b of a Boolean algebra B w.r.t. b E B 
(Definition 0.1.27) is the Boolean algebra B r b = {x E B: X:::; b}, in which the 
partial ordering is inherited from B. 
Example 7.2.4 : 
Suppose that { Bi : i E I} is a family of complete Boolean algebras. For each 
i E I, suppose that (b)i is the element of II{Bi : i E I} such that (b)i(i) = lB, 
and (b)i(j) =OBi for each j =f. i. Then {(b)i : i E I} is a partition of II{Bi : 
i E I}. Hence Bi can be isomorphically embedded into the relative algebra 
II{Bi : i E I} f (b)i for each i. Suppose that ei : Bi -+ II{Bi : i E I} is this 
relative embedding. 1!"i o ei is the identity on Bi, and ei preserves all existing 
joins and meets. Consider a family of partitions {Pi E lP B; : i E I}. Then 
U{ei[Pi]: i E I} is a partition of II{Bi: i E I} and the set of all such partitions 
is a dense subl?_emilattice of II{Bi : i E I}. 
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IfF is an ultrafilter on B and b E F, denote the set { x 1\ b : x E F} by F f b. 
Note that F f b is an ultrafilter on B f b. The following result is obtained by 
resorting to the Characterisation Theorem. 
Proposition 7 .2.5 [ Jipsen et al 2000] : 
Suppose that B and C are complete Boolean algebras, and F and G are ultrafil-
ters on B and C respectively. The following are equivalent: 
(a) F ~G. 
(b) There exist b E F and c E G such that F f b ~ G f c. 
(c) There exist b E F and a complete subalgebra C of C such that F f b ~ 
enG. 
Proof: 
Clear~y, (a) implies (b) if b = ls and c = lc. Similarly, (a) implies (c) if b = ls 
and C =C. Suppose that (b) holds. Now for any model M,M[B]/F f'V M[B f 
b]/ F f b. Since F f b ~ G f c, by Theorem 7.2.2, M[B f b)/ F f b is elementarily 
embeddable into M[C f c)/G f c, and since M[C f c)/G f c f'V M[C]jG, it follows 
that M[B]j F is elementarily embeddable into M[C)/G i.e. F ~ G by Theorem 
7.2.2. Hence (b) i~pli:_s (a). Similarly, it can be shown that (c) implies (a) by 
observing that M[C)/C n G is elementarily embeddable into M[C]jG. 0 
7.3 The conditions under which the Rudin-Keisler poset 
of a Boolean algebra is order-embeddable into the Rudin-
Keisler poset of another Boolean algebra 
The case of relative algebras will first be considered. 
Lemma 7.3.1 (Jipsen et al 2000] : 
Suppose that B is a Boolean algeb!a and C = B f b is a relative algebra of B. 
IfF is an ultrafilter on C, then F = { x E B : x ~ y for some y E F} is an 
ultrafilter on B. 
Proof: 
It is easy to check that F is a filter. Suppose that x E B . Then x 1\ b E C, and 
hence x 1\ bE For (x 1\ b)c 1\ bE F. Since (x 1\ b)c 1\ b = xc 1\ b, it follows that 
either x E For xc E F. 0 
Corollary 7.3.2 (Jipsen et al 2000] : 
If C is isomorphic to a relative algebra of B , then RK( C) is order-embeddable 
into RK(B). 
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Proof: 
It can be assumed that there exists b E B ,3uch that C - ~ B f b. Suppose that 
F and G are ultrafilt~s or_:: C. Then F = F f b and G = G f b. By Proposition 
7.2.5, it follows that F :S G iff F :S G. 0 
Next, the case of direct powers of complete Boolean algebras is considered. 
Suppose that J is a set and B is a complete Boolean algebra, and consider the 
direct power BJ. IfF is an ultrafilter on B, and H is an ultrafilter on P(J) , 
define FH by 
If B = P(I), then BJ is isomorphic to P(I x J) and FH is isomorphic to the 
ultrafilter F ® G as given in the introduction in Chapter 2. 
Lemma 7.3.3 [Jipsen et al 2000] : 
Suppose that B is a complete Boolean algebra, and F, G and H are ultrajilters 
on B , P(I) and P(J) respectively. If G :S H , then Fa :S FH. 
Proof: 
Suppose that G :S H. Then there exists a function f : J -+ I such that for each 
X ~ I, X E G iff f- 1 (X] E H. Suppose that k E B 1 and define a function 
h: B 1 -+ BJ by 
h(k)=kof. 
Since the operations on B 1 are defined pointwise, h is a complete homomor-
phism. If k E Fa , then k- 1 (F) E G, and hence (k o f)- 1 (F)= f- 1 (k-1 (F]] E H . 
0 
The converse of Lemma 7.3.3 is not as straightforward and requires a further 
assumption. The proof requires the application of the well-known result that 
if F is ;;;-complete and P E IP8 , then F and P have exactly one element in 
common. (See Jipsen and Rose (1999], Proposition 0.9). 
Lemma 7.3.4 [Jipsen et al 2000]: 
Suppose that B is a complete Boolean algebra, and F , G and H are ultrajilters 
on B,P(I) and P(J) respectively. IfF is III+-complete and Fa :S FH, then 
G :S H. 
f 
r 
r 
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Proof: 
Suppose that Fa ~ Fs. Then there exist a function g : IF 8 1 --+ IF 8 J and a family 
of functions {fp: g(P)--+ P,P E !FBI} such that for each X~ P, VX E Fa 
iff f? 1 [X] E Fs. Suppose that XK is the characteristic function of K ~ I or 
K ~ J , and consider the partition P1 = {X{i} E B 1 : i E I} in B 1 and the 
corresponding partition PJ in BJ. Suppose that h : P(PI) --+ P(g(PI)) is a 
complete homomorphism and is defined by 
h(VX) = Vf?/[X]. 
Define a function f : J --+ I by 
f(j) = i iff 7rj(h(X{i})) E F. 
f is well defined, since F is III+ -complete and hence F and the partition 
(1rj o h)[PI] - {0} have exactly one element in common. Now suppose that 
X E G. Then {i E I : xx(i) E F} E G, and hence xx E Fa. Since 
XX = V{X{i} : i EX}, h(xx) = V{f?/(X{i}) : i EX} by definition of h, 
and hence h(xx) E Fs i.e. (h(xx ))- 1 [F] E H. 
Now 
j E (h(xx))-1 [F] iff h(xx)(j) E F 
and the result follows. 
iff V {h(X{i} )(j) : i EX} E F since 
XX = V{X{i} : i EX} 
iff h(X{i})(j) E F for some i EX since 
F is III+ -complete 
iff f(j) EX since h(X{i})(j) = 7rj(h(X{i})) 
iff j E f- 1 [X], 
0 
The following theorem follows immediately from Lemma 7.3.3 and Lemma 7.3.4. 
Theorem 7 .3.5 [ Jipsen et al 2000] : 
Suppose that B is a complete Boolean algebra, and suppose that there exists a 
,..+-complete ultrafilter on B. Then the poset RK(P(A)) is order-embeddable 
into the poset RK(BK.) for each A~"'· 
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If B is homogeneous and B has a partition of cardinality K, then Bit "' B. 
Furthermore, if there exists a K+-complete ultrafilter on B, then RK(P(K)) is 
order-embeddable into RK(B) by the above theorem. 
Problems 7.3.6 : 
(a) Can Theorem 7.3.5 be proved in ZFC i.e. without the assumption that 
a "'+-ultrafilter exists on B? 
(b) Suppose that A and B are complete Boolean algebras , and A is a reg-
ular subalgebra of B. Is it true that RK(A) is order-embeddable into 
RK(B)? In particular, if B has a partition of cardinality "'' is it true 
that RK(P(w)) is order-embeddable into B? 
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l 
1\ 
v 
c 
u 
n 
f:M--+N 
f:M_!_,N 
domf 
dome! 
J r x 
j-l[X] 
fog 
'lfj 
P(X) 
Pw(A) 
CL(X) 
X-Y 
M[B] 
M[B]w 
M[B]/t 
M[B]/F 
M[B]/t/F 
Yo 
RO(X) 
ULT(B) 
List of Symbols 
is a subset (or submodel) of 
satisfies 
is isomorphic to 
is elementarily equivalent to 
is an elementary submodel of 
is an element of 
the empty set 
is less than or equal to in the partial ordering 
is a refinement of 
is equivalent to 
there exists 
for all 
umque 
the negation of 
the meet of (or logical and) 
the join of (or logical or) 
the complement of 
the union of 
the intersection of 
f is a function from MintoN 
f is a partial function from M into N 
the domain of f 
the domain off on which it is continuous 
the restriction of f to X 
the inverse image of X under f 
the composition off and g 
the projection onto the jth coordinate 
the powerset Boolean algebra on X 
the set of all finite subsets of A 
the algebra of clopen subsets of X 
the relative complement of Y w.r.t. X 
the Boolean power of M w.r.t. B 
the bounded Boolean power of M w.r.t. B 
the /'\:-bounded Boolean power of M w.r.t B 
the Boolean ultrapower of M w.r.t B and F 
the /'\:-bounded Boolean ultrapower of M w.r.t B and F 
the interior of the closure of Y 
the algebra of regular open subsets of X 
the set of all ultrafilters on B 
l 
BS 
BA 
C(X,M) 
D(X,M) 
Xjrv 
f/F 
IFB 
IFB(P) 
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B+ 
MxN 
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a+ 
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A[B] 
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the category of Boolean spaces with continuous functions 
the category of Boolean algebras with homomorphisms 
the algebra of continuous functions f : X --+ M 
where X has been given the discrete topology 
the algebra of functions from X into M where X 
is given the discrete topology 
the set of equivalence classes of X w.r.t. "" 
the equivalence class off w.r.t F 
the semilattice of partitions of B 
the subsemilattice of IF B generated by P 
the subsemilattice of IF B consisting of partitions with fewer than 
K elements 
the set of non-zero elements of B 
the direct product of M and N 
MxM 
the identity relation on M 
the direct product of the Mp, P E U 
the direct power of M w .r. ~ I 
the free product of B and B 
the relative algebra of B w.r.t. p 
the Boolean value of cp 
the Boolean value of cp w.r.t. M[B] 
llf =fill ~ bi for each i, bi -# bi fori-# j, 
and V { bi : i E I} = 1 
the theory of K, 
the cofinality of the poset X 
the cardinality of X 
the successor of cardinal a 
the free Boolean algebra on K generators 
zero-sharp 
the class of sets definable over Y 
the a-th hierarchy of constructible sets 
the class of all constructible sets 
the class of all ordinals 
Large Cardinal Hypothesis 
Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory with the Axiom of Choice 
the product ultrafilter ofF and G, whereF and G 
are ultrafilters on powerset Boolean algebras 
(or the product ultrafilter ofF and G, where F and G 
are ultrafilters on complete Boolean algebras) 
the Boolean power of A w.r.t. B 
with the two-valued equality relation 
the Rudin-Keisler poset of ultrafilters on B 
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